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FOREWORD

Multicultural education is eeucation which values
cultural pluralism. Multicultural education rejects the
.view that schools should seek to melt away cultural
differences or the view .that schools should merely tolerate
cultural pluralism. Instead, multicultural education
affirms that schools should be ofiented toward the cultural
enrichment of all children and youth through programs,rooted
to the preservation and extension of coltpral alternatives.
Multicultural education recognfzes cultural diversity as a
'fact of life in American society, and it affirms that this'
cultural diveTsity is a valuable resource that should be
preserved and extended. It affirms that major,education
institutions should strive ta preserve,and enhance cultural
pluralism.

Multicultueal education programs for teachers are more
than special courses or special learning experiences grafted
onto the standard program. The Commitment to cultural
pldralism must iiermeate all areas of the educational
experience provided 'for prospective teachers.

So stated AACTE's first-Commission on Multicultural
Education in 1972. In 1976, Wi-th a project of the Cobmission,
the itandards of the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) were,reirised to include a single
standard on multicultural.education. These standards also
include references to multicultural education in 14 of the
remaining 29 scandards for basic te#cher education programs and
in five of the remaining 39 standards for ailvanced programs.

-As.we enter a new decade, the. Commission reaffirms its
commitment to multicultural eduCation and equal educational
opportunity for all students. As the'interdependency of nations
and people around the world accelerates, the need to prepare
educators to be aware of, understand, accept, and function
effectively in settings and with people culturally different from
themselves is more critical-than ever. As teacher educators, we
can not neglect our responsibility to.develop programs that
reflect the multicultdral realities of the United States and the
world.

f0
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One of the Commission's prOgram goals is tro assist
institutions, agencies, and organizatidns in the preparation of
educati.onal personnel for a. pluralistic society, and an
interdependent world. With the support of a NIE-funded ptojedt,
"Knowledge Interpretation Program: Training Educators to'Provide
EducationarEquity", the Commissipsk has prepared four documents
to assist institutions in the process of designing and
redesigning Multicultural education prowams. This document,
Volume I, is a collection of nine:papers examining strategies for
implementing multicultural education in teacher education
programg. The other three.documents bare:

Vol. II Multicultural Teacher Educaiion: Case Studies of
A collection-CZElse studies based

Etiraird-17a site visits to 13 institutions that varied
in size, geographical region, and ethnic and racial
composition of the student and community populations.
The collection presents alternative 'strategies for*
implemenng mulXicultural teacher education programs.

Vol. III Multicultural "Teacher Education: An Annotated
EITITTTIOrSZTiCie-Elesources. A compilation of
,resources and re erenceEiTiiLas for possible use in
preservice, inse'rvice, and graduate classes.

(s*

Vol. IV Multicultual Teacher Education:"Guidelines for
Im lementation. A set of guidelines to be used in
p arming NOdvaluating multicultural teacher education
programs. These guidelines go beyond the minimum
requirements of the NCATE Standards, designing
exemplary teacher education programs that reflect a
commitment to multicultural education and the provision
of educational equity.

Edmund J. Cain
Chair, Commission on
Multicultural Education

Dean, College of Education
University of Nevada, Reno
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INTRODUCTION

Educational equity is the major tenet un erlying the

development of multicultural education. The e istence of
pluralism in this country is recognized and en,anceck through

t multicultural education. Multicultural education-recognizes
indiOdual'and cultural differences as they are\refleected in

. learning, human relations, motivational incentiVes, and `

communicative skills. °In multicultural educatio0 all students
are recogn'ted as individuals different from ond another) because

of the int raction between their cultural5 backgr und an0 societal

and political factors: The sex, race, ethnicity age,

socioeconomic level, physical and mental capabilities, and
religion of students must be understood in order p develop an
equitable educational environment. \

Although equity in eddcation has been voiced\as a national

goal since the 1954 Brown vs. _Topeka Board of Education
decision, an examinaTiFirig te curricula usaTrom preschool
through college would uncOver inequities. An inve tigation of
the educational environment of classrooms andlscho ls would

uncover additional ineqUities. Thig implies the n ed.for a.
reexamination of education from a different philosophical frame
of reference, Multicultural education is a vehiclel for both the

examination and delivery of educational equity.
\

Thb authors believe that teachers and other ed4cation

personnel can deliver educational equity in our sch(lols;

However, the mandate of teacher education programs mpst be to

prepare teachers with the necessary skills to deliver education .

to all students equitably once they are' in the classroom, This,

of course, implies that teacher educators must examine their own r

programsto determine how well they are currently deliVering such

skills. This will probably necessitate the.redesignifit of

. portions of currentprograms. In a paper preppred egAlipr for

AACTE i, the authors ndicated: .

Designers of.multicultural teacher,education progr'ams* must

be cognizant of concepts that describe the relationship,
intraactions, or interactions.among individuals and groups.

These concepts are racism,.sexism, prejudice,
discrimination, oppression, powerlessness, power,
inequality, equality, and stereotypes. Designers,also must
be aware of various multicultural concepts incluAing ethnic
studies, minority studies, bilingualism, womell studies,

cultural awareness, human relations, value clarification,

and urban education (Bidol, Note 1, 1977).

1
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The redesigning orteacher .educatiOn pfograms for
multicultural education might be based on the following
assumptions:

1. The uniqueness of the American cultuxe has been
fashioned by the contributions of many diverse cultural
groups into an interrelated whole.

2. Cultural diversity and the interaction among different
groups strengthen the fiber of American society to
ensure each citizen's inherent right to be an
individual.

3. The isolation or assimilation of any cultural group
changes the structure of the American culture and
weakens its basic intent of enhancing the maximum worth
of every individual.

4. The education system provides the critical function of
molding attitudes and values necessary for the
continuation of a democratic society.

5. Teachers must assume leadership,in creating a.climate
for a culturally pluralistic society.

6.- For teachers to assume lpadership roles, they must be
trained in institutionwhere the environment-.0flects.-..
commitment to multicmltutal'education, ;

_
7 ;".

.
1

When ih,0qatianal Coacil for Accreditation of\ Teacher,
c Educ ion'(NCA' E)rev/i.6d their Standards far the Accreditation

"of Tea her Ed cation/in 19 , mei-a-Fs tHOUiET-Fari-i-faligiii7-4.
g prepari lers,mtist inc ude multicultural education in order

. to be'tot pre are periSOnnelato work in a,multicultural society.
, The revisd st ndards that 14ent into effect in 1979 thus include

a standar 01 multicultdral education. They also contain
references to multicultural education in standards oh governance,
faculty, students, rpsources, and long-range planning. ,

Throughout this document, the authors refer to those standards.
The major reference reads:

tv '

2.1.1 Multicultural Education

Multicultural education is preparatioftlfor the social,
political and economic realities that indlyiduals experience
in culturally divprse and complex human encounters. These
realities have both national and international dimensions. .
This preparation prcvides a prcwess by which an individual'
develops competencies fof perceiving, believing, evaluating
and behaving in differential cultural settings. Thus,
multicultural education is viewed as an intervention and an

IIa
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on-going. assessmentprocess to help institutions and
individuqls become more responsive to the humgrs condition,

individual cultural integrity, and cultural plet.alism in -

society.

Provision should be made for instruction in multicultural

education in teacher education programs. Multicultural
education should receive attention in courses, seminars,
directed readings, laboratory and clinical experiences,
practicum, and other types of field experiences;

61ticultuyal education could include but not be limited

to th,e experiences which: (1) promote analytical and

evq.uative abilities to confront issues such as

participatory democra6r, racism' and sexism, and the parity
of power; (2) develop skills for values larification
including the study of.the manifest and latent transmission
of values; (3) examine the dynamicyf diverse cultures and
the implications for developing tea hing strategies; and (4)

examine linguistic variations and diverse learning styles as
a basis for the development of appropriate teaching
strategies.

Standard: The institution gives evidence of planning for
multialltural education in its teacher education curricula
ihcluding both the general and professional studies

components.

The major purpose of this document is to clarify the meaning

and intent of this and other Standards.' Implementing the intent

of the Multicultural perspective in the,NCATE standards is the

theme of Part La this document. Chap r 1 focuses on the

recruitment, admission, retention, and placement of students.
Grant, Sabol, and Sleeter present a strong case for the
evolvement of a, diverse student population to enhance educational

equity. Their discussion of policy recommendations not only

focuseS on the retention, recruitment, and counseling of

students, but also presents a strong rationale for thp
superiority of a diversp student body in facilitating the
educational process.

Baptiste and\Baptiste present cognitive and affective
competencies for a multicultural curricull . Their
conceptualization of multicultural education includes a topology

of the levelvof multiculturalism that can be observed in a
teacher education program. The writets argue that a teacher

training program may reflect one or more of the three levels

described by their model. The authors also present a schematic

model demonstrating the relationships of nineteen generic
competencies for incorporating multiculturalism into a teacher

training program. The eleven cognitive competencies have been

3



assessmentstechniques, and suggested courses for delivery. The
authors believe that ene of the major causes of inequity within
the educational system lies within the curriculum process. They
submitothat their recommended competencies can play a major role
in alleviating inequities within the curriculum process.

Kollut tackles one of tire major components of a multicultural
teacher education program -- preservice field experiences. He
attempts to speak to those facets of field experiences reflected
in the NCATE standards. 'His recommendations for enhancing the
preservice professional studies are buttressed with illustrative
examples, to.which the reader should be able to relate. He
covers all aspects of the preservice training program, including
the relationship of the School of Education to general studies
involvement of faculty, student supervision, and the expansion of
student teacher experiences.

In chapter four Hayes explores community participation in
teacher education. This chapter discusses the cornerstone of
multicultural training--the community relationship to the
education process. Various ways are suggested that teacher
educators can incorporate community members into teacher training
programs in the humanistic, behavioral, and clinical aspects of
the program. She also outlines strategies and procedures that
would clarify and simplify the process of gathering and sharing
information as well as,initiating personal nd
communications.

Garcia.identifies in chapter five the goals, instructional
models, and strategies which are relevant to teacher education
that is multicultural. He asserts that the NCATE standard on
.multicultural education implies two major objectives for
professional educators: (1) to function nonethnocentrically
within pluralistic classrooms and (2) to ,provide curriculum and
-instruction about the pluralism of U.S. society. He also
describes three instrmctional models--intergroup relations,
ethnic studies, and bilingual/bicultural education as feasible
delivery systems for attaining, these objectives.

The writers for Part II have focused on selected issues that
should be addressed in teacher education programs as a part of
multicultural education. Spencer and McClain treat the issue of
bidialectical education or the teaching of standard English.
They argue that because of the misconceptions and controversy
involving the issue of nonstandard English, it is important that
educators be aware of bidialectical education and its
implications in the provision of educational equity. It is their
belief, that bidialectial education offers studen,ts a chance to
retaiefull participation in their oun culture and fully
participate in the mainstream culture.

4
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In chapter seven Mitchell and Watson discUSS personal

.cultural orientations and theiPrseducational implicttions. The

use of the family as a*primary soure for understanding how

students ,learn is emphasized. Research findings on different

learning styles and teaaing strategies appTopriate to thase

differences are discusSed, along with anthropplogical infordation

and techniques that provide a basis for modification tn

curriculum, methods, and schooltmanagement.

. Banks and Benavidez discuss the importapce of teachers"
interpeuenal skills for providing equity in tha schools. 'They

propose the Interpersonal Skills Model .of Carkhuff and Berenson .

as an effective means for training preservice and inservice

teachars in this area. If teachers use interperional skills

while working,with students from diverse cultural backgrounds;

students will be,better able to.utilize-their unique cultural

experiences and personal resources in the process of acRuiring

new learning.
.

In the final chapter Fanta and Pruitt-Malone examitathe a

issues of disproportionate minority discipline. Their major

thrust is en the unequal treatment of students behaviorally in

the schools. The wrAters attempt to focus the attention of

professional educatons on what is essentially the evolution of a

segregation problem in American education. They suggdst both

mechanisms and methodologies that the educational community may>
employ in responding to the problem.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Bidol, P., Baptiste, N. P., Jr., Baptiste, M: L.°; Holmes,

E. A., and Ramierz, M., III. -Incorporating i. multicultural

perspective:. NCATE's revised standards for curriculum. An

unpublished paper, American Associationiof. Colleges for

Teacher Education, 1977. ,

H. Prentice Baptiste, Jr.

Mira L. Baptiste
Donna M. Gollnick

e.
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PART I

IMRLEMENTING MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
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Chapter 1 °

RECRUITMENT, ADMISSIONS, RETENTION, AND PLACEMENT FOR
EDUCATIONAL EQUITY: AN.ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESS*.

c.

Carl A. Grant
C. Ruth Sabol

Christine E. Sleeter

The process of recruitment, admissions, retention, alad

placement of students into higher education is vital--not oN,y to

train and place students in jobs, but to provide intangible

benefits to students while sustaining both the universit5r and the

society. By attending, a university, students acquire the

cultural capital that affords them a better opportunity to

achieve personal and professional fulfillment. The university,

at the same tiMe, relies on the recruitment, admissions,
retention, and placement of students for both its stimulus and

support. Society also benefits by gaining the educated.citizenv

vital to its renewal. Although the process of re.cruitment,

admissions, retention, and placement is necessary, the
Lmpediments often hidden in the process have long hindered the

.
Carl A. Grant, Ph.D., is Associate Professor in the Departmeht of

Curriculum and Instruction at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison; C. Ruth Sabol, Ph.D., iscAssistant Professor
of'English at Texas A r University in Kingsville, Texas; and

Christine U. Sleeter is a Ph.D. Candidate and Project Assistant

for Teacher Corps at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

*The authors are indebted to the following individuals who shared

information and reacted 6 this chapter as it was being prepared:

from the University of Wisconsin-MAdison--James Baugh, Academic

Affairs Planner; Joan K. Brooks, Assistant Director, Five-Year

Program; Gloria Dickerson, Assistant to the Dean, Health Services

and,Pharmacy; Chay Goding, Admissions Counselor; Maria-Anita
Oyarbide, Admissions Counselor; and Robert Heideman, Director of

Educational Placement and Career Services. The authors are also

.indebted to Susan Hilderbrand, Coordinator of the adult College

Entry Program Pacific Lutheran University; Cordell Wynn, Dean of

Education, Alabama A M University; Frances Hawkins, Registrar,

Central State University; Cecil A. Franklin, Registrar, Howard
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entry of nontraditional studemts into the mainstream of
society, thus thiArting their personal and professional
fulfillment.

Only recently has attention been given to the lack of equity
in recruitment, admissions, retention, and placement procedures
Admttledly, this attention was not given completely voluntarily
by institutions of higher learning. It was given in response to
federal legislation and to pressure from civil rights
organizations. Institutions of higher education were fbrced.to
recognize the need to appeal to.a broader base of students in
ardor to comply with federal regulations and social demands. In
addition, these institutions now are beginning to recognize the
need to apireal to nontraditional students as serious financial
.cutbacks--caused in part by the decrease ia the enrollment of
traditional students--are faced. This has encouraged teacher
educators to examine the process of recruitment, admissions,
retention, and placement. Our task is to explore the dimensions
of this process by raising issues, making recommendations, and'
,synthesizing its implications for educational equity.

In order to obtain current data on rccrt4tment, admission,
retortion, and placement in teacher education programs, we
developed a.survey form--the Recruitment, Admissions, Retention,
and Placement (RARP) Questionnaire. This was mailed to 53
teacher education institutions in the United States. Telephone

eae -

University; and Herman Bozeman,.Chairman of Teacher Education,
Norfsolk State University. Finally, the.authors acknowledge the
assitance of faculty members at the UniversitY of
California-Berkeley, University of Detroit, Ohio State
University, Otterbein College, Seton lall Uniyersity, Texas

. Wesleyan College, University of Washington, Navajor Community
College, University of Illinois at Champaign-Urb,ana, Hunter
College, Wiley College, Galludet College, Howard University,
Stanford University, George Washington University, Tennessee
State University, Fist University, and Norfolk State University.

1. Nontraditional students are those who, because of racial,
socioeconomic, and regional background, handicap, age, or sex,
have traditionally been denied full participatioa in the process
of higher education.

2. The colleges and univer3ities include (1) a sample randomly
selected from the list in t'ae Directory': Multicultural Education
PLe.grams in Teacher Educatian

8



interviews were donducted with faculty members in 17 of the 40

institutions that completed the Oestionnaire. The data from the

questionnaires and the interviews were analyzed to determine

current policies and procedures used in recruiting, admitting, .

retaining, and placing teacher education students. It was also

. used to assess issues apd problems relating to educational equity

faced by teacher educators in performing each of those functions.

The data were also analyzed to ascertain similarities and

differences between predominantly majority institutions (i.e.,

whitel and predominantly minority insitutions (i.e., Black,

Native American, and hearing impaired).

RECRUITING STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

,., Teaching is a middle class occupation (Rosenbloom, 1977).

Consistent with historical patterns, "recent graduates from

teacher preparation institutions are predominantly female, whiVe,

middle class, and English.speaking" (The State of Teacher

Education, 1977). Furthermore, the maTeTipOrfh-FEFEhing
pFUri-s-gEin has not diversified substantially in the past five

years. In fact,.between 1970 and 1977 the proportion of female

teachers has increased from 67.6% to 72.5% (The Condition of

Education, 1976; The State of Teacher,EducatiZETTU7777--1-d-gides
ti1ii-ST-Th-1977 apprpxilaterTRIV-ar thZ-TURT-674 in the United

States were white, a figure that has shown no significant change

since 1973. OnlY 11% were nonwhite (The State of*Teacher

Education, 1977). Yet, significantlyTT7T-6r-THe staent
population was minority (Golladay, 1977). Also, a

disproportionate number of teachers came from fsmall towns and

rural areas. These areas supplied 58.8% of t4e seniors in

teacher, education programs (The State'of Teacher Education, 1977)

although at least 70% of the-17174INTT6W-OiTiiiiloqcTli6-TOO's has

been urban (Green, 1974). For other types of min-40ties,

information is not so accessible. Although we knowthat
approximately 6.5% of the student povulation is labeled as

"handicapped" (Golladay &1Noell, 1978), statistics are not

available to show how many handicapped teachers there are to

represent models of success for handicapped students. Therefore,

based on available information, .students currently enrolled in

teacher education programs do not reflect the diversifked sexual,

States 1978 (AACTE), pp. 3-21; (2) each of the top ten education

programs-listed in the Chronicle of Education (January 15,

1979); and (3) a selecteale b-r-fiFiUominEntly minority

teacher education institutions.

9



racial, 'social, language, demographic, or physical
characteristics necessary for educational equity--a j'asit lack of
diversity that has not improved over the past five years.

Therefore, we must ask how recruitment can and does
,influence the diversity in the teacher population and how it can
prcmote educational equity in teacher education programs. First,
recruitment must be defined both in terms of its
social-':istorical context and its relationship to the entire
process by which new members are brought into the.teaching
profession.

In ts social-historical context the word recruit comes to
us from the 17th century and means to strengthen or renew by,
incorporating new elements into a system or structure.
Historically, the Change in the process of recruiting students
into teacher education programs has paralleled the growth of our
awareness of the rights of minorities and the emphasis on the
value of diversity in our society. Prior ta 1954 was the period
of tacit inequity whep some educators were more or less atom of
the inequity, but few of them made it an issue for social action.
From 1954 to 1964 was the period of forced integration when
minorities, notably through the leadership of Black people,
gained the legal right of equal access to public facilities and
public education. From 1964 to 1970 was the period .of tokenism
wh'en some individual members of minority groups gained individual
recognition but often were not viewed as representative of the
entire group. Other individuals were showcased as so-called
evidence that no discrimination existed. The period since 1970
haS been one of Affirmative Action (Grant, 1974), focusing more
attention on the necessity of including minorities in the job
force.

The policies and practices of recruiting students into
teacher education programs have followed these same patterns.
Prior to 1954, recruitment maintained the status quo.
Recruitment into teaching relied on the unplanned action of
forces Lortie (1973) has classified as attractors and
facilitators, which.influence the decisions leading to
occupational choices. Attractors are all the "compiiritive
benefits (and costs)" that attract prospective teachers, while
facilitators are allithe social mechanisms, such as "eased
entry," that facilitate an individual's movement into the
profession (Lortie, 1973). While the various attractors and
facilitators induced some students and discouraged others from
.entering teaching during this period, no formal attention was
given to recruiting students for educational equity in
predominantly white institutions. In p.edominantly Black
institutions, students were recruited and trained primarily to
teach Black children in predomiaantly Black schools.
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During the period of forced integration (1954-64),
recruitment policies were influenced by a sense of conscious

awareness. Schools and departments of education became
explicitly aware of the absence of minoritiesjn the
predominantly white teacher education institutions. But, active

recruitment of students for educational equity was nekt yet a

major xoncern.

. Between 1964 and 1970, recruitment followed a patteyn of

planned tokenism. Teacher education institutions Segan to seek

out "qualified" minoritpstudents. Predominantly Wite
institutions of the North "creamed off" the most highly qu'alified

Black students whdpreviously would have attended.a Black

college. This forced many predominantly Black institutions into
competition for Black students and into enrolling a
disproportionate number of females (Dyer, 1967).'

Since 1970 active planning for.the recruitment of students

for educational equity has gained more attention. turing this

period of affirmative action, it has become clear tlat plans must

be made to actively recruit not only nonwhite minorities, but,

other groups not adequately repiesented in the corps of teacher
education programs--more men, the handicapped, people oveir 35,

and people from urban areas. By incorporating a diversity of

persons into programs emphasizing equity and excellence, teacher

educatfbn programs are strengthened.

Obviously, recruitment of eacher education students is tied

to the overall, institutional recruitment program. The active

planning for equity of institutional recruiting programs far-

exceeds the still haphazard or, at best, limited planning by

schools or departments of education. Although teacher education
institutions report that they do plan for recruitment, their

planning is more to maintain enrollments than to affirm

educational equity. Let us, then, isolate and examine some of
the issues.crucial not just to gettin.g students but to getting

students for educational equity.

Since the passage of affirmative action legislation,
institutions have developed activ,e and systematic procedures for
recruiting students from minority and from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds. For example, through college fairs sponsored by
such organizations as the National Association of College
Admissions Counselors (NACAC) and the National Scholarship
Service and Fund for Negro Students (NSSFNS), recruitment
counselors from higher education institutions canvass the nation

for potential students. There are now more spaces in colleges

and universities for qualified minority students than there are

students choosing ,higher education. There are also spaces

available in predominantly.Black institutions for white students.

Since the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1977
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ordeAd six states (ArRansas, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, and Virginia) to submit desegregation plans for
institutions of higher education, whites are4being actively
recruited by Black institutions (Wanted: White Students, 1979).

Responses to the RARP questionnaire and interviews clearly
indicated that providing open access to institutions of higher
education has not eliminated the need for planned recruitment of
Apntraditional students. Two-thirds of the institutions actively
recruit students for their teacher education programs. Aithough
most recruitment iS.directed at students in high schools and
junior colleges, students ard also recruited from within their .

own institutions. A variety of approaches for reaching potential
students are used, but most institutions do not have well
developed, comprehensive plans for recruitment. Most look at (1)
academic achievement (60%), (2) interest in teaching (40%), and
(3) personal qualities (20%). Only one of the predominantly
white institutions interviewed indicated that it actively
recruits racial minorities, and the only institution that
activelyrecruits handicapped students is specifically for the

ihearing mpaired. None of the institutions interviewed actively
recruits urban students, older persons, or males.

Clearly, then, although a m3jority of teacher education
institutions do recruit, few have a comprehensive recruitment
plan, and even fewer'include in their recruitment plan the
recruitment.of students for educational equity.

Issues

Since many of the doors to higher education are now open to
all students, recruitment issues have changed in the past ten
years. The major isrues for teacher education include:

1. Cost and risk for'students,
2. Competition from other professions,
3. Competition from vocational occupations,
4. Costs of recruitment, and
S. Internal politics and policies of the institution.

Due to a shortage of teaching jobs, many students,
particularly the less affluent, cannot risk preparing for an
occupation in which they may not find employment. Besides, the
cost of tuition and the time spent make the investment in four
years of higher education more expensive than other kinds of
training.

12.
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Because affirmative action has opened many professions from

which minorities were previously excluded, teaching is no lônger

as attractive to minority students as it once was. This

contributes ta the decline in enrollment of minorities in teacher

education programs.

Recruiters are discovering that large numbers ofminority
students simply do not enter college. Although the doors are

open to them, many are not convinced of the value of a college

education. Instead the students find that vocational occupations
provide them a good income without requiringethe academic rigors

ef a four-year institution. .

Recruitment programs are often hampered by lack of funds.

The time of massive federal fundimg is,past, with the prospects

of lower enrollments, institutions are restricting their

'expenditures. Consequently, they are employing less extensive

recruitment procedures. For example, many institutions are ,z

resorting to "mail-outs" rather than personal visits. At the

same time, hard sell recruitment procedures are also being used'

by universities faced with falling enrollments and budget

reductions (Hard Sell, 1918Y.

Finally, politics often influence recruitment. When

recruitment for equity is a goal supported by the tenured facnfly

of an institution, programs are established to accommodate the

needs of a diverse student population. More often, however,

recruitment for equity is implemented and supported either by

affirmative action officers who are not a part of the tenured

faculty or by administrators concerned with off§dtting declining

enrollments or sati§fying federal or state requirements. In such

, cases, unqualified students are hustled into the university,

often with financial aid, ttlen pushed out because the institution

has failed to establish programs to meet their needs.

Recommendations

Planning committee for educational equity. Since, teacher

education schoolIUnado not have a plan for recruitment for

educational equity, a recruitment committee composed of faculty,

students, and public school respresentatives should be

established. The committee should develop guidelines and

procedures for the recruitment of a diverse student population

that includes more nonwhite, urban, male, over 35, bilingual, and

handicapped members.
'A
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Channels for recruitment. 1ReCruitment techniques must take
into ia-651711friaViTiouiFRannels that influence student choices,
including high school counselorsp high school teachers, members
of the higher education faculty, and parents and other family
members. Continual contact with all of these is vital. It is
particularly important to reach the parents of minorities in
order to assure them of the safety of their children, especially
in large, predominantly white institutions. Recruitment
procedures must also address the concern many minority parents
have for preserving their own cultural roots in what is often
perceived as the alien ground of the predominantly white
uniVersity. In recruiting handicapped students, recruiAment
officers must provide full information to parents about the
availability of necessary facilities at the university. For
older students, recruitment channels should be maintained with
tile counselors and faculty of two-year institutions.

Recruitment team. Rec'ruitment must be done in a personal
mannerby a trai5eaTinformed team of individuals who themselves
represent a diversity of backgrounds. Besides this, members of
the recruitment team must fully inform those being recruited of
their rights related to the institution's policies and procedures
for enrollment.

Financial aid. Financial aid in the form of scholarships
and'grants must 5-6 available ,to students recruited into teacher
education programs, since only in this way can teacher education
hope to attiact a diverse student population. Also, ample
nonresident fee remissions must be availabe to students from
outside a state that has a dual fee structure for resident and .

nonresident students.

Recruitment_procedures. Colleges and universities must
develop a variety of prsocZapres and techniques for recruiting
students. These might include outfitting a recruitment van to
appear at community functions, using both teacher education
students and alumni to make personal contact with potential
students, producing T.V. tapes and slide prese.tations to show
in high schools, offering field experiences to freshmen or others
interested in learning about teaching, and placing ads in high
school and junior college newspapers-(The Cbllege Hustle, 1978).

jobjgacement. Recruitment into a teacher education program
must a.TryV/TUETT the commitment on the part of the teacher
training institution that only the approximate number of students
that can reasonably expect to find jobs will,be recruited for
teacher education programs.

Earlier_initi,a1 contacts. Because institutions often
require certain hiiri school courses for admission, the
recruitment officer must make the intial contact while the
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'student is planning rather than finishin&the high school

program. %

Stucli of noncollpv-bound students. Many university
recrurriars question nFerioncorrage-75-aund studehts go when they

complete high school. The aid of high schools should .be enlisted

to develop procedures for conducting student-flow studies;

Information from such studies will help institutions develop
recruitment plans that result in the enrollment of more students

per dollar cost.

ADMITTING STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

By defining the standardA necessary for an individual to
enter training in any profession, admissions policies affect
prospective members of that profession. These policies may
either select LA or select out individuals from specific groups;
or they may not attract certain persons (e4., a policy that

establishes a comparatively low grade point'average for admission

may not attract the academically talented). However, standards

of academic and technical excellence need not be compromised in

order for a profession to achieve a mix'of culturarly diverse

members.

Admissions standards must be examined in order to determine

how well they,correlate with the effectiveness.with which an
individual performs a iob. Admissions policies for teacher
educatibn need to be analyzed for their effect on the.individudl,
the institution, the profession and the society (Thresher, 1969).

Admissions policies can influence or even determine a person's

lifework work and goals. For example, because it is very
unlikelythat an'individual with a 2.0 grade point average (GPA)

would gain admittance to medical or law school, such an
individual would not likely aspire to became a doctor or lawyer.

Admissions policies, by suggesting that teaching may be
unchallenging, may encourage academically talented to bypass
teaching as a possible profession. But these same policies iiight

attract persons who feel that little effort is required to

complete- a teacher education program. Admissions policies may

also affect the way a teacher education program operates. The

level of admissions standards may influence the academic
expectations the faculty holds for students. These policies may
also help determine the nature of course offerings and the
expenditure of funds. Admissions policies that try tb maintain
high enrollments in'an institution may not necessarily maintain
the requisite academic standards of the profession at large. On

the other hand, excessively tough admissions policies often serve

to limit the profession to individuals with a narrow range of
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talents and skills. Any of these policies can determina the
level of respect society pays to the profession.

Admissions policies for teacher education must respond to
the failure of schools to' successfully meet the needs of all
children. This.failufe must be analyzed objectively to'determine
if there is any relationship between admissions policies and the
academic and social problems tgat exist in schools. That finding
will help determine if students admitted into teacher education
are potentially capable of teaching more effectively. the
analyids shotAld review the individual characteristics of
preservice teachers and examine te level of expectations teacher
educators have for students.

The shortage of teaching jobs in some fields must also be
considered. This should influence, to some dame, the number of
students who enter these programs. While no qualified.persons-
should be barred from entering teacher education programs, they
must receive counseling and guidance about careeT choices in
teaching related fields. The effects of lowering enrollments on
the teacher eaucation faculty must also be analyzed. Fewer
applicants for teacher education prdgrams may encourage the
lowering of admissions standards in order to avoid a reduction in
the size of the faculty or' the retraining of faculty members.

Admissions policies vary in the degree of selectivity along
a continyum marked by restricted access at one end and open
access at the other. Access to an institution may be restricteeL
by high tuition, narrow admissions standards, or both. Policies
restricting access are found more in private than in public
institutions (Continui_ty and Discontinuity, 1973) and more in
some professiolartiiining programs, .sua as medicine or
pharmacy, than in others, such as teaching and social work.

Open access means "equal access for all to higher education"
(Decker, Jody, 4 Brings, 1976). This is accomplished by Charging
low tuition and admitting students from the lower half of high
school graduating classes. The increase in the number of
institutions admitting students through open access has come in
response to the demands of equal opportunity required by civil
rights legislation and societal pressure. This recognizes that
many individuals, particularly those of lower socioeconomic or

3. Howey, Yarger, and Joyce (1978) reported that "only about one
in 10 programs indicated that they used population studies or
projections of future public school enrollment to determine the
number of teacher candidates to admit" (p. 39).
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minority status, historically have ,bean excluded from systems of.
higher education.

Special admissions procedures admit some students without
changing ddmissions requirements for all students. Most often,
special admissions is. used to admit students from specific
groups, such as racial minorities, who in the past have been,
excluded from predominantly'white schools. It is also used to
admit those who have been deprived of adequate precollege
education. 'Under special' admissions programs, spaces may be
reserved for individuals who meet the requirements. However,
since the 1978 judgement on the case of &e_gents of the University
of California v. Bakke, special admissions cannot Weiigar-to
avarrariffing appriTints who qualify under' regular admissio'ns
standards (Jones, 1-978).

Admissions policies are linked- to retention policies., Open
access and special admissions, when accompanied by support
services to help retain students needing work in specific basic
or academic skills, make higher education available to many who

have received popr academic training in high school. Although
open access and special admissions may ease entry into higher
.education, a "revolving door" is created when effective services
are not provided (Sacks, 1978).

Most admissions policies for teacher education are more open
than restricted. Consequently, the general admissions policies
of the institution usually determine the level of proficiency
required of students who are availabl e to enter teacher
education. Results o/.' the RARP survey indicate that the
criterion most widely used to 'admit students into teacher
education is the grade point average (GPA). The minimum Mk
varies from 2.0 to 3.0. Some programs require a higher GPA in
introductory education courses than in other courses, and some
require a higher GPA for a student to quali fy for student
teaching than that required for initial admission into the
program.

About two-thirds of the programs in predominantly majority
institutions surveyed and one-fifth of those in predominantly
minority institutions consider standardized test scores for
admiss ions. Recommendations of ac ademic abi lity, interviews, and

,previous job experience are also used as admissions criteria at
some institutions. Only one program reported that a criterion
called "commitment to teaching" was used in admissions.

A 1976 survey of 175 schools, colleges, and departments of
education found that 70% of the teacher education programs have a
formal admissions procedure. The criteria most used include:

(1) previous success in college, usually indicated by GPA, (2)

letters of recommendation, (3) personai interviews, (4) previous
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experience, and (5) standardized test scores (Howey, Yarger, &
Joyce', 1978).

A great concern of several respondents is how to maintain
enrollment without lowering admissions standards at a time when
fewer students are electing to enter teacher eduCation. Some
programs have relaxed standards while others have reduced
enrollments. A number of respondents also reported that some
students, payticularly academically talented women and
minorities, now tend to choose fields other than education. As a
result, many teacher education programs are drawing not only
fewer but fewer applicants who are academically talented.

Issues

Teacher education faces some complex issues in admissions:
Solutions that seem to resolve problems on one level (i.e., the
individual, institutional, professional, or societal level) may
well create additional problems at another level. These issues
include:

1. Enrollment size,
2. Criteria for assessing effective teaching,
3. University admissions and remedial services,
4. Multiple assessment points,
S. Responsibilities of the admissions staff for teacher

education.

Declining enrollment is an immediate problem in teacher
education. Therefore, the need to maintain or improve the
quality of the teaching profession in terms of academic arid
technical excellence may be overlooked at this time. The
self-interest of.the faculty in maintaining jobs, salaries, and
facilities requires a relatively large enrollment. However,
maintaining a large enrollment by lowering admissions standards
can have the long-term effect of lowering the quality of the

,

teaching profession at large. On the other hand, reduced
enroljment can allow faculty members the time necessary to better
assess the progress of students. This, in turn, could have a
long-term influence on improving the overall quality of the
teaching profession.

Although GPA is a come:11y used admissions criterion, there
is reason to question the use of grade point average (or SAT or
ACT scores) as the single predictor of teaching effectiveness.
The use of the GPA and standardized test scores as the sole
admissions criteria may well select out talented individuals who
received poor academic preparation in high school '(Clark, 1972)
or talented older persons with impressive work experiences who

18
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are unused to taking tests and competing for grades (Mencacker,
1975). Also, the content, administration,,and use of tests may
have a negative impact on individuals (Flaugher, 1970) since:

t..

Test content may reflect a white middle-class bias,
intentionally or unintentionally; and the administration and
use of tests may represent barriers of restrictions for
minorities because of handicaps,' or different experiences,
resulting from direct discrimination in other areas (Feagin
& Feagin 1978).

Although educators disagree on the specifically defined
characteristics of a good teacher, the complexity of the
relationship between effective teaching and such factors as role
expectations, teaching environment as well as the individual
needs and characteristics of teachers must be further
investigated to understand more fully the factors that contribute
to effective teaching.

There is a relationship between admissions into an
institution and its responsibility for proViding remedial
services to retain students. Whether or not an institution has
that responsibility is an issue currently being discussed
extensively. These discussions are crucial since the relatively
low requirements for admission into teacher education make it
possible for students who enter the institution through special
admissions or open access to maintain the minimum grade average
in completing the teacher training.program and to get through the
program without receiving any aSsessment or remediation in basic
skills such as reading, composition, and mathematics. What,
then, is the responsibility of the institution to the teacher
education program, the teaching profession, and society in .

general? Is it the institution's responsibility to provide
remedial services to those who need academic assistance? If the
institution has no responsibiMty to provide remedial services,
then should admissions standards screen out individuals who lack
thyrequisite academic skills at the time of application?

Most students are assessed according to specified criteria
at the sophomore or junior year, when they are initially admitted
into the teacher education program (Howey, Yarger, Joyce,
1978). In order to augment this, some institutions, especially

4. Harvey, Yarger, and Joyce (1970 reported that "About
one-fifth of the institutions admit students to education at the
freshman level. About 10 percent of the sample offer 'fifth
year' programs and most special education programs are at the
fifth year level or beyond. Elementary and secondary programs
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those with CBTE programs, have adopted rigorous exit criteria
SHowey 'et al., 1978). Few institutions have done this, however.

The responsibility of the admissions officer for teacher
eduation usually begins with an application and ends with a
decision on whether or not to admit an applicant. However, some
students may need help to correctly follow admissions procedures.
This is especially necessary if the students have had no previous
experience with such procedures or with the ambiguous terms used
on admissions applications (Baugl, 1973). The admissions officer
may also make specific recommendations to a student for remedial
services if such a need is apparent at the time of admissions.

Recommendations

Admissions rauirements and teachinz effectiveness. Each
teacher eaTERT6n program should ea-duct MirfUTEETItudies to
establish correlations of teaching effectiveness with individual
characteristics of students and with specific admissions
requirements.

Assessment of additional admissions criteria. No single
factor can adequately prealEfwEiTEer or not an individual will
be an effective teacher (Baugh, 1973). Because there is
"reasonable doubt that commonly employed predictors (e.g., tests
and high school or college grades) can be universally applied to
all racial groups" (Sedlacek & Brooks, 1976, pr. 51) or to all
nontraditional groups, admissions criteria other than those
commonly used must be developed and researched. Such criteria
might include commitment and motivation, imaginative potential,

typically admit students in their junior year, yet nearly half of
those preparing to be subject specialists or to work in
vocational educational are admitted during the first year of
college" (p. 38).

S. This conclusion is supported by the observation that
"nonwhite's performance on the job is better than test
performance, suggesting that traditional selection criteria may
not be accurate when applied to minority students" (Burton, 1975,
p. 7) and by the conclusion of a study that states that
"Mexican-American students who are capable of succeeding in
highly selective institutions are likely to be passed over for
admissions if only traditional predictors of success are used"
(Lawman & Spuck, 1975, pp. 46-47).
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emotional maturity,,and social facility. A problem with 4

developing such criteria is the vague, elusive nature of the
terminology and the often imprecise understanding of what
specific characteristics are involved and how they contribute to
the criterfa. Another important criterion might'be an active
interest on the part of the individual to be effective in
teaching all children as an affirmation of educational equity.
The assessment of how a student is meeting the criteria could
occur through interviews, course work, observation, counseling,
work samples, goal statements, or attendance records. Grades
might be examined over a two-year period in order to determine if
there is evidence indicating an increase or a decrease in
motivation.

6ordination between admissions and recruitment.
Recruitment ariaamissions effortsa poirEles must be
coordinatbd. For example, if studentA are recruited from
nontraditional poputations, such as older persons and the
handicapped, information about and assistance in completing the
admissions procedures must be avail4ble.

Coordination between admissions and retention. Admissions
criteiqi7gRoura-UE-aaniai-d-T5-FelationshIp to remedial services
available to students. There must be close coordination between
admissions policies and retention policies and practices.
Revolving-door admissions policieS are unfair.

Trng of admissions officers. Admissions officers must
receive inservice traiiiirrffTRTUFEation and procedures for
working effectively with students from different ethnic groups,
geographic areas, age groups, and handicapped groups. Admissions
officers should be trained, for example, to communieate with
parents, process tran.sfer credits, suggest appropriate retention ,

services, and make the student welcome.

Clear communication of ex)ectations. Applicants for
admissionrinto a te5E4-67 e ucation program should be told at the
time of application the level of performance expected of them
during theiv professional training. Such direct guidance may
encourage students who are not prepared for the rigors of teacher
education to consider alternatives either within education or in
other fields.

RETAINING STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

A Revolt .and Recommendation of the Task Force on Minorila
Student ketentia 1197K asserts: "The key to acfileving minority
"ihro-TITaIirglies in increasing the retention rate among
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undergraduate minority students" (p. 5). Of the freshman
students who entered one predominantly white Midwestern
university in the fall of 1973 (4,203 MajorIty, 201 minority),
64.2% of'the majority students and only 54% of the minorities
remained to enroll as seniors. Actual tetention rates for
freshman entering from 1973 to 1976 are shown below.

ENTERED STILL ENROLLED

Fall 1973 Fall 1974 Fall:1975
N % N %

WHITE 4,086 3,220 78.8 2,826 69.2
MINORITY . 180 129 71.7 105 58.3

Fall 1974 Fall 1975 Fall 1976

Fall 1976
N %

2,649 64.8
85 47.2

Fall 1977

WHITE 4,203
MINORITY 201

Tall 1975

3,351 79.7 2,857 68.0
145 72.1 118 58.7

Fall 1976

2,692 64.2
108 54.0

Fall 1977

WHITE 4,448 3,634 81.7 3,136 70.5

MINORIM 208 163 78.4 141 67.8
Fall 1976 Fall 1977

km

/ WHITE
/ MINORIff-

3,717
192

3,163 85.1
146 76.0

Even though the absolute level of minority retention has improved
in this university, the difference -b-e-ten majority and minority
retention has not been reduced over the`past five years.
Furthermore, the greatest attrition for both majority and
minority students occurred in the first twp years, a trend
consistent with minority attrition at other institutions (Rosser,
1974).

By comparison, three predominantly minority universities
reported 'the following retention rates from the freshman to the
sophomore years:
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WHITt:

BLACK

Univertity #1_ Univailsiti #2 University #3

96% 88i 65%

86% 65%

4lost institutions in the study 4ndicated that yearly
enrollment, broken down by race, for each freshman class was not
available. However, from the figures we were able to obtain it
appears that the attrition rate of white students at
predominantly minority institut,ion*is not nearly so great as the
attrition rate of minority studtnts at predominantly white
institutions.

Since attrition is the greatest during the first two y9ars
of a student's college.career, plans for recruiting, admitting,
and retaining students in the teacher'education program must
begin early before minority students have dropped out or been
pushed out and before the most highly qualiified minorities have
irrevocably committed themselves to othbr professions. Thus, the
retention of students is linked to institutionarpolicies and
practices for recruiting, admitting, and maintaining a diverse

student population.

Most discussion of retention rely on an implicit definition
of retention which results from the methods of reporting
enrollments that are used by many institutions. Sihce yearly
enrollments tabulate the number of freshmen, sophomore, junior,
and senior students (along with unclassified and graduates) anu
recently have included ethnic breakdowns (usually on the basis of
the total enrollment in an institution), retention has come to be
defined as keeping students who enroll as freshman in an
institution to graduate,in four years (or sometimes more than
Our years if students enter under special'admissions). What
retention rates may not reveal are those studen.ts who withdraw
and return to an institution of higher education later. The most
revealing and useful retention rates are those that are broken
down noteonly by racial/ethnic origin of students (although this
breakdown is crucial), but also are broken down by educational
asprrations, socioeconomic status, and financial status.

, Because retention rates are based on withdrawal rates, an
analysis of retention requires an examination of factors that may
be relevant to student withdrawal. For example, let's look at
students attending college in 1972 or 1973. Of those aspiring to
complete four years of college, the withdrawal rate was 25.8% for
students who received financial aid, 30.9% for studepts who
received none. On the other hand, of the students committed to
completing a vocational-technical school (although they were 4
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registered in four-year institutions), the withdrawal rate was
73.3% for students who received financial aid and 79.9% for those
who did not. The withdrawal rate of students, of low
socioeconomic status was 30.8% for those getting financial aid,
52.6% for students with no financial aid (Golladayl Noell,-
1978). ThUs, retention factors are complex.- They include the
predominant culture of the institution as well as the
racial/ethnic background, educational aspirations, socioeconomic
status, financial support, college grades, and academic
preparation of the student. An institution must consider all of
these factors in planning and implementingacademic,
socio-cultural, and financial support services to retain
nontraditional students.

Results of the RARP survey indicated'that about 83% of the
students admitted into teacher education programs successfully
complete those programs. Only about 6% of the students admitted
are counseled out of education and into other fields. There is, ..
graat variation in counseling out procedures used by different
institutirons. Fewcteacher education programs provide intensive
counseling for students about career goals either prior to.or
_immediately following admissions.

On the other hand, academic retention is facilitated largely
through coUnseling services (95%) and through basic skills
services (62%) such as writing or composition.clinics; study'
skills labs., and math and reading labs. Other academic retention
services include tutoring, advising, and providing clinical field
experiences. A.few minority institutions.provide oral
communications workshops and preparation Sessions f9r.the
National Teacher Exam. Only one institution mentioned providing
retention services specifically for handicapped students:
Referrals to academic retention Services are most often made on
the basis of eithet diagnostic tests given to entering students
or recbmmendations made by professors. Interview respondents

6. For additional discussion of variables related to college
withdrawal, see Peng and Fetters, 1978; DemitroU, 1974;
Summerskill, 1962; and Tinto, 1975.

7. Dr. Fred Proff at the University of Houston described a
retreat and seminar program at the University of Houston. This
program included individual and collective exercises in
self-assessment, career and life goals assessment, and
self-assessment in relation to teaching as a profession. The
program is reported to have been effective in enabling many
students to make informed and considered commitments to teaching
while enabling others to elect not to continue in teacher
education but to select other fields.
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indicated that their academic retention services were generally

effective in improving academic petformance.

Another important function of.retention services is academic

enrichment.. This is provided through a wide variety of

activities, most commonly guest lectures, field experiences,

seminars and workshops, and field trips. Services designed to

help Etudents adjust, to the culture of the university include .

counseling, academic advising, and conducting orientatiOns.
Social support services (e.g., social clubs, recreational

programs, special interest groups, and convoctions) are also

available, although few programs mentioned the existence of more

than one social supp'ort serVice at any one institution.

Financial aid is available to students in most teacher

education programs. However, more students receiVe financial aid,

in predominantly nonwhite institutions (701 df the students) than

in predominantly white institutions (45% of the students).

Although financial aid is available to most nonwhite student's,

some respondents reported that the amount is often insufficient.

Issues

The dominating factor which influences ail of the issues of

retention is-the point of v.iew from which an institution views

the problems of retention. They may deal either with the facts

or the process of retention. When dealing with the facts of

retention, the institution tends to categorize those facts into

three areas: (1) lack of academic preparation, (2) difficult

socio-cultural adjustment, and (3) lack of financial resources

(Report and Recommendations, 1978). Ftom the point of view of

'ego procesT7Fretentia7However, the problems of retention are

seen as stemming from: (1) lack of adequate academic support

services such as skills, labs, remedial services, and-enrichment

services, (2) lack of socio-cultural adjustment services, and (3)

lack of financial aid for all on the basis of need (Bob, 1977).

The first point of view places implicit responsibility on the

student to measure up. The second point places responsibility

upon the institution to provide reasonable access to services

that will allow students who want to take advantage of such

services a means of measuring up (Johnson, 1974). The major

issues of retention are:
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1. Academic support services,

2. The ethics of recruitment, admissions, and retention,

3. Obliga.tion of an institution for socio-cultural
adjustment,

4. Responsibility of the academic faculty,

5. The stigma of retention services and programs,

6. Counseling.out,

7, Effective timing of teacher education courses,

8. Equity financial resources, and

.9. Retention and academic excellence.

The key to maintaining a diverse student population "once
they have been recruited and admitted is supportive services"
(Johnson, 1974). Academic support services may include basic
skills refinement--such as reading, composition, or math--and
skijlls that emphasize how to study. Support services may be
designed either for students experiencing the greatest academic
difficulties or for students at all levelsof competence to
improve academic skills. Support services may be optional or
mandato'ry.. Some; such as basic English, may be available to only
freshman studdnts for one semester; others, such as skills labs,
may be available to any student.

Anderson, discussing the ethics of recruitment and
admissions practices, asserts that:

Recruitment practices and admission decisions mdst reflect
the highest moral and ethical standards. Too often, our
equal opportunity programs have provided little more than
the opportunity for nontraditional students to become
discouraged, to experience yet another failure, and to drop
out or be dropped out with smashed dreams and expectations.
(An Fqual Opportunity Program Retention Design, 1976,
p. 693)

Therefore, it fs the institution's responsibility to avoid
becoming a revolving door through which all nontraditional
students are welcomed but not provided for (Dailey, 1977).

Merton, Reader, and Kendall (1957), in a study of the
training of student physicians at Cornell, says that
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Behavior is not merely the result of thwindiyidual's
personal qualities but a resultant of these in interaction
with the patterned situations in which the individual
behaves. It is these contexts of social situation which
greatly affect the extent to which the capacities of
individuals are actually realized. (p. 62)

Therefore, in order to realize the capacities of a diversity of
students, the institution must be concerned with meeting the
socio-cultural needs of all students.

The retention of students is also influenced by the quality
of the interaction between the student and the tenured faculty
and staff (Rplort and Recommendations, 1978). The degree of
involvement anacommitment ot1e ta-ured academic faculty for
retention of qualified individuals who are minorities at an
institution is a crucial factor in retention.

Although it is impo'ssibe to legislate attitudes,
institutions of higher education must address the issue of the
stigma that is often attached o retention programs and to
individuals who participate in them--especially those gn the
basic academic skills.

Remedial services benefit Ony students, but they are not a
cure-all for every student who lacks ability to become an
effective teacher. During the training program, some teacher
education students may deMonstrate that they should consider
other careers. However, most teacher education programs lack a
clearly-defined procedure for counseling such individuals into
fields other than teaching. In the absence of such a procedure,
individual faculty members who attempt such counseling risk
acquiring .a reputation for being unfair to students. They may
also.risk being sued if they are unfamiliar with legislation
protecting the rights of, students. Teacher education must be
concerned with counseling out in order to have a highly qualified
profession. To effectively accomplish this, institutions must
examine carefully who is to be responsible, what criteria are to
be used, when such decisions should be made, and how the student
is to be involved in the process.

The cost of a college education usually represents a iarger
share of the family's income for minority students than for
majority students. For example, in 1976 the average cost of
attending a four-year public university for one year represented
13% of the median income of a white family, 20% of the median
income of a Hispanic family, Rpd 22% of the median income of a
Black family (Golladay 4 Noell, 1978). This disparity is offset
somewhat by the fact that racial minorities receive a larger
percentage of federal grants and scholarships than white students
(Golladay Noell, 1978). However, the amount of aid may be
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insufficient for many minority students. Also, a larger
percentage of racial minority students than white students
finance part of their education.by working. In 1972-73, 13% of
the Black students, 8.3% of the Hispanic students, only 6.21 of
the white students participated in work-study programs (Golladay
4 Noell, 1978). Furthermore, a larger percentage of white .

,students (49.3%) than Hispanic (36.6%) or Black (33.6%) students
received aid from nonfederal sources (Golladay Noell, 1978).
Thus, the issue of financial resources involves (1) the extent to
which financial aid allows a student to attend college without
worrying about money or depleting family funds and (2) theextent
to which a student must take time from Study to work for the
money to attend school.

.An institution that admits large numbers of students with
poor academic skills without providing adequate academic support
services faces either destroying the aspirations of many of its
students or abandoning academic excellence in courses. One
long-term effect of abandoning academic excellence isto drive
the most highly qualified potential students to other, more
"prestigious" institutions. Can teacher education afford,the
results of the short-sighted policies that prohibit the
establishment of adequate support services fur all students?

Recommendations

lulanned, c2Eprehensive retentim_priuram. Learning,
whether carrea-"remerifirnErr "enyichment, is an ongoing process
for all humans. Insitutions that recruit and admit
nontraditlional students must plan, implement, and fund acadJmic,
socio-cultural, and financial support services as part of a
comprehensive retention program. As fundamental as this may
seem,

Many programs fail because they have never specified their
goals, have never articulated programmatic objectives, or
have never received an endorsement for their goals and
objectives from the primary officia]s of the institution.
(An Equal Opportunity Program, 1976)

aecific iletention services. Retention services such as
skills labs, enTiament- lab-s, counseling services, and full
facilities for the handicappedincluding readers for the blind
and the learning disabled, interpreters for the deaf, and
dormitory facilities to accommodate the handicapped--must be
available to any student needing them. Other services such as
child care should be provided.

2 8
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Pre-college skills_prpams. Students admitted under
special Omissions UdE5die or academic or skills deficiencies
should be offered special summer orientations and skills courses
in writing, math, and reading priot to the regular Tall term
ennollment.

Retention of older students. In terms of academic
performEnce, mature aillts WiTiemain in college do as well as
traditional studen'ts. However, many persons who have been
removed from the academic environment for a period of more than
five years would benefit from a light academic load at the
beginning. While older studOnts are readjusting to the rigors of
an academic environment they feel is for younger people (Tryon

' Sy, 1977), they should have access to study sialls, tutoring, and
regularly .scheduled personal contact with counselors. Because
adult students experience considerable anxiety when they venture
back into higher education, voluntary contact with the tounspling
staff is insufficient (Back to School, 1.76).

Retention of nonBlack students kt_predominantly Black
institutions. girveys connctea during th-Flarly 1970's showed
t5at WiTE;.tuftnts at predominantly Black institutions are older
than their nonwhite counterparts at predominantly white
institutions (White Students, 1978). In addition, they are not
often invelved in campus activities, are usually married, and are
academically competent. Retention of these students in
predominantly Black institutions has not required extensive
setention servies. However, if predominantly Black institutions
intend to increase their enrollment of nonBlack and
nontradWonal students, these institutions will need to expand
,their social and Academic support services to meet the needs of a
more diverse student population.

Pszcho-social adilistment. Psycho-social burdens are pelhaps
greater than acidemic-b-dfaa-g for some minorities (Rosser, 1974),
especially those individuals who are the first members of their
families or cultural group to leave the shelter of their culture.
Therefore, institutions need to determine what kinds of services
and activities are effective in retaining the various minorities.
Such factors as peer group associations, activities, and living
in residence halls during the freshman year have positive effects
on retention (Student Retention Studies, 1976).

Procedure for counseliu out. Equity and excellence demand
that a regular, systematic revie of the efforts to retain
nontraditional students be made. Therefore, teacher education
must develop specific procedures to,monitor the progress of all
students from the freshman year through grakt3tion and to
acquaint students with'alternatives to teAching. Counseling out
must he a continding'procedure of appraisal in which the final
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decision for students to select alternatives to teaching occurs
smoothly and routinely.

The faculty as a whole. The well-being of nontraditional
studenTidepefids to a great extent on interactions with the
faculty (Dailey, 1977). Thus, a plan for involving the education
factlty as,a whole in the retention of students must be deigned
and implemented (gpflort'and Recommendations, 1978). This plan
should include proceaffUrrUF maTriirriEUrry members aware of the
needs of different groups pf students, appreciative of their
backgrounds, and willing tO assume greater responsibility in
meeting the needs of all teacher education students. At the same
time, faculty must be provided the time to monitor and
individualize counseling of students.

An institution, particularly the teacher education program,
should include nontraditional and minority faculty and staff
members. They ,will serve as models of success with whom
nontraditional or minority students might relate.

Advice and sensitivity to financial need. Ali advisory
faculty shoulaFialWinservice tranIrig on all forms of
financial aid available to students. In turn, they should make
this information available individually to students. (Tacking a
note on a bulletin board will not do.) Faculty must also become
sensitive to the financial problems and needs of students
reluctant to ask for help.

Financial aid and lonptudinal studies. The withdrawal rate
for sUaents wHo receive finanaTratrITTower than for students
receiving no financial aid (Golladay Noell, 1978). Thus,
financial aid in the form of grants and scholarships rather than
loans should be provided for all students who.demonstrate need.
Longitudinal studies need to be carried out, (Bob, 1977) to
determine the complexity of financial problems--e4-g:, "attitudes
and behavior of parents in regard to money and coIlege"--(Bob,
1977) in order to provide more in-depth information, about the
actual reasons for withdrawal from institutions of higher
learning. Procedures must be established and maintained to
discover how many and for what reasons students withdraw,
according to racial group. Retention studies at Oklahoma
indicate that:

Reasons given for students withdrawing were often taken at
face vplue when indeed these were not true reasons.
Students are prone to give financial and work conflict
reasons, personal problems, and not enough time to devote to
study, when these may not be the real reasons" (Student
Retention Studies, 1976).
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Therefore, collecting and interpreting of data on student
withdrawal should be accompanied by an exit interview, a
telephone call, or a questionnaire that allows a, more in-depth'

view of the various factors influencing a student's withdrawal.

Work studi_programs. The provision of job opportunities
tends to iiiffince staent persistence, especially for students
from middle-income families. Perhaps limited work study (not
more than 20 houis per week) should be made available to students
who need a job to enhance their academic persistence (Astin, T

1975; Wenc, 1977). Though a job may have many desirable effects,
it puts an additional burden on an individual whose time and
energy,might better be spent in academic and research activities.
Job experience can be acquired later in student teaching and
internship programs', but academic and reSearch skills are usually
not acquired after the student has left the university.
Therefore, students should not be expected to hold a job during
their academic preparation unless such an experience is'needed to

enhance persistence.

Academic and_personal counseling. Academic and pPrsonal
adjustment to a teaEher eariCation program can be traumatic,
especially for nontraditional and minority students. At any
institution in which the student is not of the predominant
culture, comprehensive and coordinated academic and personal
counseling must be provided. The counseling staff should be
trained to understand the needs of nontraditional and minority
'students.

Peer,,parE2rofessional counselors. Support services should
inclua-eriging staent paraTroressionars as counselors (Bracy,

1974). They can be especially resourceful, in helping a new
student get through the bureaucracy of registration, learn where

to eat, and learn how to approach the academic professors. Peer,
paraprofessional counselors should establish peer groups in which
students can meet and learn to know persons from different
socioeconomic, racial, ethnic, and demographic backgrounds.

Special_4inor4i courses. Courses of study must be
establishTdin teach-er aucaTion programs to examine the issues
of equity and to acknowledge the diversity of ethnic and cultural
backgrounds This would include courses in Black Studies,
Bilingual Education, Urban Education, Handicapped Education,
Native American Studies, Women's Studies, and the like. At the
same time, offering these courses must not replace the
incorporating of the diverse contributions,and perspectives of
minorities into existing traditional courses in an academically
respectable manner.
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Academicallxlifted Minoritx.students. Teacher education
progr5W-THarTack 5-Erg-fivel of-TWtelfe-ctual stimulation drive
intelletually inclined students out of teacher education
programs, including the academically gifted nontraditional and
minority students. In sOite of some anti-intellectual biases and
prevailing stereotypes to the contrary, intellectually talented
humanists, philosophers, and thinkers make excellent teachers.
Teacher education needs to design programs to retain these
people.

PLACING STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

The literature on placement is replete with statements
stressing the importance to the ,job candidate of securing a
position personally self-fulfilling (Packwood, 1977). One
dimension of personal fulfillment is being considered for the job
of one's choice. Placement can provide this oppurtlnity by
facilitating the entry of individuals of different oackgrounds
into jobs that they have not traditionally held, in locations
where they have not traditionally worked. In education,
placement involves placing minority persons as well as majority
persons in teaching positions at all grade levels as well as in
all subject areas; in administrative positions as well es in
teaching positions; in core programs as well as in special
programs; and with students from various cultural backgrounds.
There should be special efforts to place males, both minority and
majority, at elementary levels. Therefore, placement of students
for educational equity embraces the principles of affirmative
action.

Placement involves two planning processes: .person-analysis,
or understanding of the self; and job-analysis, or the,knowledge
of the world of work. It is the integration of the twothe
understanding of the self in relation to the world of workthat
is essential to career planning and placement (Packwood, 1977).
Because this understanding begins early in life, the counseling
of a student for.a career in education must begin sooner than is
now the practice. Usually, teacher eduation students are
introduced to the placement officer during the final weeks of
student teaching. Thus the student has little opportunity for
ekploring personal values, goals, and abilities in relationship
to the job opportunities available in teaching or in education
related careers. The opportunity for early awar iiss and career
exploration may be particularly important to irw.viduals who have
encountered a limited variety of role models in education.
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While the placing of students for educational equity is

controlled in part by the hiring policies of business firms and
school districts, university and college placement officers can
assist nontraditional students seeking jobs. Placement officers
can help candidates prepare to meet prospective employers by
holding interviewing orientation sessions and conducting mock
interviews. Qualffied mihoritiesshould be recommendedto all
prospective employers, not just those requesting a minority.
Placement officers can also function as agents of change by
publicizing the success of nontraditional employees in school
systems. The hiring of more women in educational administration
resulted in part from such efforts by placement officers, who
persisted in referring qualified women to employers.

In spite of the diligent efforts of some placement, .
counselors, the represenation of minorities aud women in all
positions at all levels of education continues to be disgraceful.
There is a significant gap between the number of racial minority
students and the number of racial minority teachers in the
schools. In Arizona, minority students constitute 29.1% of the
school population, while minority teachers constitute dnly 7.6%;
in California, 29.2% of the school population is minority, while
only 10.8% of the teachers are minority; in New Jersey, minority
students constitute 21.3% of the school population, while
minority teachers constitute only 8.4%; and in New York, 26.6% of
the school population are minority students, while only 5.6% of
the teachers are minority (The Condition of Education, 1975).

In 1974, while 83.3% of the elementary teachers were women,
they constituted only 12.7% of the total of both elementary and

secondary school principals. Besides this, less than half
(45.7%) of the secondary School teachers and less than one-fifth
(19.5%) of the assistant principals were women (U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, 1977). Clearly, women are
over represented among elementary teachers and under represented
among scondary teachers and administrators.

For the Hispanic American population the figures are equally
dismal. Although individuals of Spanish origin constituted 5% of
the population in 1975 (Golladay, 1977), Hispanic Americans held
fewer than 1% of the Principalships and assistant principalships
(U.S. Bureau of Census, 1978) and only 1.7% of the elementary
teaching jobs and 1.3% of the secondary teaching jobs (Golladay,
1977).

The dearth of minorities in teaching positions, the under
representation of males at the elementary level, and the
disgracefully small number of minorities and females in upper
level positions necessitate placement procedures to encourage a
change in hiring practices. If the membership of the teaching
profession is to become more culturally diverse at all levels of
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education, qualifipd nontraditiOnal job candidates must have the
same oPportunity to secure employment as the traditional job
candidate.

On the RARP survey, respondents ranked six factors that most
influenced the placement of teacher education grAduates. The
three factors ranked the highest were the:subject area of
preparation, the location of the job, and the background and
experience of the student teacher. C ade level, salary, and
characteristics of the student population were next. However,
predominantly majority institutions ranked the background and
experience of the student teacher first, while predominantly
minority institutions ranked it fifth, placing subject area
first.

;

In follow-up interview's, respondents replied that most of
their graduates find teaching jobs in spite of the limited job
market. TeaFhers with specialized training, such as training in
teaching the-deaf, are in demand. Employers are also seeking
teachers who have demonstrated academic and Lechnical competency
in course work and who have performed exceptionally well in
student teaching. Thus, in.stitutions view demonstrated ability
rather than race as the primary factor in determining whether or
not a candidate is placed in a teaching position.

The major problems in placing candidates are the )ocation,of
the job and the field of preparation. Half of the respondents
reported that many in the city job candidates prefer teaching in
metropolitan areas, especially where they completed their
training. Other candidates prefer to teach near their homes.
Candidates tend to be reluctant to seek jobs in less preferred
locations, such as rural or small town areas. The location of
preferences (or biases) of job candidates for certain locations
may counter efforts to diversify the teaching population.
Furthermore, one-fourth of those interviewed cited an civersupply
of teachers in some subject areas, particularly in history and
English, as the cause of placement problems.

Three-fourths of the institutions provide some follow-up
services to graduates. Eighty percent systematically collect
information from graduates in order to assess the adequacy of
their training programs; half of those not collecting such
information are developing plans to do so.
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Issues

a,

Placement is the culmination of the process of recruitment,
-admissions, and retention. Thus, it is indicative of the
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the entire process. The
major issues of placement are:'

1. Placement of teacher with like students,

2. Relationship between the teacher's preparation and the
student population,

3. Personal contacts and placement,

4. Services to graduates,

S. Placement of spouses,

6. Job location,

7. Oversupply of teachers in certain fields.

There is'a strong tendency to place teachers with students
of similar racial background, e.g., Black teachers with Black
students and Hispanic teachers with Hispanic students (U.S.
Office of Civil Rights, 1972).Q Reasons given for this practice
include (1) nontr,aditional students need role models with which
to identify; (2) teachers can relate more effectively with
children from backgrounds similar to their own; and (3) teachers
often prefer to teach children with backgrounds similar to their
own. On the other hand, reasons given against this practice
include (1) all children can benefit by interacting with a
diversity of role models; (2) effective teachers can--and
should--learn to teach children regardless of race, physical
characteristics, or background; (3) segregation in staffing is no
more defensible than any other form of segregation; and (4)

students will need to relate to those who are different from
themselves in order to establish successful social relationships,
therefore,'students need teachers different from themselves.
Opportunities should be provided for students to work with
teachers of similar backgrounds as well as with teachers with
different backgrounds.

Most teacher education programs reflect a white, single
c `tura], perspective. Although attention is sometimes given to
th inalyses of materials for sex or race bias, most teacher
ed ation experiences do not focus upon the importance of
teaching from a multicultural perspective. Many preservice
students may one day teach students from diverse cultural
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backgrounds. Thus, the faculty must decide to what degree the
preserviceprogram will provide knowledge and understanding of
diverse student pppulations. The degree to which training
actually prepares a person to effectively teach students from
diverse backgrbunds has significant implicationsdfor placement.
Placing a teacher with students for whom that teacher is
unprepared compromises the academic and social learning ot the
students and denies professional satisfaction to'the teacher.

In addition to the placement office, there are many channels
through which a student can locate a job. For example, some
students secure jobs through personal or family contacts wi,th
school officials or with influential members of a communiS
Many Communities prefer applicants from their own region. In
these instances,,placement through personal contacts may
undermine any efforts by placement officers to effect equity.
Often majority or middle class applicants enjoy the advantages of
such personal contacts that favor members of dominant groups in a
community.

Virtually all teacher education institutions offer placement
services to graduates. Some, institutions involve graduates in
follow-up studies to assess the effectiveness of the teacher
education programs and in workshops to provide training and
information to student teachers. However, since much of a
teacher's training occurs in the first years on the job (Lortie,
1975), these occasional services are not adequate, especially for
beginning teachers. Teachers who are teaching students from
backgrounds markedly different from their own may require
training and support. From where should this training and
support come? Should a teacher educition institution launch
students into careers expecticg them to adapt td new settings,
institute new programs, and cope with unfamiiar situations
without follow-up services?

Although permitting spouses to work in the same school has
become more acceptable, some educational institutions still
prohibit this practice. This usually places the wife at a
disadvantage, since the conventional expectation is that the wife
will follow her husband to his job location. Placement officers
should be aware of this issue and sensitive to situations in
which one spouse's career is placed in jeopardy because of hiring
policies.

Some teachers are unwilling to relocate in small towns and
rural areas where job opening§ exist; others are reluctant to
teach in inner city schools. Middle-class urban and suburban
schools tend to lure a large number of the capable and talented
teachers. This often leaves less privileged school districts
with too few of the talented teachers. In counseling job
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candidates, the distribution of capable and talented teachers
across all student populations should be considered.

There is public concern about students being solidly
prepared in basic skills such as writing. This raises the issue .

of.whether or not there is an oversupply,of teachers in fields

such as English. If students are not writing as well as they
might (Mellon, 1975), what has been called'an oversupply may
actually be an understaffing of teachers qualified to teach
writing and other basic skills. "If we want better writing, we
need to require more of it;'if we require more of it, we need
more full- or part-time people to respond constructively to what
is written!' (National Assessment of Educational Pr_2gress,.1975).
The emphasis on oversuppr7-5rTeachers in certain fields needs
more in-depth investigation.

Recommendations

Inservice fq_r_placement counselors. Placement counselors
who have woFReaWUTI.wifh one gr5WBrstudents may not function
as successfully with other groups without training. Inservice
training would assist placement officers in becoming aware of and

undprstanding their attitudes toward members of various groups.
Such inservice training can also help them better appreciate the
backgrounds and capabilities of those who come to them for

assistance.

Extra effort. Placement-officers must understoil thanany
emploT6rs haveUrases against individuals on the basis of ra ial,
socioeconomic, and regional background, age, handicap, or sex.
The placement officer may need to expend more than routine effort
to place the nontraditional candidate. For example, placement
officers should advise persons writing recomendations"for
nontraditional candidates to stress the professional strengths of
candidates. Inservice training should be recommended for a
predominantly majority staff or school district when the first
nontraditional or minority staff members are hired.

The placement officer must continually publicize the
successes of nontraditional candidates to potential employsxs.

Equity as a maio_r_t2pic at conventions. Not all placement ,

officers are coiinted 1:6afTWIYWf-akiiiifor equity. Those who
are should seek to stimulate the awareness and interest of their
colleagues. Issues related to equity might be included on the

programs for professional conferences.
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Awareness of existl:ng,luislation. Legislation not only
definTrilirairciiiiTaFequity liCHTFilig, it also defines specific
benefits for employers who hire some minorities. For example,
the Tax Reductlon an1 Simplification-Act of 1977'(PL 95-30)
provides tax credits to eligible employers of disabled persons
(Bischoff, 1978). Knowledge of such legislatiOn may help
placement officers convince reluctant employers to hire qualified
nontraditional candidates.

Coordination of academic and_placement counseling. In many
institUTT5nsTliereTi mai EBUFdinatiiinEUTVEUFida-demic
counseling and placement counseling. Many faculty members advise
students of the job market (Howe)* et al., 1978) and conduct
incidental career counseling. In most instances,,however,
counseling by the faculty is restricted to academic matters.
Career counseling is usually provided by the placement office
durng the students' senior year. The lack of communication
between the facutty and the placement office .tends to produce an
artificial separation between coursework and career goals. To
remedy this, some institutions are experimen,ting with career ,

centers that coordinate academic advising with career counseling
and placement (Backhuber, 1977). Sudh centers may be an
afec.tive 'means of establishing a-better working relationship
between the academic faculty and the placement office.

Education-related careers. Early in their program, students
shoulabeaViftiaUF7EZEicall-related careers. For example,
graduates wiih a degree in education are frequently in demand in
industry, government, or community affairs (McKee, 1972).

Empil_polTon. The background and learning
characteaitic o student populations are important factors in
the effective placement of teachers. Neither student teachers
nor beginning teachers should be placed with students for whom
they have no preparation through course work or field
experiences.

Minority_placement_patterns. Placement officers should be
alert toThe dangers of pYTEement steering based on race, sex, or
handicapo Such steering may result in the discriminatory
placement of teachers based on grade level, subject area,
geographic location, student population, or salary.

Continuink contacts with_graduates. Teacher education must
maintain conianuing contacts WifliVd-duates who are placed in
teaching or edu,ation-related positions. This will assist in (1)
gathering information to assess the effectiveness of the teacher
education program, including an evaluation of recruitment,
admissions, retention, and placement policies and procedures; and
(2) providing graduates with additional training and support as
the need occurs.
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The education faculty must commit itself to improving the
quality of teaching in the schodls in which gracluates are placed.
This is especially necessary for those elementary and secondary
schools not meeting the educational needs of students. Faculty

might become more involved in the inservice programs of these
sch ols as a paTt of their regular assignment.

Inservice for migrity staff with Lesponsibility for'hiriN
nontriarfrOnal staff memEers. Sensitivity to cultural and
Wffial-ZITTITences muif-EU based gpon understanding acquired
through actual knowledge, not upon assumptions drawn from,the
experiences common to the majority. Good intentions cannot
replace knowledge. Therefore, the placement officer should
recommend that inservice be conducted.

C222eration amni_persons reuonsible for recruitpient,
admissioniTFUFERion, aria=giTaenf-UrgnaeTfi. -RUETUrfme-nt,
WUNissions,-FETWITTI,-ifg-iffiEZiela-ffiligr-EU-VTEwed as phases of

a single, integral process. Therefore, persons responsible for
these phases must coordinate their efforts so that one phase is
not fragmented from the others.

CONCLUSION

The entire process of recruitment, adMissions, retention,
and placement is vital in determining the level of equity and
excellence in the teaching profession. In the past, racial
minorities and other nontraditional students have been prevented
from full professional acceptance and participation in education.
This was due, in part, to admissions polities and procedures of
teacher education institutions, especially predominantly white
institutions with traditional enrollment patterns. This is no

longer true.- All teacher education institutions, both majority
and minority, are open to both the-traditional and the

nontraditional student. Today, attracting and retaining the

nontraditional student is a problem.Institutions are not
providing the services and facilities needed to encourage the
increased enrollment of nontraditional students or to facilitate
their progress through the institutions.

A new conservatism is sweeping America. It is not unusual
for education programs to have minority and nontraditional
enrollments below their own established goals (Interim Report and
Recommendations, 1979). As a result, teacher eadEaTUITyrograms
-676ii-RIraining as diverse a student population as they might.

Has the drive for educational equity begun in 1954 reached a
plateau and is only to recede in the face of this new
conservatism?
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The falling enrollment of traditional students in teacher
education programs 1.*Is been a subject of concern among teacher
educators. However, tlie declining enrollments among traditional
students could be condO'cive to a new, concerted effort toward the
combined goal of equity and excellence. Yet, this is not
occurring. Although qualified nontraditional students are
welcome in teacher education programs, they are not being
recruited effectively. The reasons for this benign neglect are
elusive. Would it not be wise to plan now to tap the tourcestof
nontraditional enrollment rather than to wring our hands over the
falling enrollment of traditional students? Furthermore, at a
time when the quality.of teacher education programs is being
criticized and when fewer new teachers are needed to staff.the
nation's classrooms, would it not be wise to initiate a new
movement toward excellence? Instead, there appears to be a hold
fast attitude among teacher education institutions to maintain
the status quo. Yet, there is no need to abandon either the goal
of educational equity or the goal of excellence. Quite the
opposite--the teaching profession needs educators from diverse
cultural backgrounds. It also needs educators with knowledge,
skills, and understanding to teach effectively. Efforts should
concentrate on recruiting, admitting, retaining, and placing
students for equity and excellence. Is this not what we must do?
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Chapter 2

COMPETENCIES TOWARD MULTICULTURALISM

Mira Lanier Baptiste
H. Prentice Baptiste,Jr.

The purpose of this chapter is to present a §Ft of
competencies for multiculturalizing a teacher education program.
The focus is on curriculum for the learner includfng all
experiences encountered--courses, interactions with students and
faculty, field experiences, general studies, and the
philosophical framework for the teacher education program. If
equity in education is to be realized for all students, teacher
educators must seriously examine and reform their curriculum so
that it reflects a parity concept of equity. All teachers must
be prepared to effectively instruct all children regardless of
their cultural experiences.

A search of the literature on multicultural curriculum in
teacher education revealed that most of the efforts have been ad
hoc and at he inservice level. Very ittle has been developed
for preservice teachers. As th literature was reviewed, it
became quite apparent that multilultural education,
multiculturalism, and multicultui.alizing held different meanings
for different educators. In this paper multicultural education
is defined the following way:

C2EE22.tuallx, multicultural education is that which
recognizes and respects the cultural pluralistic nature of
our society in the United States. It is a philosophy for
education that promotes certain principles of pgsitive
cross-cultural interactions.

Mira Lanier Baptiste is Executive Director of Staff Development
for the Houston Independent School District in Houston, Texas;
and H. Prentice Baptiste, Bd.D. is Chairperson of the
Multicultural/Bilingual4Bducation Program at the University of
Houston in Houston, Texas.
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Operatioffagy, multicultural education is not only a
-Ohiro-iafiRT it also incorporates _both process and product.

When scholars of multicultuial education state that "teacher
education'must be multicultural" or "it must promote the
value of human dignity and self esteem," they are referring
to a set of beliefs that must undeigird education. Most of
all, the teacher education program must exemplify what it
sets forth.

Process refers to the systematic incorporation of the
EITITUFT (i.e., product) for multicultural education into the
core of the teacher education program.

Product is the content. It comprises the'basic concepts and

RTNEiples of multicultural education. It also includes *the
courses and other instructional entities that focus on
specific aspects of multicultural education.

The complexity of the concept of multicultural education led
to the formulatiop of a typology of multiculturdlism.described in
this paper. This explains the implementation or acquisition of
multiculturalism by a teacher education program. In the last
section, 19 generic competencies for multiculturalizing a teacher
education program are described.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

.
Multicultural education is developmental and emergent. In

teacher education it has moved from simple, fragmented workshops
to regular programs, to single-focused courses in the programs,
and to processes for impacting upon the totality of the
educational enterprise (Gay, 1977).

The emerging concept of multicultural education began in a
simplistic manner as a result of the Civil Rights legislation of
the 1960's and the demands of minority ethnic groups for
representation. Federal legislation established desegregation
centers to prepare inservice teachers to teach effectively in
cross cultural settings. These programs were often one-shot
attempts to prepare or orientate school populations for
intergroup relations with minority groups. This format was
duplicated by teacher education programs for inservice teachers

from local schools. Such programs were often single-focused; the
participant was to gain an understanding or appreciation of a

minority group.

A variety of techniques and delivery systems were used to
influence the teachers' knowledge, understandings, and attitudes.
Workshop projects, one-day inservice training sessions,
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institutes of several weeks auiation, a teacher education
graduate course, and self-instruct modules were popular. The
content-of these programs was based on a human or intergroup .
relations model, conflict management topics, or intercultural
awareness. The objectives. and goan of each were to increase
understandings or to develop an awareness. Rarely identified
were-the skills to be developed or acquired by the teacher.

In the late 1960's, for example, 22 projects for tedChers in
the Kansas City metropolitan areA were formulated by Missouri
University, Kansas City. The prbblems attacked were multiracial
classrooms, student and fac-ulty attitudes, prejudices, teaching
methods for improving intergroup relations, and helping the
suburban, student learn about and understand minority group
students (Caliguri, 1970). . In another program Clark College
offered instruction to 'guidance counselors and teaciter-counselors
to'improve their skills in dealing with desegregation problems.
This five-week institute consisted of classroom and practice
exppriences centered on a human relations practicum including "T"
groups (Jackson, 1967).

Teaching modules were also used to develop curriculum and
teaching °strategies for intercultural awareness (Keach, 1972).
Such developments were often an illustration of a contemporary
social studies curriculum.

Conflict management was frequently used as a guide for
teaching about desegregated school settings. Topics included
recognizing ethnic and cultural differences, understanding
academic achievement among ethnic minority and culturally
different Students, understanding lingusitio differeAces, and
developing a pluralistic academic curriculum (Ayers and Bronaugh,
1966). Resource teachers were utilized to train other teachgrs
.in developing interpersonal skills for fostering better
relationships'among teachers, parents, and students of different
racial ethnic backgrounds (Bronaugh, 1977).

The competency-based, teacher education movement in the
early 1970's provided a de]ivery system for the goals and
objectives of multicultural education. This system necessitated
a change from the traditional one-shot approach for inservice
teachers. Participants in such programs were required to acquire
,skills in addition to the acquisition of cognitive knowledge.
The preservilce teacher now was to'become a part of the target
population. The funding of several federal projects such as
Teacher Corp gave a spark to the movement, enabling it to provide
a process, not merely a single-focused product.

As the traditional practicum or student teaching evolved,
the teacher began to be described as the field-based intern.
Various Teacher Corp projects placed the student teacher intern
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in a field-based environment. This served as a model for
supplementing institutional teacher training irf a bicultural

situation (Sekaguaptewa 1973). In one such Teacher Corp project
the student teacher interns lived and taught on 'a Hopi Indian

reservation. In another project the Teacher Corp interns were
community-based in Jackson, Mississippi. A modular delivery
system entitled "Improving Teacher Competency for Multiethnic
Children" was utilized for this project (Jackson State
University, 1974).

Some preservice teachers. at Indiana University, Bloomington
elected community-based experiences in poor minority settings.
The goal of this program was to prepare teachers to work with
children poorly served by society. The field sites included
inner city and desegregated suburban schools, bilingual schools;
and American Indian reservations (Harty, 1973).

As a part of the Teacher Corps project at the University of
Southern California, competency-based modules were'designed t,
prepare teachers with bilingual and multicultural teaching
skills. Again these experiences were community-based and
included training for the local school administrators, teacher
aides, parents, community volunteers, and school-based teacher
educators (Marsh, 1977).

Many programs at the national, state, and local education
levels began to respond to mult'cultural education by defining
the delivery system and specific competencies as well as the
goals and objectives. By June 1976, 11 states had adopted
special requirements for teachers in bilingual education programs
(Waggoner, 1977). Bilingual certification required specialized

competencies. At least one of these competencies always
addressed culture. For example, an assessment process for
measuring teacher competencies was designed foi. a Chicano
preschool teacher training program.,i Training and credentialling
had to be tailored specifically to the Muxican American culture
(Castillo and Cruz, 1974).

Competency-based teacher education, which promised both
accountable and progrpssive education, had received widespread
public and professional support by the middle of the 1970s.
Theorists were promoting CBTE as a means of major education
reform, 'local school districts were adopting it, and boards of
education were mandating its statewide practice. It appeared
that the major impetus toward CBTE was not public pressure but
the work of professional educators. Theorists had developed CBTh'
as a compelling fusion of several past instructional and
managerial ideas and practices. Educators found it an attractive

means of combining the benefits of such innovations as programmed
instruction, mastery learning, individualized instruction,
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training psychology, applied performance testing, management by
objectives, and general systems theory (Thompson, 1977).

Because of its eclecticism, CBTE appealed to educators with
many different backgroundS and philosophies. It offered a
guarantee of functional literacy, promised to bring
accountability, made education more efficient and effective, and
presented education as more open and responsive to students'
individual needs.

Competency-based teacher education was defined as a system
for organizing and evaluiting instruction. It was a management
process that dictated neither teaching methods nor learning
objectives but aimed at bringing greater precision in both
through systematic evaluation. CBTE differed from more
traditional education by requiring that students master skills or
behaviors to preset standards. Demanding demonstrated
proficiency ? it changed the certification process and thus
required changes in the whole process of education. Once the
nature of the learning objectives or,outcomes changed,
instruction and asseSsment responded in kind.

The essential requirement of demonstiated proficiency
generated a system of independent elements: (1) specification of
outcomes or competencies to be known by students in performance
terms, (2) instruction leading to mastery of these outcomes, (3)
evaluation of outcome mastery, (4) certificatfon on the basis of
this mastery, and (S) program improvement in response to student
achievement and need. Competency-based teacher education
consisted of the systematic linkage of competency-based
instruction, measurement, and certification around specified
outcomes.

The programs for training teachers had begun to reflect the
competency-based education movement. A writing conference on
Multicultural Education in 1974 produced a list of competencies
needed for teaching culturally different children. Some thirteen
competencies for teaching in a multicultural society were
presented which included recognizing that all cultures have the
same human needs (Kalectaca, 1974).

The restructuring of preservice professional laboratory
programs included the identification of competencies necessary
for effectively teaching students of different cultures. The
basic objective for this restructuring was to make the preservice
experiences meaningful for prospective teachers of students whose
racial, social, religious, and cultural backgrounds differed from
the mainstream (Gayles, 1975). An urban, competency-based,
preservice teacher,education program was designed by Boston
University. Stu&nts were offered the opportunity of i4tegrating'
content, theory, and practice into a totally field-based,
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multilinguistic, culturally diverse, teaching/learning setting.
Competencies were designed which emphasized the specification,
learning, and demonstration of those behaviors essential to
effective teaching (Lahnston, 1975).,

A teaching model established at the Rural-Migrant School of
Education in California prepared students to teach children of
Mexican-American descent. This required preservice teachers to
deal with cultural and language differences unique to/the area.
The instruction was competency-based with a strong infusion of
humanistic education (Hefernan-Cabrera and Tikunoff, 1977).

. .

Delivery systems for multicultural education in teacher
education programs are changing. In the late 1960s and early
1970s, the bulk of activity was characterized by a
single-focused, short-term, narrow apvoach usually delivered
through workshoN and specilic courses. . Teacher education
courses weredesigned for a naTrow,_ specific facet of
multicultural education. Such courses were often external to the
teacher education.program, were in response-to local pressures,
and served as a reaction to disruptive student behavior inJ cal
schools. Recently, there'llps been a proactive,approach for
meeting the needs of students in our culturally pluralistic
society. A highly visible example is the development of
bilingual programs that meet lingusitic as well as cultural

needs. The salient feature of these programs is the use of a
systematic approach to the design, development, and"
implementation.

TYPOLOGY OF MUTICULTURALISM

Three typology levels of multiculturalism can be obser
a teacher education program. These levels also reflect t
conceptual evolvement of multicultural education dui'ing
and 1970s (Gay, 1977). In addition, these levels focus
program development sequence that must be undertaken in th
process toward muticulturalism. Any teacher education prog
involved in multiculturalism can be categorized into one o

levels.

ed in

he 1960s
n the

/am
these

EaCh of the three levels of multiculturalism have readily
identifiable parameters or characteristics. These levels are
sequential; however, levels two and three must be viewed as
eclectic mixtures of those elements from the previous level.
Figure 1 outlines the three levels.
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LEVEL III

Process/Philosoiftical
Orientation

Ca'

LEVEL II

Process/Product

LEVEL I

Product

Figure 1

Greater emphasis on the em-
bodiment of thc general, studies
and professional studies com-
ponents with the rulticultural
philosophy and less amphasis on
isolated courses. Racially
diverse faculty and student
body. Identified competencies
integrated throughout profes-
sional and general studies
components.

Interrelated courses; Degree
programs; Certification
programs; Specific faculty;
Ascertaining a diverse faculty
and student body.

Course; Workshop; Conference;
Ritual celebration; Holiday
observations.

CONCEPTUAL LEVELS OF MULTICULTURALIZING TEACHER EDUCATION
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Level I: ProdUct

The attainment of a-level I by a ;teacher 'education program
is,not difficult. This level is characterized by a sihgle
culture or ethnic course. This.single coursec is usually a survey
course on a minority group. These courses might include
Psychology of Black Children, -Education of Minorifk:Std-dents-, or
Racism and Sexism in ,the Classroom. Although this Separate
entity is the only sign Of multicultural education within the
teacher education program) faculty members may point to these as
evidence of their commitment to education that is multicultural.
This behavior reflects a lack of any conceptual frame of
reference for multiculturalism and its'development.

Furthtrmore, level one is characterized by such tangibles as
Workshops, seminars, or courses on specific minority or ethnic
groups coupled with a lack of clear-cut,programmatic goals or
objectives. Multiculturalism is usually Intorporated by adding
courses (usually on one of the visiblb minority ethnic groups) or
conferences.or workshops...These tangibles !re obviously
exhibited to suggest something more than the real intent of the
prograM. Often these programs are for specific populations and
geographically limited. A

Perhaps the most salient characteristic of level one is its
lack of institutionalization. The efforts during this period are
likely to be supported by noninstitutional funding (i.e., soft
money). The faculty involved are more than likely to be
nontenured on a year-to-year, soft-money contract. The courses,
conferences, and workshops are funded by short-term grants.
Courses are usually not required, having an elective status.
Finally, the level is characteri,zed by a struggle to prove its
legitimacy.

Level I usually originates from,external, pressures such as
certification requirements., social pressures; accreditation
standards, legislation and/or court decisions. This level
usually has a faulty deoretical base exemplified. by the
haphazard development and arrangement of its courses and related
experiences.

Level II - Process/Product

Level II has a broadened conceptual framework for
incorporating multiculturalism into the teacher education
program. The most sv,gacious quality of this level is the

1
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confluent relationship of both product and process. Courses,
special programs, and other entities'are more refined than at
Level I. Furthermore, these entLties are organized into sets of
courses and related experienceS that lead to special
concentrations and/or degrees with.specific emphases on
multiculturalism.

There is also a theoretical referent link with practice.
Multiculturalism begins to be incorporated into the teacher
education program. Generic components of multicultural education
are identified along with strategies for incorporating them into
the entire training=program. In addition, steps are taken to
institutitenalize various facets of multicultural education.
Specific courses and related experiences become a formalized part
of the training program. Perhaps the most salient feature of
this level is that a program is continuously progressing through
a succession of changes toward multiculturalism.

Level III: Process/Philosphical Orientation

The entire teacher education program and its related
components are permeated by a philosophical orientation of
multiculturalism. It is this kind of conceptual framework qf
embedded multiculturalism that the NCATE standards intended to be
reflected inIteacher programs. In such a program ethnic and
cultuyal diversity are not just discussed as isolated concepts,
but are integrated throughout the general and professional
studies. The instructional philosophy, exemplified by general
studies courses such as psychology and sociology, iS revamped to
consciously operate from a spirit that embraces cultural and
ethnic diversity. The principles of,recognition and respect for
cultural diversity underlie the instruction of these courses.

In essence, all pedagogy is restructured to exemplify the
basic principles and concepts of multiculturalism. A philosophy
based on the principles of equality, recognition and respect for
human diversity, and a sense of moral cimmitment serves as the
blueprint for the emergence of a multicultural teacher education
program. Although the legitimacy of multiculturalism is no
longer a question, debatable isues do exist. These issues serve
to further the refinement and expansion of.knowledge from new
perspectives. Finally, this level has a matureness in
conceptualization, rationalization, and direction.
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MULTidULTURALIZING THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM:
COGNITIVE COMPETENCIES

The concept of competence is tied to a positibn or role and
requires the possession and use of knowledge, judgement, skills,
attitudes, values, and riroblem-solving abilities within a social
context. Spady and Mitchell (1977) argue that competency-based

,
education requires life-role outcomes. They distinguith
competencies that identify the ability tp perform, in adult
life-role activities from capacities, more discrete skills; and
abilities that underlie competencies. True competencies, they
conclude, require-learners to apply knowledge, skills, and
problem-solving abilities within the social context.

Some theorists believe that competency-based education
requires individualized instruction if it.is to enable all
learners to Master prescribed outcomes. However, the delivery
system can use modular instruction in which instruction is broken
into separate units, each incorporating specific objectives,
alternative learning strategies, and mastery evaluation. Spady
(1977), Schalock (1976), and'Trivett ( 1975) also argue that
life-role, competency-based education requires off-campus as well
as classroom instruction. If learners are to develop.theability
to apply 'skills and capacities to school situations, they need to
enter and learn in the educational agencies in the community.

The case has been made for the relationship of multicultural
education.and competency-based education (Hunter, 1974; Grant,
1975). During our seven years of training teachers for
multicultural education, we have identified nineteen generic
competencies. Eleven are cognitive and eight are affective.
Generic is being used in the sense that any teacher must acquire
these'competenciei if he/she desires to effectively
Multiculturalize his/her classroom instruction.

The eleven cognitive competencies are divided into three
sequential phases. Phase I competencies focus on our cultural
pluralistic society. The major purpose of these competencies is

'to focus the learner's attention on the culturally diverse groups
of peoples in our society. In Phase II the competency statements
4nd enabling activities'focus on the process of multicultural
education. Demonstration of the competencies are primarily by
application, in the K-12 school structure. The competencies and
enabling activities of Phase HI serve as a synthesizer fol the
learner. The learner develops a rationale or model for
multicultural education (multiculturalism). Examine figure 2 for
the classifying and sequencing of cognitive competencies.
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PHASE

CULTURAL PLURALISTIC SOCIETi

GROUPS OF PEOPLE.

Contributions
Experiences
Inclusion

KNOWLEDGE

Acquire. a knowledge of the cul-
tural experience in both contem-
porary and historical setting of
any two ethnic, racial, or
cultural groups

Demonstrate a basic knowledge
of the contributions of minority
groups in America to our society

Asspss relevance and feasibility
of existing models that afford
groups a way of gaining inclusion
into today's society

Ul

PHASE II

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

K712 STRUCTURE

Curriculum
Materials
Environment
Strategies
Testing
Language

APPLICAT;ON
/

Identify current biases and deficiencies in
existing curriculum and in both'commercial and
teacher-prepared materials of instruction

Recognize potential-linguistic and cu1,teral biases
of existing assessment instruments and procedures
when prescribing a program of testing for the
learner

Acquire a thorough knowledge of the philosophy and
theory concerning bilingual education and its
application

Acquire, evaluate, adapt, and develop materials
appropriate to multicultural education

Critique an educational environment to the extent
of the measurable evidencd of the environment
representing a multicultural approach to education

Acquire the skills for effective participation and
utilization of the community

Design, develop, and implement an instructional
module using strategies and materials to produce
a module or unit that is multicultural, multi-
ethnic, and multiracial

Figure 2

COGNITIVE COMPETENCIES FOR ACQUIRING MULTICULTURALISM

PHASE /II

MULTICULTURALISM

RATIONALE

Develop a rational or model
for the development and imple,
mentation of a curriculum
reflective of cultural pluralism
within the K-12 school and be
able to defend it on a psycho-
logical, sociological, and
cultural basis



These competencies and strategies fot their acquisition have
been developed and organized to enable the learners to take
advantage of both theory and application imarning situations. In
addition, alternative learning strategies4for both are presented
for all competencies. Furthermore, specific criteria for the
demonstration of proficiency is.presented for each competency
statement. A learner may test out of a competency immediately
and proceed to the next one. If a student does not possess a
competency, then he/she should proceed to the enabling activities
and select those that would provide the appropriate skills for
acquisition of the competency.

Three assumptions are made of the learner before entry to
the competehcies: The learner is cognizant of:

1. Lesson planning and module or unit Jevelopment.

2. Various curriculum resources and materials available for
a grade level or a subject area.

3. A school's educatio'nal environment.

Eleven comp6tencies are presented. Each has a statement of
competence, a rationale, and one or more instructional
objectives. The learner has the option to add instructional
objectives. Enabling activities for each competency--not listed
here--are numerous and varied. A variety of strategies should
be utilized with the enabling activities. These might include
simulations, lectures, dicussion sessions, field trips, small
group activities, individualized tasks, independent work,
ethnographic projects, and community based instructional
settings. An illustrative assessment procedure for'each
competency is also provided.

--------
1. Illus ltive enabling activites for the learner's utilizatio ?
in meeting Ove-2-vequirements of each of these cognitive
competencies have been identified in the book, Develppg the
Multicultural Process in Classroom_Instruction:--CbmpetenZies_for
Wiaers, Vol.ITby H. P. Baptiste, Jr. alia M. Baptiste. This

avallaVle from University Press of America, Washington,
D.C., 1979.

N.

0:.
t )
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phaAp_LCompetencies:_Cultural Pluralism

The three competencies 'included in this phase focus on oUr
culturally pluralistic society: Enabling ar,tivities for
Competency 1 should provide the learner with knowledge of the
contributions of specific poups to our Society. Thes6 specific
groups include ethnic, racial, and cultural groups. Enabling
activities for Competency 2 should make the learner aware of /he
various cultural experiences that memhertNof various groups have
encountered in this country. That group mambership is a
determiner of one's cultural experience. Enabling activities for
Competency 3 point to the unequal inclusiveness of various groups
in our society. However, one major purpose of these activities
is to explore and examine the underlying reasons' why there exists
a discriminating inclusiveness of various groups, when it comes
to sharing power Within our society.

The"goal of Phase I is the achievement of a knowledge based
on group diversity. .The differential treatment of various
xacial, ethnic, and cultural groups within our society is
emphasized.

.COMPETENCY 1. AEgLiire a knowledge of the cultural qxperience in
both a contporally and historical setting of any two
ethnic, racial, or Eiraira_colips.

Rationale. An individual's treatment (mistreatment), opportunity
flack of opportunity), and acceptibility (nonacceptibility)

are to a great extent determined by her/his racial, ,

cultural, and/or ethnic group.membership. Variops rqOal,
ethnic, and cultural groups within the United Stateslpave
been treated differently. Subsequently, various coping
mechanisms.(cultural experiences) have evolved that are
group identifiable. Thus, educators must be familiar with
the dive'rse nature of cultural ex'periences and the positive
role these experiences may occupy in the instructional
process.

An understanding of cu]ture and its parameterS is of
foremost importance for teachers wanting to work effectively
with diverse populations in their classrooms. Teachers must
regard cultural diversity as an asset, not a problem. They
must be able to respect and thus to teach all the itudents
in tneir classes.

6(3
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Instivetionsi_21212stives.

1. The learner will be able to identiiy and describe the
major ethnic and minority groups in the United States. .

2. Tkielearner will identify the visible minority groups
and describe the cultural experiences of at least two.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosoRhy, and instructional delivery system.)

Enablinz Activities. Determination depends upon available
resourEesiliainstructional delivery system.

Assessment of CEng.teasy. See competency 2.

Sugzested Courses. Ethnic Studies Courses, Anthropology,
SUEra5TY7History, and Multicultural Courses.

COMPETENCY 2. Demonstrate a UlasiC knoWleLlge of the contributions
of minoritYanTipiIiiAffiTile5 to our socray.

.v

Rationale. Teachers must possess a basic knowledge of minority
--gFaips' contributions if they are to multiculturalize their
instruction. Too much of education is replete with the
omission of minority groups contributions. Elimination of
monocultural curricula will remain a mere.notion until
educators acquire knowledge on the contributions that
minorities have made tc,-6ociety. The role of minorities in
this nation's scientific ahd techndlogical advances must nut
be ignored. The minority expericftes recorded in their
poetry, prose, and fine arts are 1).ery significant in the
studying of Amerfcan history orliteratura. American
history or literature ceases to be American when minorities
are glossed over or eliminated from these subject areas;

Therefore the purpose ofthis gompetency is to enable the
teacher to become aware of and ko'acquire a basic knowledge
of the vast contributions and the significant roles of
minorities.
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instructional Obiectives..

The learner will be able to locate various resources on
a selected ethnic or minority group and compile this
information for a presentation to the class.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)

Enabliag.Activities. Determination depends upon avapable
re.sources ana instructional delivery system,

Assessment of Cpety. In order to demonstrata mastery of
U5TH7G6ffipetency and 2, the learner should be able to
combine intellect, imaginatioh, and creativity with other
members of the class in order to locate various resources of
an assigned ethnic group. The small group investigation
should lead to a listing of information, which teachers
would consider useable for their professional
splf-development. An hour-presentation to the class on the
assigned ethnic group would be instructional in nature.

Suggested Courses. Ethnic Studies Courses, Anthropology,
Sociology, Ristory, and Multicultural Courses.

COMPETENCY 3. Assess relevance and feasibiliLy of existing
models thatRe-raTu uoups a wax otaif inEnsion into
t97q....1511s

Rationale. An individual's rights, privileges, and power are
--airectly related to group membership; therefore, the status

of one's group in relation to other groups in our society is
, highly significant. Consequently, it is important to fully
understand the models that afford the opportunity for a
grollp to change powerful positions in our society.

Instructional Objectives.

1. The learner will be able to analyze the "Powe -Inclusion
Model."
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2. The learner will be able to analyze the "Shared-Power
Model."

3. The learner will be able to compare the "Shared-Power
Model" with the "Power-Inclusion Model," and to
determine the relevance and feasibility of both.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)

Enabling Activities. Determination depends upon available
resourceggiainstructional delivery system.

Assessment of Comnetency. In order to demonstrate mastery of
tai-competeacy, the learner must display an understanding
of existing models that affords groups a way of gaining
inclusion. This can be done in a paper briefly describing
and defending various models, or in class discussion with,
feedback from the instructor.

Suggested Courses. Foundation of Education, Ethnic Studies,
Political Science, and Sociology.

Phase II Com etencies: Multicultural Education

In Phase II the seven competency statements and enabling
activities focus on the process of multicultural education.
Demonstration of these competencies are primarily by application
(See Figure 2) in the K-12 school structure. Specifically,
attainment of a competency by the learner is through one of the
school's pertinent parameters, such as curriculum, materials,
environment, strategies, testing, and language. The importance
of Phase II cannot be overstressed. Here the learner begins to
demonstrate the application of all the competencies. For
example, competencies 4, 7, and 8 require the examination,
analysis, and critique of existing school curriculum and
materials that the learner utilizes in hen/his professional
position.

Competency S requires a scrutiny of the various assessment
instruments used in her/his professional activities. In
competency 6, bilingual programmatic models are examined; the
learner must also be able to constructively analyze local
programs for the extent of muticulturalism. Competency 9 focuses
on the community as a vital component of the instructional and
learning process.

5 9
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Competency 10 represents an internalizatdion of the other
competencies by the learner, at least at Bloom's application
level and possibly at the syn,thesis and evaluation levels. This
individual has a sound knowledge base (Phase I), which can be
transmitted and applied (Phase II) successfully to the pertinent
parameters of education. An operational rationale in Phase III
will soon evolve.

COMPETENCY 4. IdelLtify current biases and deficiences in
existin curriculum anU-17BotHFMTEJFETIYaia
T-Gacier-nrcpar-d T-te-i-T- er-Iii717170-a-riLa aJ..a A. a %. V

Rationale. It is a known fact that a vast majority of curricula
and instructional materials contain an excess of ethnic,
racist, and sexist biasness; cultural ethnocentrism, and
sins of omission and commission. For the most part,
progress has been made only in the deceitful way that
publishing companies have handled,complaints of racism,
etc., in their materials. Educators must become more astute
in applying multicultural criteria in the evaluation of
these materials, and they must be able to apply various
criteria in a sophisticated manner.

Instructional Objectives.

1. The learner will be able,to find examples of racism,
sexism, distortions and omissions in school textbooks.

2. The learner will be able to i'dentify examples of racial,
sexual, or cultural bias in commercially-prepared
materials.

3. The learner will be able to identify examples of racial,
sexual, or cultural bias found in sample lessons brought
by classmates and will then recommend changes.

4. The learner will be able to compile a bibliography of
other sources, with criteria for evaluating educational
materials in their subject area or grade level.

S. The learner will be able to describe similarities and
differences between Anglo Americans and other cultures,
and be able to point to areas of potential cultural
conflicts and opportunities.

(Exact determinion is contingent upon resources,
philos nhy, and instructional delivery system.)
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Enabling Activities. Determination depends on available
res5UTEZiEiainstructional delivery,system.

Assessment of ComnI9ncz. The learner is expected to demonstrate
mast67YBT this competency by presenting to the class a
ten-minute critique on chosen curriculum materials and
resources relevant to his/her own subject area or grade
level. The learnbr is to present examples of
teacher-prepared and commerically-prepared materials
(including textbooks and audio-visual material) and be able
to identify examples of'racial, sexual, and cultural.bias.
The learner should be able to ao this by creating her/his
own appropriate checklist, with criteLia rof evaluating
educational materials.

Litgested Courses. Muticultural Education, Methods.

COMPETENCY 5. Rec2gnize potential linguistic and-cultural biases
of existlag assessment instruments and irocedures when
nrescHbiEL a pragrlting or t eYZarneTti77---

Rationale. Assessment is a vital part of education. Every
----557ner during the course of her/his schooling is exposed to

hundreds of teacher-prepared and commercially made tests.
It is important to understand the various biases that
characterize assessment instruments.

Instructional Obie_stives.

1. The learner will be able to identify examples of
cultural biasn intelligence tests and standardized
acnievement tests.

2. The learner will be able to identify areas of conflict
such as language and culture in test.ing programs.

3. The learner will be able to detect examples of cultural
bias in both teacher-prepared and commercially made
tests used in his/her subject area or grade level.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources.,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)

A114,

4.
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Enabling Activities.- Determination depends upon available
resourFaTieinstructional delivery system.

Assessment of Competency. 'In order to demonstrate mastery of
tHiiEiimpetencyW6 learner will be given sample items from
teacher-prepared, commerically made, standardized

9 achievement, and intelligence assessment instruments. The
learner must be able to point to lingusitic and cultural
biases that exist on.the named test(s).

§,uggested_Courses. Educational Psychology, Psychology, Testing
driaMdagiffement, Introduction to Statistics.

COMPETENCY 6. Acquire a thorou h knowlalse of the hi1osophy and
thp2ry conerning ilingual educlt_12n_anitl_aulication.

Rationale. Bilingual education is a manifestation of a
cultural-language conflict in schooling. It is important to
recognize the.significance of one's language or dialect in
the learning.process.

Instructional Obl2stives.

1. The learner will be able to define bilingual education
and explain the historical perspective of its
evolvement, including landmark judicial cases.

2. The learner will be able to describe various models of
bilingual education and evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of each.

3. The learner will be able to formulate his/her
conceptualization of.bilingual education and its
purpose.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)

Enabling Activities. Determination depends upon available
resources ana instructional delivery system.
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Assessment of Coppetency. Learners arc expected to have a
th-OFZUWaTiiiding of bilingual education and its
relationship to, multicultural education. In an eisay the
learner will trace the-hi-story of bilingual education,
including landmark judicial cases and involvement on the
local, state, and federal levels. The essay is to include
the learner's evaluation or the strengths and weaknesses of
each model and the learner's cenceptuali/ation of bilingual ,

education, with its purpose in today's educational system.

SugzestVd,Courses. Introduction to Education, Bilingual
EUffEaraTfoundation of Education, Multtcultural Education.

COMPETENCY 7. Acquire, evaluate, adapt, and develop materials
aurepriaaTOtHeirairfrartiffilUNKiFF07

Rationale. The paucity of multicultural materials for the
Elassroom makqs it quite obvious that the teacher must be

able to revise, modify, and supplement existing materials
for use in the classroom.

Textbooks and other curriculum materials are still not
devoid of racism and sexism. Most curriculum materials at
best are complacent in their treatment of minorities. It is
quite apparent that publishing companies do not intend to
cease publishing racist and cultiral biased materials.
Publishing companies are governe by profits and are
reactive to needs of the scho populations when it is
profitable.

Therefore teachers must develop educational resources devoid
of race, sex, age, and cultural bias. They must become
engineers of multiculturalism. As an engineer of
multiculturalism, one must have the capability not only to
design educational materials that'are fair and characterized
by cultural diversity but also be able to point out the
deficiencies of monocultural and/or culturally-biased
materials.

Instructiolal Objectives.

1. The learner will be able to demonstrate a lesson that
has been modified, using existing materials to create a
lesson devoid of race, sex, age, and cultural biases.

'F.Au
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2. The learner will be able to provide examples of
supplementary materials that can be utilized to create a
lessonedevoid_of race, sex, age.,..and cultural biasgs,

. ........_

(Exact determil),ation is contingent upon resources and
instruction delivexy system.)

Enabling Activities. Determination depends upon available
resourceiarinstructional delivery system.

Assessment of Comnetensx. Mastery of thisrtcompetency requires
the learnertraemonstrate a lesson that has been modified,
using existing materials to create a lesson devo.id of race,
sex, age, and cultural biases. The learner is expected to
design the lesson, using supplementary materials. The
lesson should be characterized by fairness and cultural
diversity.

§aagEsted_Courses. Methods, Multicultural Education, Student
Teaching.

COMPETENCY 8. Criti ue an educational environment to_the_extent
of the measura le B.vidaee

multitultaLILEanalgi:1211.

Rationale. The educational enviponment (i.e., physical
Tacilities, personnel, policies, and practices) is
characterized by racism, cultural ethnocentrism, etc,
Examination of an educational environment will enlighten the
learner as to what should be changed or improved.

Instructional Ob'ectives.

1. The learner will be able to evaluate his/her school
district for racism, sexism, cultural ethnocentrism,
etc.

2. The learner will be able to assess the situation
regarding race, sex, age, and cultural ethnocentrism in
his/her school district, and make suggestions for
eliminating th3m in the school district.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)
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I3nablijg Activities. Determination depends upon available

resources an instructional deliliery sYstara.

Assessment_g_Comelepsy. In order to demonsfr:ite mastery of

Thri competency the learner must be ablI/to tdentify
examples of race, sex, age, and cultura ethOcentrism in
the,educational environment. Racism and sexism can be
overly and covertly illustrated in the school, district, and,
community, and the teachr must become aware of this. In a
written evaluation the learner will identify areas of racism
and sexism and will name five suggestions for eliminating
racism and sexism, from the chosen school district. A
checklist or chart may be used.

Llagled Courses. Introduction to Education, Methodt,
Multicultural Education, Student Teaching.

COMPETENCY 9. Ac uire the skills for etilective artici)ation and
utilization of tie community.

Rationale. The role of the community can be a positive force in
tile school's instructiónal process. Teachers must realize
that phe possession of knowledge of basic community
parambters within their cultural milieu will facilitate the
design and delivery of instruction to the members of that
community.

Instructional Ob'ectives.

1. The learner will be able to analyze the school community
by using basic ethnographic techniques.

2. The learner will be able9to identify community agencies,
their functions, and their relationship to the school.

3. The learner will be able to formulate strategies for
involving parents, guardians, and caretakers in the
educational process.

EnabliALActivities. Determination depends upon available .

resources ia instructional delivery system.,
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Assessment of Com etencx. In ,order to demonstrate mastery of
fas coipetency t e learner must present an ethnographic
analysis of the designated school community. The learner
must demonstrate a knowledge-of various strategies for the
effective involvement of various conwnities in the
educational process. A,

al.msteiCourses. Sociology, Anthropology, Methods, Student
Teaching.

COMPETENCY 10. Design). develo and implement an instructional
module usin strate ies an materials to roduce a
Mira unit that rs mu Muni' tiracia ana/or

Rationale. The paucity of multicultural curriculum institutional
units implies that teachers will have to produce their own
culturally diverse resources. The large amount of available
monoracial, monoethnic, and monocultural resources can be
effectively integrated in multicultural, mult'racial, and/or
multiethnic modules or units by a teacher skilled in
multiculturalism.

Attainment of this competency demonstrates a very
sophisticated level of multiculturalism. It may be compared
to Bloom's evaluation level or Krathwohl's value complex
level.

Instructional Ob'ectives.

1. The learner will be able to de'sign a module or unit that
is reflective of cultural diversity and be able to
implement the module or unit in an instructional setting
with learners.

2. The learner will be able to evaluate the module or unit
by using the criteria of increased, awareness of the
cultural diversity value fur a group of learners in an
instructional setting.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery systew.)
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Enahlink_AstiKiLies. Determination depends upon available
resources ana instructional delivery system.

Assessment of Compptellsx. The major emphasis of this competency
is having the learner demonstrate mastery of designing,
developing, and implementing an instructional strategy
(module/unit) that is multicultural, multiethnic, and/or

multiracial. The competency brings together most of the
previous competenLies that have helped the learner develop
the ability to become a teacher in a culturally pluralistic
society. To fulfill the expectations of this competency the
module/unit must be a legitimate part of the learners'
regular curriculum. The strategies and materials used must
facilitate a culturally diverse approach to the subject
matter. The implementation must take place in an
instructional setting using at least ten to fifteen or more'

learners. The impleMentation period must be at least three

or more instructional time periods.

A complete copy of the module/unit is to be prepared and
presented to the instructor. A summary of one or two pages
is required for distribution to each class member. The
class is to receive an oral report of the module/unit in
which the objectives are stated, examples of learners, work
is examined, the evaluation process is explained, and how
this module/unit increased the learners, awareness of

cultural diversity. Examples of instructional materials,
resources used, and audio-visual materials utilized are to
be presented as a display for the presentation.

§_uragested Courses. Methods, StudeLt Teaching, Multicultural
Education.

Phase III Competencies: Multiculturalism

The enabling activities of phases I and II competencies
serve as a synthesizer for the leacner. In phase III the learner
establishes a philosophical basis for multicultural education.
Furthermore, the learner is able to cite sound reasons supporting

multiculturalism. The reasons can be coalesced into his or her

own model for guidance and direction in the design and
development of curriculum and curriculum support systems. The

goal of phase II is that the learner evolves a conceptualization
or model for multiculturalism.
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COMPETENCY 11. Develop a rationale or model for the develo ment and
_p_mimleentation of a curriculum reflective of cultural
pluralism (i.e. murilculturalwitintiTM-12scoor and
be able to defenrif on a_p_sciy_LolvicariicriarM
FliaTIFWTEigls.

Rationale. An educator should know why all education must be
multicultural. One must be able to cite sound reasons in
support of multiculturalism that can be coalesced .into
his/her model for guidance and direction in the design and
development of one's own curriculum or curriculum support ,

systems. Multicultural educators must not be guilty of
mindless misdirection in their educational activities. They
must be able to argue the merits of their rationale and/or
model from a psychological, sociological, and cultural
basis.

The major purpose of this competency is to aid the teacher
in establishing a philosophy for multicultural education.

Instructionalinjectives.

1. The learner will be able to devclop a rationale for
multicultural eduCation and defead it on a
psychological, sociological, and cultural basis.

(Exact determination is contingent upon resources,
philosophy, and instructional delivery system.)

Enabling Activities. Determination depends upon available
resources and instructional delivery system.

Assessment of Com)etenc . The learner is expected to demonstrate
mastery Jrfirs competency by developing a rationale/model
for multicultural education. Upon completion of
competencies one through nine the learner is prepared to
implement multicultural education, but must have an

.understanding of why. The learner will prepare a statement
of at least five pages explaining why the development and
implementation of a curriculum reflective of cultural
pluralism within the K-12 school is essential to the future
of education. The learner will be able to defend it on a
psychological, sociological, and cultural basis. The
learner may choose to demonstrate this competency by
constructing a model illustrating a lesson using the concept
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of multicultural education and videotaping the lesson in
order .to make a presentation to the class.

Suggested Courses. Methods, Multicultural Education, Student

Teaching.

MULTICULTURALIZING THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM:
AFFECTIVE COMPETENCIES

Eight affective competencies have been identified. These
competencies have been sequenced along a three phase hierarchy as
outlined in Figure 3. The identification of the instructional
objectives, enabling activities, and assessment procedures for
these competencies are not yet completed by the authors.

The importance of the affective competencies to the full

attainment of multiculturalism by a teacher education program
should be stressed. It is apparent that the basic goals of
multicultural education must be addressed in the affective

domain. Competence in multicultural education is more than just
cognitive information or knowledge. There is a great deal of
research to demonstrate that cognition and affect can never be,
completely separated, and the possibilities exist that one is in
large part the effect of the others

Affective competencies may be expressed as interests,
attitudes, appreciations, values, emotional sets, biases,
character development, and adjustments. These competencies may
emphasize a feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of acceptance
or rejection. In order for affective competencies to be

realized, the following are necessary:

o They must be defined clearly.

o Learning experience to help students develop in the desired

direction must be provided.

o Some systematic method must be devised to appraise the
extent students grow in the desired ways.

2. Illustrative objectives and activities are being prepared,

these will appear in Developing the Multicultural Process in

Classroom lnstructionlni)etenTies for Toaa-7-ViiI7-77-bi
RT-P7-BarifYi1 eT-If7TH-N. apfiste, avdll-aIa.Z--SiiiiTi/Y-YHO from

University Press of America, Washington, D.C.
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PHASE I

Developing an awareness
in the learners of the
value of cultural
diversity

SE III

Assisting the lerners to
maintain and extend identi-
fication with and pride in.
the mother culture

4' Assisting and preparing
the learners to interact
successfully in a cross-
cultpral setting

Assisting all to respond
positively to the diversity
of behavior involved in
cross-cultural school
environments

I.

Figure 3

0. PHASE III

, Recognizing both the similarities
and differences between Anglo-
American and other cultures and
both the potential conflicts and
opportunities they may create for
students

Recognizing and accepting the
language variety of the home and
a standard variety, as valid systems
of communication, each with its
own legitimate functions

Recognizing and accepting different
patterns of child development
within and between cultures in
order to formulate realistic
objectives

Recognizing and accepting differences
in social structure, including
familial organization and patterns
of authority and their.significance
for the educational environment

AFFECTIVE COMPETENCIES VOR ACQuIRING MULTICULTURALISM



,g

The systematic effort to collect evidence of growth in the
affective competencies is a major problem. The expectation for

.e the immediacy of results must be diminished. Affective ,

competencies are assumed to develop relatively slowly and to be

visible in appraisal techniques over long periods of time.
However, it is possible that a behavior may undergo a sudden

transformation. We must al,so be.aware of the motivation, drives,

and emotions that bring about cognitive achievement. An

assessment of an affective competency must deal with the many
"right" behaviors that may be equally correct in achieving the

objective.

Phase I, II, and III of the affective competencies denote a

sequential hierarchy. Implicit in the taxonomy of the affective

domain is the assumption that competencies that fall in the first
categories are likely to be attained more rapidly and more easily
than competencies in the later and higher categories. The

authors have chosen to utilize the taxonomy developed by 0

Krathwohl and others as a guide. The categories and their
subdivisions used for the diagram of the affective competencies
are (1) receiving (attending), which includes awareness,
willingness to receive, and controlled or selected attention; (2)

responding, which includes acquiescence in responding,
willingness to respond, and.satisfaction in response; and (3)

valuing, which includes acceptance of a value, preference for a .

Ivalue, and commitment.
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Chapter 3
A

eIELD EXPERIENCES IN PRESERVICE PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Sylvester Kohut, Jr.

As Alvin Toffler states, we live in a transient and
computer-oriented society--an environment that inhibits efforts
to tr-An a teacher for all situations. For example, how does an
undergraduate teacher candidate raised on a farm in Appalachia
become aware of the complexities and needs of children from the

inner city? An even greater problem is how a teacher trainer
motivates rural teacher candidates to apply for positions in

mel opolitan and suburban communities. In contrast, how does the
urban acher candidate learn about the needs of rural poor and

subur':1 pupils? While it is popular to support and encourage
educational equity and multicultural education in teacher
education programs, there has been little diTbetion or assistance
for accomplishing these goals.

Opportunities are limited for student-exchange programs,
cross-cultural student teaching assignments, and supervised
field-based experiences within the present framework. There is

an immediate need to incorporate multicultural and educational
equity experiences thrqughout the undergraduate teacher
certification program. Merely offering a course or token field
experience in urban education at a rural institution or,
conversely, a rural education course at an urban or subxban
institution is not enough.

What are the viable alternatives for the preservice
professional studies component? A first step is to confront the
stereotypes, myths, and misinformation perpetuated in teacher
training progYams. Practitioners must also address the issues
associated with regional and geographical stereotypes, including
labels like "city slickers" and "mountain hillbillies." In

addition, educators must seriously attempt to deal with problems
of sex discrimination, cultural pluralism, aging, and other
inequities in the preservice program.

Sylvester Kohut, Jr., Ph.D., is professor and chairperson of the
Department of Secondary Education and Foundations at Tennessee
Technological University in Cookeville, Tennessee.
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Following are recommendations for preparing educators from
one cultural/ethnic setting to better understand and to function
more effectively in a different cultural/ethnic setting.
Outlined are strategies for helping preservice students oL.Ircome
ethnocentrism; and there are guidelines for implementino
cross-cultural education courses, seminars, workshops, .nd
clinical and field-based experiences.

SELECTED RESEARCH FINDINGS

Educators agree that teachers can never be adequately
prepared to teach children of all ethnic and racial groups
encountered in the public or pTiVate school classroom. A
curriculum for all would necessitate experiences with or studies
of Blacks, Chinese Americans, Ukrainian Americans, American
Indians, Italian Americans, Japanese Americans, Jewish Americans,
Cuban Americans, Vietnamese, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans,
and many others.

Banks (1977) suggests that teach.er education programs should
help teachers clarify their attitudes and perceptions of ethnic
and social class groups as well as reduce their levels of ethnic,
racial, anci social class prejudices. Davidson and Lang (1960)
conclude that "the assessment that students make of themselves is
related to their perceptions of how their teachers feel about
them" (pp. 107-118).

Is race a factor in determining the relationship of teacher
to pupil? Studies are somewhat conflicting. Gottlieb (1964)
found that white teachers., more so than Black teachers, disliked
teaching inner-city Black students. Clark (1964) found that half
the white teachers in his study felt that Black students were
inferior to white stel-nts and should be maintained in custodial
urban schools. Kaltsounis and Higdon (1977) concluded that Black
teachers may discourage creativity by emphasizing uncritical,
unimaginative, and self-conscious conformity. The attitudes of
Black teachers did not differ significantly from those of white
teachers in the same region. Teacher education institutions
should give more attention to the importance of recognizing and
reLnforcing pupils' creativity in the classroom, the study
recommends. This study supports other research that has found
that teachers tend to have prejudicial attitudes toward poor and
ethnic minority children regardless of the teachers' ohn racial
or ethnic heritages.

McCandless, Roberts, and Starnes (1972) found that teacher
evaluations of studendts-correlated well with performance of Black
students but not wivli white students. Both white and Black
teachers tended to -ate white students as having higher
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potenttals than Black students. In findings of Gilberts, Guckin,

and Leeds (Note I), experienced white teachers also rated white
students as having'higher abilities than Black 'students.

In other studies Mexican American and Anglo teachers appear
to be 'equally effective or ineffective with Mexican American
childrpn. Kleinfeld (1975) found that teachers of Athabascan
Indian and Eskimo students may be judged effective or
non-effective based on their instructional style rather than
their ethnic background. In summary Kleinfeld reported:

Central characteristics seem to distinguish effective
teachers from ineffective teachers. The-first and most
important characteristic is the effective teacher's ability
to create a climate of clotional warmth, that dissipates
c.tudents' fears in the classroom and fulfills their
expectations of highly pesonalized relationships. The
second characteristic is the teacher's ability to resolve
his own ambivalent feelings about the legitimacy of his
educational goals and express his concern for the village
students, not by passive smathy, but by demanding a high
quality of academic work. (Kleinfeld, 1975, p. 318)

In separate studies Rist (1)70) and Gay (1974) concluded
that teachers, regardless of their ethnic background, tend to
internalize and perpetuate dominant societal values and attitudes
toward racial and social class groups. In order to develop a
better awareness of the commonalities of selected ethnic and
racial rinority aroups, preservice teachers should be aware of

their ov prejudices.

According to Banks (1977) heavy reliance should not be
placed on the lecture method of instruction for multicultural
education in preservice and graduate programs. Instead, he
encourages a variety of instructional strategies and interaction
activities, including community and field-based experiences in
different social settings. He also favors special workshops,
visitations, guest speakers, and multimedia classroom projects
around a multicultural theme.

Manning (1977), in his study of "The Influence of Key
Individuals on Student Teachers in Urban and Suburban Settings,"

comments:

The influence of key in&ividuals in student teachers'
development°may depend somewhat upon the setting of the
training. Student teachers may be assigned to schools and
neighborhoods similar to the ones they themselves grew up
in, or they may be transported to an environment that is so
unfamiliar as to be foreign. The latter often happens when

Alb
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white, middle class student teachers are assigned to
inner-city schools-. Unlike their counterparts in suburban
classrooms, urban student.teachers not only have to adopt
new professional skills wild roles, they must do it in an
unfamiliar milieu. With so many unfamiliar stimuli
affecting them, the question arise3 whether urban and
suburban student teachers are influenced by other people in
the same ways. (p. 2)

Student teachers, perceived beliefs, attitudes, and
behaviors are influenced significantly by the persons they
encounter during their training periode Chief among these,
Manning states, are the professional educators involved in the
ongoing training process--cooperating teachers, college
supervisors, and other college professors. His findings support
those by Pappanitou and Drake (1971), Washington (1974), and Yee
(1969).

Mortenson and Netusil (1976) found th'at preservice
elementary teachers who were taught aboutominority groups and had
interaction with culturally different children became less
prejudiced. But preservice teachers who were taught about
minority groups without the experiences actually became more .

prejudiced. This suggests that courses designed to increase
student awareness and understanding of culturally different
children should be supplemented with real life contact with
students.

Curricular Models and D2!igns

The NCSS Ethnic Heritage Task Force on Ethnic Studies
Curriculum Guidelines provided specific recommendations fur
prescrvice and inservice staff development programs in its
publication Curriculum Guidelines for Multiethnic Education
(Tanks, et .a77-1-076-1:

1. Clarify and analyze their feelings, attitudes, and
perceptions toward their own and other ethnic groups,

2. Acquire content about and understanding of historical
experiences and sociological characteristics of American
ethnic groups,

3. Increase their instructional skills in curriculum
, development as it relates to ethnic pluralism,

4. Increase their skills in creating, selecting,
evaluating2 and revising instructional materials
(pp. 17-18).
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Gay (1977b). indicates that curriculum designs 'for

multicultural teacher .education should include three major
components: knowledge, attitudes, and skills.

I. Knowledge Component
(

A. Content of Cultural Pluralism
B. Philosophy of Multicultural Education

. C. Classroom Dynamics
D. Ethnic Resource Materials

II. Attitudes Component

A. Realistic Attitudes Toward Cultural Diversity
B. Enabling Attitudes Toward Cultural Differences
C. Self-Awareness
D. -Sense of Security About Teaching Ethnic Diversity

III. Skills Component

A. Cross-Cultural Interactional Skills
B. Multicultural CurriculuaDevelopment Skills
C, Multiethnic InstrFtional S'Ills (pp. 32-5,6).

In addition to identifying a series of generic concepts, she
recommends:

The conceptual framework approach to multicoltural
curriculum development involves selecting supportive
concepts for each generic concept; identifying general and
performance objectives for each concept; and selecting
appropriate multicultural content, learning experiences and
instructional strategies to teach the concepts. (Gay,

1977a, p. 102)

In addressing the questiun of curricular designs for
multicultural education, Baker (1974) refers to components as
"stages" and identifies three: acquisition, development and
involvement. Aragon (1973) also provides a three-dimensional
model. It focuses on awareness, application, and logistics for

implementation. Regardless of the particular curricular design
selected,

It will be of ltt,,tle value simply to place students from
diverse cultures together and hope that by some process of

osmosis learnings will be picked up. Nor does it mean that
we should didactically teach multiple cultures as the
ideationall)eliefs of diverse groups. Each of these
options, it seems to me, is bracketed by a standard culture
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which encapsulates and overpowers the mulOcultural
intention. (Macdonald, 1977, p. 10)

Multicultural activities and considerations should be
interwoven throughout the professional education sequence of
courses and the field-based and clinical experiences (Hunte:.,
1974). Overall, teacher education should follow certair
guidelines or benchmarks when planning for multicultural
education:

1. There must be systematic attention given to
imulticulturalism in the conceptio.n and design of the
program.

2. All segments of the community being served must
parxicipate in planning, implementation and evaluation
of the program.

3. The multicultdral-'10xspectiy9 must be reflected in the
identification of comtietencies and the specification of
objectives.

4. The field-based components of teacher education programs
must utilize diverse cultural se.ttings.

S. The ultimate criterion of success in multicultural.
, education is the teacher's demonstrated competence in

working with all students. (hunter, 1974, p. 127)

STUDENT TEACHING AND FIELD gASED PRACTICUMS

"Learn by doing" was popular in teaching circles even before
John Dewey and his colleagues addressed the issue of "real"
learning in the classroom. Follow-up studies-of teacher
education'graduates consistently find the student teaching
experience.as the the single most important dimension in the
undergraduate program. Yet meaningful fifqd-based and clinical
experiences are mostly still limited tp .he senior year of study.

With imaginative scheduling and planning, early supervised
field-based and clinical experiences can be incorporated into
preprofessional studies. Such field-based experience is an
excellent way of providing for multicultural and multiethnic
encopnters. Brian and Fields (1979)' were able to include special
paraprofessional experiences in an introductory social
foundations of education course. This course allowed students to
relate the social and cultural forces at work in the isolated,
rural Appalachian public schools to the theoretical and
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philosophical tenets usually emphasized in introductory education

courses.

There are many ways of introducing early and useful
field-based and clinical experiences with a multicultural thrust
into the preservice program. Following are some of the ways
selected institutions bolstered their multicultural education
efforts and improved the quality of their programs:

1. Part-time paraprofessional and volunteer work at nearby
daycare, preschool, or Headstart centers,

2. Visits with and social interchange with American Indians
and other ethnic minorities,

3. Volunteen work with senior citizens at community
centerst hospitals, and long term health care
facilities,

4. Counseling and tutoring duties at short and long term
juvenile detention centers and halfway houses',

5. Involvement in school, community, or
university-sponsored drug, alcohol, and ;hated
counseling clinics,

6. Internships in human and :aocial services agencies and

programs,

7. Involvement in youth-oriented programs such as federally
funded Talent Search and Upward Bound or community-based
organizations such as YMCA, YWCA, police athletic
leagues, Boy Scouts, and Girls Scouts.

8. Involvement in sheltered workshops for the mentally
and/or physically retarded or handicapped,

9. Involvement in special projects such as 24-houy
telephone hot lines for teenagers, walk-in tutoring and
counseling centerp, community supported cultural and
crafts fairs and shows, storefront schools, and other
compensatory programs sponsored by public and private
funding sources,

10. Biofeedback and relaxation therapy workshops for
teachers, administrators, and students,

11. Campus activities sponsored by radio and television
stations that feature ethnic themes or foreign language
or foreign cultural projects.
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These represent the kinds of multicultural experiences for
teacher candidates that benefit the entire teacher training
program. They help teacher educatcrs to think in terms of
"people credit hours" rather than solely in terms of'the "student
credit hours" generated. Thus, the field-based aspect of
multicultural education may become the high point of the overall
teacher education program.

Student Teachina Abroad

Regardless of the size, mission, or financial profile of an
institution, student teaching abrbad can provide a multicultural
experlence for both teacher candidates and teacher educators.
However, it is important that such overseas experiences be
designed to provide skills in cross-cultural sensitivity,
communication, and living. Otherwise, the time spent in a
foreign country may not be productive. To be labeled as
multicultural, the overseas student teaching assignments must
emphasize the development of effective cross-cultural skills.

Overseas student and intern teaching programs offer
preservice students opportunities to discover foreign lands and
to become totally immersed in foreign cultures. Many colleges
and universities have organized consortia to provide overseas
student teaching and student exchange programs. Teaching
opportunities abroad are not limited to foreign language teacher
candidates; virtually all preservice teachers are eligible for
enrollment. Except for transportation expenses, the cost to the
student is approximately the same as that at home for a full-time
student living on campus. Usually, criteria for admission to the
overseas student teaching program are based on the successful
completion of certain prerequisite courses, satisfactory academic
achievement, written recommendations from faculty, and an
interview with a program coordinator or an appointed committee of
faculty. The screening process requires students to submit
applications in advance for the term, quarter, or semester they
desire to teach abroad. Students might stay with either national
or American host families.

However, in some of these programs the multicultural thrust
may be diminished. )17.ten student teachers are assigned to
American dependent schools or private academies attended by
children of American military or diplomatic corps personnel or
children from wealthy host country families. Because of the
affluent or privileged status'of the pupils attending these types
of schools, student teachers dre not exposed to the,"typical"
child in the host country. Sometimes there is little interaction
with the host culture. Consequently, ILeaningful cultural
involvement in the foreign country may be restricted to weekend
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or holiday excursions. Under these conditions, a short vacation
to the foreign land might very well provide as much cultural
awareness.

On the other hand, there are many examples of successful
student teaching abroad projects. Most of these are part of a
comprehensive institutional foreign studies program. Three
successful and distinctively different organizational schemes at
three different types of institutions are described as follows:

At Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, a full-time
Director of International Studies and Off-Campus Programs advises
the 1,600 liberal arts undergraduate students about a wide
variety of international education programs. Almost all modern
foreign language majors at Dickinson College spend one or two
semesters of their junior year studying in a foreign country.
The language majors concurrently enrolled in the teacher
education program have the option of actually student teaching in
the,schools of the target country. They teach under the
supervision of a cooperating classroom teacher and a professor
from a participating university. This unique experience does not
substitute for the studenX teaching requirement normally
completed upon returning to Dickinson College, but it is

considered an enrichment and a pre-student teaching practicum.
Periodically, foreign professors visiting in the United States
confer with the Director of International Studies and Off-Campus
Programs and the Coordinator of Teacher Education to plan and
discuss improvements in the student teaching arrangement. As
with most programs, non-language majors working toward
certification in elementary or secondary education also have the
chance to study and teach abroad.

A large, land grant state university, The Pennsylvania State
University (PSU) sponsors a student teaching project in the
Panama Canal Zone and in other Central and South American
nations. PSU athuinistrators and faculty from the College of
Education are directly involved in monitoring, supervising, and
evaluating the undergraduate education programs. This includes
the student teaching experience. Besides receiving academic
credit for their student teaching, students are actively involved
in the cultural life of the foreign country. Undergraduates at
other colleges and universities are allowed to enroll in the PSU
program and transfer the credit earned to their own institutions.
A morale booster for PSU faculty is contemplating the opportunity
of being assigned to a "hardship" tour of supervision in a balmy
tropical country.

A different organizational pattern for an overseas sponsored
student teaching program was organized in 1973 as the Consortium
for Overseas Student Teaching (COST). This program is
administered through a full-time director in the College of
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Education at the University of Alabama in University, Alabama.
Schools in the consortium include the University of Alabama,
Livingston State University, Tennessee Technological University,
University of Kentucky, University of Georgia, and the University
of Mississippi for Women. COST provides students at the
participating institutions and other interested schools with
teaching assignments in Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Haiti, Jamaica, Santa Domingo, and Uruguay.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations included here should enhance an
institution's preservice professional studies component in terms
of multicultural education. The recommendations stress
low-budget ways of providing quantitative and qualitative
multicultural activities. Adherence to these recommendations
should result in the elimination of ethnocentrism among teacher
candidates. The recommendations should also help teacher
edu,cators and future teachers acquire the knowledge base,
communication skills, and attitudes necessary for effective
teacher education programs in a pluralistic society. Although
these recommendations focus an the preservice component, the
importance of continued improvement in graduate and inservice
training in multicultural education is not diminished.

,

Curricula

Introduce new courses and/or clinical and field-based
m m!upervi!_02!Xperiences to eet ulticulturiaRiTicatia curricular

resurrements. TT warrantar-, new course orrcanig riiaCEoraance
iithmulticiiltural education requirements should be introduced
into the foundations and/or general education curricula. Often
existing courses and clinical or field-based programs can be
reconstituted to accommodate multicultural issues, topics, and
activities. Early, supervised field-based experiences prior to
the usual senior year student teaching experience should be
scheduled. These early, supervised field experiences are
excellent multicultural experiences for teacher candidates.
Early, supervised field experiences with a multicultural emphasis
need not always be the sole responsibility of the college or
school of education; they may be in cooperation with other
programs at the institution. For example, at Wayne State
University (1979) foreign language students in the Department of
Slavic and Eastern Languages and Literature have an opportunity
to work.with the elderly in a nearby nursing home who speak
little or no English. Early, supervised field and clinical
experiences with thilic or racial minority or bilingual persons
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will provide invaluable insights in other courses and workshops.
Almost any foundations course should be able to accommodate
meaningful clinical or field experiences.with ethnic or racial
minority group persons.

Establiskieneric competencies that are vital for the
Erofei'groiiirjrefiFairiiiiTOITEpriTsre-EITiFTeTERifi 77iTtlia
ne-era:eOasis ERBeTafiiinerstiffdi5Bra1TRTZiirdFiZTal
miNFIrit _EroiffirTE-eliTOTrafirFanifatencfrs--inTirruceruF
c assroom TR-ter-action analysis instruments and systematic methods
of analyzing verbal and nonverbal teacher and student classroom
behaviors.

Establish a cultural literacx_pt2gram. The University of
Arizona, for instance, WiTi Cultural Literacy Laboratory that
provides preservice teachers with cross cultural adaptive skills
needed to successfully Teduce the effect of culture shock and to
accommodate cultures different from their own. The Cultural
Literacy Laboratory incorporates and reinforces the participants'
previous social science concepts and methodology. The program
allows the teacher candidates to practice new skills and
techniques in a variety of experienced based activities (Paulsen
and Wilson, 1973).1

Within the college or school of education or in caueration
with Me collue or scRiITTeral arts or arts anUsciences,
estiErTi1flFITingual7bIcu1tural teacHr trainlaaroarams. It is
imperatrie fhat tWirliepartmenta-57-67FIanguages, Th the
college of liberal arts, and the department responsible for the
bilingual/bicultural teacher education program, in the college or
schoolof education, work in a cooperative manner. Petty
arguments of territoriality must be avoided. Bilingual education
is a necessary component in general education curricula (Blanco,
1977). Readily available are competency gul,delines to assist in
the preparation of bilingual preservice teachers (Casso, 1976).
At the University of Arizona, Carlisle-Zepeda and Saldate (1978)
have developed an assessment instrument for determining the
Spanckh language proficiency of preservice teachers participating
in bilrhgual education programs. CF.rlisle-Zepeda and Saldate
(1978) comment: "An enormous improvement in language can happen
if diagnosed and systematically pursued" (p. 319). Their
assessment instrument is a direct test, in that it attempts to
duplicate as closely as possible, the bilingual setting of real
life situations where the language is normally used. The
aural-oral subtest requires communication and dialogue of topics
pertinent to education. Proficiency testing to determine
competence in teaching skills should be scheduled, along with
periodic tests to monitor competencies in the foreign language
and to evaluate how well the-foreign language is being used in
actual classroom settings.
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Establish and/or expand student teaching and study abroad
2rogr3ii-Rif-reTaiiE5MUitig7-'7E-6-froiYamsTaird-EU ----7
coorMiTaOF-WarifETUEFE3-THFough a university, college or
designated department. A full- or part-time person should be
responsible for information dissemination, recruitment,
counseling, and administrative processing. A suitable facility
should be designated.as the office or headquarters for the
international studies program. The person designated to
coordinate student teaching abroad programs should be afforded
opportunities to attend meetings and workshops, conduct .

visitations of sponsoring institutions and agencies, and gather
all necessary information to adequately advise student teachers
about foreign programs.

Establish a formal writtenl. textbook adoption_policy for
the cUTTeii 5F-FER66Ig--ZaTia r ntioiffrure-fhif-fext-RIAT--'Taiaa atii sUTT dilnatrTiiie.
Tean-of sHaTa-inrEe Thi t r Ti1 t o-le icc tj For

grades K-12 appropriate textbooks that are-free from
discriminatory language.

Enlist on-campus foreign and minority students enriilled in
institutTE to

Interectia5railiTalifiier-EiaiTitii-afTigH-3TgiEria
curaTcHange ana-awareness_nrojects7--Ntabriih a vuruatary

in7WEYEE-XTericap teacii-67 candidates are matched
with foreign and minority students. The rewards in cultural
awareness will be mutually beneficial.

The Teaching Specialty

Establish liaison between the collsge of education and all
outsfaq=4Tfirtments oraring content-ueciiIITaiiirses-TgUiTIU
57-Taa-UF-URUTUTZI7--TE13-1-T-ElarTriffipiii"taRt-T-67
Uefliallients TH the allege of education serving secondary
education majors.--lo accomplish this task, a specific professor
in the appropriate department of the college of education is
designated liaison to establish contact with a specific
department in another college that enrolls teacher candidates in
content-specialty courses. The liaisob meets periodically with
the respective chairperson or department to discuss relevant
issues such as new cour,e offerings, staffingdand compliance
yith NCATE standards, including the multicultural education
requirements. The liaison reports back to his/her department or
college the input, concerns, and ideas expressed by the outside
department. For illustration, at Tennessee Technological
'University (TTU) in the Department of Secondary Education and
Foundations, a specific profeisor is liaison to the Departmenvof
English in the Colkege of Arts and Sciences. The liaison
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professor an English educator and student teaching supervisor,
teaches tile Department English methodology course, therefnre he
is able to share information about NCATE. standards and other
matters.with the Department of English. Consequently, he
maintains communication regarding the English, communications,
and speech and theater certification prbgrams. This kind of
communication network is especially important at institutions
;There the advising of teacher candidateS dcies not rest in the
school or college of education but with an ac4demic department
outside of the college of education.

Humanistic and Behavioral Studies

a
Establish and maintain a forum or committee where facully_

members whii teach "foundations" courses or aucation "core"
EUUNEN-f5-UKUIFOUUM ZOTWEEY-TUdrinElagalYNEIL,Enject11
and MATE-staffdardi--inertidini-fEB-EUTTEcuTturaT ail-dation

at-fTriTe Founaifias Faculty Forum
TFFIIT1 5-fliZ College of Education includes representatives from
the six departments in the College of Education'plus all

.professors who teach "foundations" cOurses, regardless° of their
departmental affiliation. At open meetings the FFF addresses
questions concerniqg articulation and balance among the
foundations series, eligibility of full- and part-time faculty to
teach 'foundations courses, staffing requirements research
priorities, and consideration of recommendations from learned
societies such as the American Educational Studies Association
and from accreditation agencies suoh as NCATE. The FFF provides
recommendations to the departments in the College of Educatioe

. and the Dean of the College in msttnrs involving foundations
-courses. Periodically, all foundations courses are "put on the
griddle" and carefully reviewed to ensure that the quality of the
course is maintained and_that new standards, such as the
multicultural aducation requirement, are met. Since professors
imthe College of Education at TTU teach across departmental
lines, the FFF provides a means for ongoing dialogue. Even at
institutions where the foundations or core courses are housed and
staffed by a specific department, the need remains for some ki,nd
of forum. It would enable all concerned professors to have a
voice in formulating policies and programs related to foundations

1' courses. No foundations course should be the exclusive domain of
a single senior professor.

. The multicultural education requirement exemplifies just one
of the concerns that an FFF or similar faculty group should
address. At TTU the following courses are considered within the
purview of the FFF, because all majors in the College of
Education, regardless of their °major or certification field., are
required to complete these core courses:
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1. Introduction to theTeaching Profession
2. Human Growth and Deyelopment
3. Educational Psychology
4. Social Foundations of Education
S. History and Philosophy of Education
6. EvalUation and Guidance
7. Handicapped.Children. in,the Regular cp.ssroom

Although methodoplogy courses, microteaching'laboratory
experiences, introdudtory courses in psychOlogy and student
teaching'practicums and seminars are required of all majors in
tbe College of clucation at TTU, they are not included in the
foundatiots series normally revi, ewed by thb FFF. Thi's

recommendation should not be considerad a ready-made way of

dealing with all certification or foundations curricylar
. problems. tut it is a reasonable alternative to the often

disorganized eleventh-hour efforts to correct deficiencies in a
.,certification progtam the day before,,an evaivation team avrives
on the doorstep..

q

Provide learning opportunities.in foundationsicourses for
the siiidiniT5 gain an vairstaWainl orEli7Eer etEicTheritag
e!pecia_ly as it.relates to teacHinz anU learninz in aTEE-dol.

setting. TT4Ehe-17aucators orren assumbfFat theTuture
rs completely familiar with his/her own ethnic roots and

background, but tbis is not the situation with'manrstudents.
Before teacher educators deal with prejudices about ethnic
minority students, the student must understand his or her
cultural background.-

Identify alternative early fieldixperiehces for students.
The teacher eirtiEator must e willing to get out into tHr.
community and coordinate well planned experiences with a wide
range of communi,ty.organizations and resources. Head Start
Centers, Upward Bound Projects, Talent Search Projects, day-care
centers, neighborhood youth clubs, senior citizen centers, church
groups, YMCA, YWCA, and summer youth camp projects represent just
some of the potential community agencies available for
exploration.

Teaching and Learning Theory with
Laboratory and Clinical Experience

Establish a multicultural resource and info.t'plation center.

On the markit are numerous sources ofprint ana non-pTint
materials for multicultural education. The National Education
,Association ha. an excellent multiethnic series. Many new
.publications associated with classroom communication and
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management are stressin the implications for multicultural
educatioh and th.e teaching of ethnic/racial minority students

* (Kohut and Range, 1979).. AACTE has published an ahnotated
bibliography on multicultural education in cooperation with the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education. More and more learned
societies and agenc..es 'are publishing multicultural education
materials for teacher educators, classroom practitioners, and
Students in grades K-12. Also available are publications on
education for the aging and Liderstanding probLems of the elderly
(Kohut, Kohut and Fleishman, 1979).

Universities and cell2ges with establislred on or off-cam us
laboratou sZliallsHourrassumeIiiaTIEIT raIes to assure tiaT
preservice anaTriservice teiaers gain maTiZatriFiTWilici.ITEir
experiences. Uniiiersify laoratory seNTOTsOTten FiEome en-17st
scHools reserved for the children of university faculty and staff
or the well-to-do families in town. This must'be avoided.
Southwest Missouri State University follows strict racial/ethniC
benchmarks for enrollment in its laboratory school. The
racial/ethnic ratios of.the children attending the school ensure
a pross-sectionpf the target communities. Full and part-time
teachers in any laboratory school should reflect the
.ethnic/raCial compos.ition of the target Communities it serves.
If the cost of establishing a labortorjr chool is prohibitive, a
contractual agreement with a particular school might be arranged
to provide interns and student teachers who will benefit from the
mul.tipultural education experience. TTU has a contractual
agreement with the AlArin A. York Institute, a comprehensive
secondarjr school in rural Fentress County, Tennessee. This
atrangement enableS* urban and suburban TTU teacher candidptes to. '

have worthwhile, rural teaching experiences in the heart of

Appalachia. Although TTU clo.sed its elementary campus laboratory. .

school in 1976,,agreements with neighboring rural elementary and
secondary schools enabled it to provide its.teacher candidates
ongoing teaching experiences with rural poor children.

Without any initial outside funding, North Texas State
University (NTSU) established a teacher center project in Dallas
and Fort Worth in order to better prepare teachers for
assignments in urban and metropolitan areas having a large
percentage of multiethnic and multilingual pupils. Each teacher
center is served by an advisory council of representatives from
the local education agency, institutions of higher education,
professional education association, regional education service
centers, preservice pacherS, and the Texas Education Agency.
Program developmentr.proceeded in an atmosphere of cooperation
between NTSU faculty and administrators, resource persons, and
supervising teachers and administrators from the Dallas and Fort
Worth Independent School Districts. The NTSU project has a .

strong research base, and a rich data bank has resulted from the 4,

impact of the teacher center program on preservice teachers. The
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success of the NTSU model is noteworthy because it WM initiated"
through the close cooperation.of many educiational agencies and
institutions, and it did not require vast sums of federal
government funding (Miller, 1978).

Practicum

Egtablish alternati've student teachiag_practicums fhat

teac1iiiita§liignments4 Tn cooperation WITH other smol-MYTies,
Diainsoii-CalreiiiTonsors a consortium for urban studies called
the Harrisburg Urban Sgmestex (THUS) Program. Through THUS,
qualified undergraduate teacher candidates may live and teach in
an inner-city pnvirdhment. A flexible and personalized course of
study enables students enrolled in-these small private colleges
to have different kinds of' multicultural experiences during their
preservice program. Indiana University at Bloomington provides
special rural student teaching practicums and special practicums
with American Indian and nexican American students through its
Alternative Program Component in the College of Education.. Like
the Dickinson College THUS Program, Indiana University it
Tisdianapolis sponsors.a special urban student'And intern teaching

experience..

Provide_pre-studenf and post-student teachiag workshops and
courses, ror assistiu rrZUrfure

tHe pre-stddint te-TeNing course woUraiii-itiany prepare
sYT5ntS to w(Yrk in multicultural situations. The post-student
teaching courses would provide the teacher candidate oppor-
tunities to 'reflect upon his/her recent exl5erience and to
interact and exchange ideas with other educators. Since faculty
advisors are the first link with teacher candidates, the
designated person responsible for scheduling special studept
teaching aSsignmentg must brief faculty advisors on'the latest
pr?,grams and scheduling information.

Provide opportunities for students to partfcipate in
ex erraZes o a wrde anaarverse Fiture. TR-ese eppoirdiaties
s our1'15 -6 availab-r-eHa only-in tHe suryounding 'counties, but
also in more dittant locations. Fi'4d-based texperiences for
teachers should be provided at d4fferent grade levels and with
various socioeconomic and racial groups of students. Those
opportunities, available in rural, suburban, and urban school
districts and in special projects, should involve the student
with the community as well as the organized teaching profession.
How a particular intitution provides these opPortunities,will
vary, but they shoui'd have high priority.
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Enlist the iervice of all_sualified faculty in the college
gfigURT and-THIEF-5- .

fiiaii71-7--AI1ThU1-TarirfiEurfriTUYTWUUTa-FrEhW0H5T Leave
UWEWortable surroundings of their own offices, they would
greatly benefit from field-based supervisory duties. Most
teacher educators and students agree that the student teaChin
experience is the most valuable and enlightening phase of the
overall program. Usually only a small corps of faculty are
involved in student teaching supervision. At many institutions
it is looked on as a chore-111ot what scholars should be doing on
a regular basis. Yet possibly the most important aspect ok the
multicultural education component rests in the clinical and field .

experiences provided for students. Supervision is necessary for
a successful multicultual program. The supervisors WIlltalso
need training in multicultural education. Even a commitment to
work with one or two student teachers rr student paraprofes-
sionals engaged in a field experience will get the professor into
the schools and community agencies where the real action is.
Ongoing contact with inservice teachers and a'dministrators
through supervision is vital to a successful program.

Faculty .

Recruit full- and_part-time faculty who_express a sincere
williri ness to_participate inTH!_reservice multicultural
pregram. voi3tHe'filt1an-5T-11iriRrriairry memEiTiCritNthe
potential for making ,fine contributl,ons to the multicu3tural
education program, then limiting them to teaehing specific
courses not rented to the multicultural dimension of the
program: It is a waste of talent to Appoint a person to a
position in student services, financial aid, or remedial reading
if that person also has abilities to serve the teacher education
program and is not encouraged to get involved in i'ome way.

Establish wide-ranging universityi college, anLdepartmental
research_goals and developmentlugram_priorities that have maisE
implications for fREEulticultural Fdlication componeilfOrTU
linsierif5aUFfbf-diEher aucationprmam.
speciarraculf75ntriTalons to thbWitilticultural'education
program. Identify faculty leaders and invite them to attend
milticultural workshops and conferences. Instead of sending the
same institutional representatives to the same meetings,
conferences, and conventions year after year, send faculty who
will return to campus and actually get involved in making
improvements in the multicultural program.

Recruit full7time and part-time faculty from ethnic/racial
minoriti_fIoups7in acco-raince withinrimative action

to_narticifateInWe multicultural education
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prciiram: 'This procedure is especially important in isolated

regions of the country where it is difficult to-attract
ethnic/racial minority group,candidatbs for administrative,
faculty, and staff appointments.

Encourage faculty to_apply for and_participate in foreip
excliaage aiidFerniTishlp_vograms. AFter rieTirty maBers retail°

to full-fime dainaistrative or teaching duties, make
opportunities ayailable for them to share their experiencesi.n
terms of teaching or program planning in the multicuLtural
education component of the preservice and inservice s'equence of

professional studies.

CONCLUSIONS

Establishing a viable multicultural education component in a

teacher training program is not an end in itself. The ultimate .

goal is to affect change at tilt: K-12 level. Teacher candidates

must not only change their own attitudes but must serve as agents

of change in the.public and private schools throughout the
country. At The Pennsylvania State University (Lynch, Note 2) a

major thrust of a special program fot American Indians who are
graduate-degree candidates is to prepare them to act as
change-agents,and to monitor their ability tp bring about changes

in their home districts. There is a tremendous need for

longitudplal studies and follow-up investigations to determine

.the impact made by the teachers after they complete some of the

newly established multicultural education programs. This is an

awesome but necessary task. The need for continued research is

especially important, as multicultural education relates to the

vital field-based experience that seems to,serve as a catalyst in

most successful.multicultural education programs (Elliott, 1978).

Tjle recommendations offe.ted are not cure-alls foi the

problems associated with the establishment of multicultural
education in a preservice professional Studies component of a

teacher preparatory program. The recommendations will not
totally eliminate educational inequities and attitudes of

ethnocentrism among future teachers. However, they are for

institutions committed to serving the needs of all teacher .

eandidates and' ultimately all learners in public school
classrooms.who, for many'reasons, have been misunderstood and

discriminated against br seemingly,well-meaning teachers for a

long time.

fi
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Chapter 4

THE COMMUNITY AND TEACHER EDUCATION

Susanna Hayes

Essentially, schools attempt to provide social and economic
survival skills to large numbers of persons with various
interests and abilities. Teachers are crucial in this process,
in that-they disperse this information and.training. In these
roles, schools and teachers provtde a community service.
However,-this service has often been provided without the
involvement of the community served. Why and how should the,
community--the consumers of public education.--participate
actively in their schools?

"School and community".implies mutual responsibilities and
shared resources. Community, as used in this chapter, is the
population affected by the services and activities provided by
the school., -Secifically, community kncludes students, parents,
and other persons directly and indirectly involveld in providing
and receiving educational services from a specific school.

The active involvement of the community is especially
critical wheye the population is culturally and ethnically
diverse. Teachers who have not lived or associated with persons
culturally and ethnically different from themselves may not teach
effectively. In such cases, daily encounters\with students often
become experiences in misunderstanding, poor dommunications, and
frustration for parents and persons concerneA with student
progress. =

?

tAlthough the population ot an urban area may include person's
frominany different cultural and ethntc 'backgrounds, the
individual sChools often serve student populations that are
culturally'and ethnically homogenous. Due to economic and social
characteristics and constraints of most cities, Black and
Hispanic persons often live in homogeneous or segregated
neighbárhoods. Therefore, an urban school may serve a

Susanna Hayes,. Ph.D., is Director of Indian Education at Western
Washington University in Bellingham, Washington.
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predominantly Black and/414or.Hisfianic community; other urban
. schools may have a population that is Multiethnit and

. multicultural. The teachers in these schools should be able to
relate to and elicit the cooperation and support of the community
being served, no aatter what the social, cultural., ethniz, .

political, or economic nature of the pepple.

At the same time, educators must understand that the
similarities and differences of communities cannat be predefined.
For example, Native Americans derive their pritary identification
4.Aom their tribal origins. Persons living on or'near their

.
tribe's reservation may hbve a more intenSe sense of their
specific cultural orientatiail than tribal members raised in urban
centers/. Native Adericans often refer to themsplves zs "urban"
or "reervation" to clarify the degree they are directly related
t6 their tribal cultures.

,
However, within the tribal population are clearly identified

clans and family groups. Ii the Pacific Northwest, for example,
any single tribe will censist of bands of groups speaking
distinct dialects of their native language and observing unique
practices in dealing with non-native government and business
agencies. There are cLearly identifiable characteristics,
beliefs, and practices both between tribes and within the same
tribe. Thus, educators must recognize thae differences as well

as similarities of,individuals ahd groups must be reipectec: and,
understvad,in planning and offering education services.through
the schools:

.Teacher education institlitionS' muSt prepare teachers and
other professidnal educators to successfully meet the educational
needs of all studdhts. To accomplish this they must, in turn,
respect the upique characteristics oE the various communities
that will employ their 'graduates. In this paper, ways foT
incorporating the community into teacher education programs will

be suggested.

TnE ROLE OF COMMUNITY IN EDUCATION

The Educators

Teachers successful in,culturally diverse communities have
become students of the diverse cultures in the school. They
learn about the family structures, employment patterns, living
.condicions, and language usage in the homes (Passow, Goldberg,

and Tannenbaum, 1967). Awareness of the studeri.t.s' 'Seciocultural
background helps teachers recognize the conflicts caused by the
schools.different social and academic demands. The behavior of
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students can also be understood in terms of coping and survival
skills. In addition, the'successful teacher recognizes that the
students' intelligence and abilities may not be accurately
reflected in standardized tests. _Therefore, the educational -

program must be adapted to the sociocultural as well as academic
needs of tudents.

Passow, Goldberg, and Tannenbaum (1967) indicated that
teachers can learn about students' cultures directly from the,
students by developing an emotional closeness with students.
Reading novels and other literature that reflect the feelings,
attitudes, and life conditions of various cultural groups 4.
another means for learning about diverse life fituations.

Persons from minority groups and lower socioedonomic levels
differ from the majority of Anglo Americans in the socializatign
and training that takes place in their homes and the learning - -

patterns related.to the value systems of their cultures (Morris,
Sather, and Scull, 1978). Specifically, in the case of Native
American students, some oftt- values taught at home are in
direct contrast 0 values taught in the schools. Native
Americans are usually taught that being a good listener is more
important than speaking up and answering questions in class.
Scolding or praising a child in public As considered harmful and
is not done by many parents. When parents become awdre of
contrastingpraetices in the schools, they are reticent to bring .
them to the teachers' attentien.' In order for the,teathers
become aware of sOch diffefences:it is necessary tor:.-tbrem,to ,

learn,from the community.' A . 4'

'Aeleinold
(19'W stOied the personal and profe`ssional

chalicteristies 'of teach rs who Sdecessfully worked with Eskiim61/4.
'q

and 1 dian h'gh schtol st dents in Alaska. Most of these
studen s sho ed int&nse s ress in a large, unfamiliar school
settAn bee use th6y had ,pone from small elementary schools
attondck by ew min-natives with a relatively simple and
nonthreat,ell ng envirohMent. In the high school some native
students isolated themselves from their non-native'peers by
'sitting in the back corners of classrooms. Lost students walked
hallways rather than request help to find classrooms; sode became
physically ill when tensions became int-Aerable. , Teachers who
personall related to native students and helped them adapt to
the school wire also able to establish personal relationships .

with the students outside of the school. Thesd teachers visited
the students' homes on a personal and social 13-as4s---'6nd remembered
family members on special occasions. Phrents of native students
identified other observable characteristics of',successful
teachers. These included: (1) being personal rather, than task
oriented in their approach to teaching, (2). being emotionally'
close to the students, (3) being sensitive to social
relationships, (4) possessing vivid personalities, (S) smiling
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often apd using gestures of affection appropriately, and (6) the
ability to love students with a warm, fhmilial regard.

1Cleinfeld (L9f5) concluded from her studies that approaches
to.effective cross-cultural education should be taught in both
preservice and inservice programs for teachers.
Teacher-community interactions might be taught through simulation
and role-playing situations. Teachers need training in working
with parents and community organizations. 'Effecting changes in
the educational achievement of students must simultaneously
involve the cooperative efforts of students, parents, community

41
members, and school personnel. ,Teachers must learn to vork with
community organiz,ations in order to effectively gain aSsistance
and support for the education process. Educators should be
prepared to work with parents and community members in the

.
planning and,implementation of volunteer programs. The use of
volUnteers not only affords diver'sity in the.school program but
also allows students.to develop an integrated perspective of the
relationship between school and community life.

Improved performance of teachers and students are the
reported,benefits of educators working with the community.
Teachers can learn more about the realities of the students'
lives by working with parents and community members. When
parents work with teachers, both groups be.tter understand their
mutual relationship around the students"education and the
ilealittes oC workingnwith'school bureaucracies. Teachers have
been able to change their perspectives of what students can do as
a result of knowing and working with their parents. The positive
impact of such cooperation on the self image 'of students is also
considered essential to their educational growth and development.
Educators need to be trained to recognise and accept the
differing beliefs and values of parents and students. 1,'is not
unusual for parents to assume a role of critical surveillance
over the school on behalf of their children. Teachers and
parents frequently find it difficult to balance family and school
expectations. When shared interests touch upon basic life
values; some conflict is inevitable. However, when the conflict°
is understood and utilized, it can result in improved teacker and
commpnity relations as,well as in improved educational outcomes
for students.

Often school districts receive federal funds that regirre
community participation through the formation of 10.arent Edecation
Committees (e.g., Title I and IV). But it is often difficult.for
untrained teackers and administrators to work with these parents.
When the community members represent minority groups, the working
.relationship is usually strained and even resented_on both sides.

-This suggests that'educaters need to build effective
communication skills for working with parents. A part of this
skill would encompass breaking through institutional barriers
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that inhibit and sometimes prevent direct "communications and
cooperation. Rather than going to the school, community members,
may prefer to meet in homes or community centers. By listening
attentively and consistent and allowing community members to take
leadership positions on committees, teachers may also improve
relationl\.

There is also a need for parents and other lay groups to
work with teacher eaucation institutions to design, implement,
and evaluate activities for preparing teacherss. In addition,
teacher should be taught how to work effectively with parents.
This would help teachers to:

1. Understand and overcome barriers to communication
between parent'S and teachers.

2. Communicate wIth'parents In a variety of settings.

3. Interpret various institutional practices to parents.

4. Bring parents together to address common problems.

S. Assist parent groups in developing leadership skills.

6. Help parents understand and work to modify educational
systems in order to better serve the students and
community.

A teacher education program'should include experiences to
help educators work m'ore effectively with the community where
their students live. All teachers should be able to demonstrate
their knowledge of subject areas and effective classroom
management and instructional methods. In addition, they should
acquire the following competencies for understanding and working
with communities:

1.' Knowledge of the backgeound and current socioeconomic
conditions of cultliral and ethnic groups.

2. Skills for visiting homes and holding conferences with
parents on both personal and professional levels.

3. Skills for communicating with students and parents from
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

4. Skills for recognizing students' needs for support and
caring from teachers.

5. Knowledge of the principles of community structure and
organization.
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6. Knowledge of social change processe.
0,

7. Knowledge f community and family values and conditions

- that impact on student behaviors'and attitudes towar&

learning. .

Pp. Skills for integiating communLty resoutces, into the

school curriculac.

9. Skills for planning and implementing programs 'that bring

parents and community members .into the sghoóls.

10. Skills fortraining parents to become'effect,ive
educators at home.

11. Skills in techniques of conflict resolution,

12. Skills for worling with coMmunities to asscss and

prioritize educational needs.. 6

In addition to being familiar wi.th the la.nguage of the

students, teachers workillg with cultural groups other than their

own must become immersed in the culture of the ppople (Mahan.

Note 1). To interject a few language and culture courses into a

preservice oy inservice 'training program is notenou4h: k.luch

more information and experience is needed in the preparation for

successful teaching.

The research reviewed Suggested two basic'themes with'regard

to the training of teachers of culturally and ethnically diverse

students. First, teachers:cannot be effective unless they -know

and understand the family and.community where ,the students live.

Secondly, educational programs must incluee and encourage active

and direct parent and community participation in'the design,
implementation, and evaluation of education services.

Community Involvement

Community involvement in public education i steadily

increasing. The ability of schools to meet the needs of the .

community and to insure the probable success Of school programs

is dependent on community participation in the planning,
development, and implementation stages. The rationale for
increased community involvement in education is based.upon
inforMation from studies of-educational effectiveness, especially

with regard to the needs of cultural and ethnic minorities (Hager

et al, 1977), The Coleman study (1966) indicate& that schools

have little influence on students' achievement independent of
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their backgroundssand social Contexts. Cremin (1976).found that
families have a definite teaching.role that serves as the context
from which all other teaching and envAronment influences are
s.creened. Without community involvement in the education
process, school programs are likely to be ineffective.

Levi,n-and Bdne (1975) found that the impact on students'
learning of the failly and community exceeded that of the school.
Their.studies indicated that children appeared-to be more
influenced by,yhat happened at home, on the streets, and on'
television than by activities in schools. They also folind that
schdol changes or reforms'suth as rewriting curricula,
reassigning pupiAs, and reallocating resources seldom changed the
way teachers and 'students actually treat each other. Thus, to be
effective, schools must work with families and communities.

Community schools are designed to work directly with the
comm,unity where the students live. As such, it serves as a
social service institution with goals and objectives that are -

socially oriented (Peters, 1977). The goals common to such
schools are to: (1) develop the individual's responsibility for
'their 'own actions; (2) teach cooperatiye Social behaviors, (3)
develop positfve social relationships,,(4) develop self-respect
'and respect for others, and (5) develop decision making and
problem Solving skills related to contemporary issues. The
community school 'Places strong emphasis on the relationship of
formal education to the real world. Students are exposed to as
much of their total social and natural environments as possible.
Community.resource persons are often a4ked to present
mini-courses students may take as eleetives. Many of these
courses are taught in the community so that students experiefice
the cultural realities and variations of the Community.
Successful community education programs bridge the separation
hat.often exists between schools and community members.

Reid (1977) examined six urban and rural school development
programs that called for schoel-community councils. Parents,
students, teachers, and bther, school staff were equally
represented on these councils. A full-time team manager'assisted
the council§ in the development of leadership and power for
impacting school programs. The major factor limiting the
ceuncils' impact was the members' inability to believe in their
own influence and power. Some council members questioned their
right to disagree with or influence school personnel. There were
also differences between the poorer and wealthier parents and
st6dents in their willingness to assume power. Council members
from poor communities tended to accept rather than differ with
opinions and positions of school personnel. Poorer parents were
often inexperienced in committee procedures and activities while
wealthier council members freely disagreed with teachers and used
comNittee procedures to their advantage. Reid (1977) concluded
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4.

that poorer community members need training to us9 committee'S-

effectively and to express.their differences.with teachers and

school staff.
o

The active Participation and sharing between the community

and school in the education process allows schools,to be more

responsive tc students' needs. Where,the integration of the

school and community allows for educational services to be

offered and conducted with consistent community input at all

levels, the school can be considered a community school. In ,

addition to community participation in the schools, such schools

extend the Curricula to include the total community. The result

of community participation in education is the ,a-daptation of the

school to the community and to the individtkal needs of the

population served.

V
THE INTEGRATION OF COMMUNITY IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Teacher education institutions are in the process of
developing programs to help all °Students become effective

educators in a'rapidly changing and increasingly pluralistic

society. The Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher

Education (l9777-ZillT-Torexperiencei-iinidrETETiffifial.
FdiTeatrori. A culturally diverse student and faculty population

is encouraged. This diversity should enhance the learning
ovportunities of all persons involved.

Courses and exp9riences in humanistic and behavioral studies

should include the study of our culturally diverse populatfon.

The knowledge and understanding of the cmltul'al differenceg among

students, teachers, and communities-is essential to the positive
human relations and communications necessary for effective

teaching. Because education is a shared responsibility of

pwrents, teachers, and the community, teachers need to learn how

to incorporate these various practicipants in the learning

experiences of the classroom. The reinforcement of the schools'

efforts by the home, the enrichment offered by the community, and

the trust and respect needed for a positive learning environment

require a unity 0-purpose among the responsible parties.
1,

Knowledge of the historical background of any population is

a prerequisite to understanding the contemporary conditions

created by the dynamics of social and cultural interactions among

people. For example, Native Americans have their own tribal
history; this includes the oral and written accounts of the

social and natural phenomena experienced before and after

colonization. That tribal history is a source of pride,

independence, and community vitality to tribal members. It is

preserved and maintained as a part of community life in stories,
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legends, and family and community traditions in which elders and
youth come together for celebrations and memorials. *Many tribal
values expressed in the particulzir behavioral patterns of Native
American students are based in the history of the people.
Teachers who are unaware Gf that history are limited in their
ability to 'meet the educational needs and expectations of the
Native American students. Similarly, Asian, Black, and Hispanic
Americans carry aspects of their communities' history with them
into the schools.

Therefore, te cher education programs must pffer accurate
history courses that rovide information about cultural and
ethnic minorities within the region served by the universities
and colleges. Representatives of the people being studied should
be asked to provide seminars, panel discussions, and lectures on
specific topics related to the philosophy, values, and aspects of
the history and culture important to the contemporary population.
The beliefs and traditions of families have greater impact on
student attitudes °and behaviers than that recorded by historians.
The introduction of community resource persons into the
educational process at the college level will encourage students
to use community resources in their ow4 classrooms.

In addition to general history, it is important to'know
about the educational traditions of the cultures. Local, state,
and federal policies and practices related to the schooling of
minority populations,have created unique educational
circumstances for them. Racial segregation, integration,
assimilation, compensatory :ervices, and financial aid programs
have affected students' relationships with peers and educators as
well as their expectations and goals for themselves. As late as
1968, Black parents who moved to northern states from the South
Made it a point to indicate whether their children had attende0
"white",or "Black" schools as a means of specifying their
children's educational background.

The schools' acceptance pr reflection of,differences based
on language, clothing, groomihg, ethnic holidays, or religious
events affect the way students and their families regard the
school and the total education program. Some schools have
punished students for speaking any language other than
standardized English. Students who have traditionally worn long
hair and dressed according to their cultural style have been
forced to cut their hair and wear clothing conventional in the
dominant society. Such practices-can be seriobs obstacles to
effective education. Teachers who are unaware of such practices
in the past, and who do not understand the conflict between the'
school system and ethnic and cilitural groLps, may misinterpret
student and community suspicion or hostility toward the schools.
Teachers sometimes mistakenly view this as a form of personal
rejection or racial/eultural bias.
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Preventing such cultural conflicts and misunderstandings can

improve both the teachers' and students levels of success in

schools. Courses such as.introdAction to education, the histbry

of education, foundations of education, the teacher and the

social order, and those on human relations can incorporate
important information about cultural and ethnic minority groups.

Knowledge of cultural and education history is only part of

preparing to teach and relate to culturally and ethnically

diverse,populations. There is a need for personal and informal

sockal contacts between the teachers and the community. Teacher

education institutions, nearby school districts, and community

agencies might plan small gatherings for educators interested in

developing intercultural and interpersonal awareness. Potluck

dinners at community centers, Walking and riding tours of ethnic

neighborhoods, and home visits can provide teachers and parents

with common reference points for further communications. Such

contacts are particulary important when the teachers have lived .

g'way frow communities of cultural and ethnic minority groups'.

Ynowing where students live, where they find recreation, where

they shop, the'routes they follow to and from school are all

important areas of awareness for teachers. To know that students

ride buses through congested city streets, or over bumpy country

roads, or that they walk through difficult or quiet neighborhoods

is relevant to understanding how and why some students may behave

and feel when they get to school.

Training teachers to become objective and attentive
observers of person-place interactions should be included in

psychology and sociology courses. Every aspect of human behavior

is learned in patterns related to sociocultural and economic.

condition. The reluctance or ease with which r'ersons look at or

smile at strangers, the degree of reserve or exhileration at

public gatherings, the manner of spaaking when addressing persons
.of respect, the nen-verl?al expressions of.confusion, impatience,

and frustration are al4 part of culturally learned behavior

patterns. Accurate interpretation of such behaviors can assist

teachers in designing appropriate.instructional methods.

An example of the diver'se meanings of non-verbal expressions

is afforded in the use of eye contact between a speaker aad a

listener. In many Native American Ommunities eye contact is

regarded as a sign of distrust or disrespect. A listener looks

into a speaker's eyes only if there is reason to doubt the trual

of what is said. Some Asian, Black, and Hispanic communities

have similar practices; The practice of looking intently at a

person may also be used as a sign of disrespect, anger, or

distrust. The student who is angry or upset with another student

may look at him/her in a manner that could provoke physical

confrontation. A teacher who watches students closely with

steady intent may unknowingly provoke strong feelings or
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resentmentand discomfort on the part of some students. The
practice of closely watching another person can be interpreted as
a form of hostility, suspicion, and disrespect in some cultures.
The student reaction may range from feelings of embarassment,
guilt, confusion, rejection, indignation, and anger. Such
feelings may be expressed behaviorally and openly, Or the
students may withdraw and passively resist any educational
advancement.

Most Native Americans who have lived near or within tribal
communities have learned socialistic principles of economics:
The sharing of money, food, clothing, shelter, and transportation
is a matter of common practice. Often when a family is
traveling, they will leave their home open so that relatives or
friends may use it as their own. The sharing of books and school
supplies, avoiding individual distinctions or honors by competing
against others, and sharing money or food are practices related
to cultural values of the famiies. Teachers who are aware of
such practices may regard a student's reticence to speak up in
discussions as a sign of disinterest or unpreparedhess rather
than an indication of respect or consideration for the right of
others to speak first. The teacher who visits a home and does
not accppt the food or other forms of hospitality offered to them
can unintentionally-offend the family in a way that will inhibit
future communication and cooperation.

The persistence of valuing generosity and sharing,
recognizing and respecting personal individuality and
independence from birth, and living with an orientation to the
present rather than the future all have ramifications for the
planning and organizing of educational programs. Video tapes'of
parent-child and child-family interactions can prepare teachers
for their own field observations. Recognizing the importance of
extended family bonds and the affection, loyalty, and respect
given to grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins is a part of
knowing the frame of reference of the child. Preservice and
inservice teachers who know and understand that the family coMes
first in the community's hierarchy of social values can
appreciate absenteeism for funerals or visits to relatives in
times of crisis. Bringing resource persons into the formal
training of teachers is important for authentic inte'rpretation of
students' behavior patterns and community values.

Knowledge cf teaching and learning theory based on
scientific experimentation and observation of stimulus-response
patterns and on inductive and deductive cognition is only
complete when the cultural aspects of learning are identified.
Teachers should be able to recognize student reactions based in
conscious and unconscious conditioning that originated in
cultural references. Learning that takes place in the home and
community through direct modeling cannot be displaced by the
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contradicting or contrasting models presented in school.
Teachers must adapt learning activities to students and use
students, experiences as initial reference points. Disregarding
the need for continuity.reinforces the separation of -school frpm

the real life experiences of students.

Clinical experiences shpuld be designed with opportunities
for students to observe and participate In community oriente0
learning. V ld-based activities could include work in day-cdre

centers, re. :tional centers, youth'employment training, and

alternative . icatior. programs. The basic structure and

.
organization of such activities are usually more representative
of the community than those cOmmonly,reflected in schools.

Interacting with children and youth us they play or work can

provide knowledge about approaches that may initiate or retard

conversations. Recording and reviewiq these interactions on
video tape can provide important insight into effective and
ineffective behaviors between adults and students as well as
between persons from different cultural backgrounds.
Observations of discipLinary, praising, and rewarding measures
an serve as models that might be appropriate and effective for
adaptation to classrooms. 7

Clinical experiences and observations can also provide a
basis for identifying curriculum adaptations responsive to the

Weeds of cOltural and ethnic minorities. Training in the fine

arts--dance music, painting, beading, carving, weaving,

ceramics, alia literaturecould be-expanded to include the folk
arts and other patterns of expression traditional to various

ethnic and cultural groups. The legends and stories that make up

the literary traditions of groups might be included in the study

of language arts. The applications and illustrations used to

teach math, chemistry, biology, phy4cs, and other sciences can
be related to circumstances commonly experienced by students.

Topics in political science could include tribal sovereignty and

government, immigration.laws and practices, civil and
constitutional rights of citizens, and strategies for organized
political and social action. Extensive consumer education
classes for males and females, particularly when poverty is

pervasive, are important for developing survival skills.
Recreational education can also be adapted to community

facilities.

The range and extent of curriculumjnnovation arid
development is unlimited. It is possible to bring community
members, college and public school faculty members and
professional curriculum specialists together into teams.
Learning how new materials can be developed and piloted as an
ongoing part of educational research can be integrated into the

clinical studies of teacher education programs. Learning to
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seLect and evaluate materials for instruction, building
curriculum files, and attending special curriculum workshops and
conferences are also important aspects of clinical training.
Fundamental to such innovation is a philosephy of educational
programming and curriculum development that charges educators
with the responsibility to provide students with their basic
educational needs-and goals.

. Students should be pladed with supervising teachers who have
.demonstrated their effectiveness in teaching students from
culturally diverse backgrounds. Before they begin their teaching
responsibilities, student teachers should receive en extehsive
orientation to the school and community. They should meet with
parent committees and advisory councils to become familiar with .

their expectations of teachers and their concerns about the
education of their children. The committes should also provide
students with information about the social, political, and
physical characteristics of their area or neighborhoods. Visits
to homes, to places of social and recreational interest, to the
community, to places of employment, and to social service
agencies are essential sources for learning about the community.
Higher education faculty, the public school, and the Fommunity
should collaborate in efforts to'make the practicum orientation
complete and beneficial.

Professional aspects of the orientation should include a
study of the stated philosophy and policies of education for the
school. Students-rights handbooks, behavior and dress codes,
teacher contractual agreements, outlines and proposals for
compensatory.education programs, and other information related to
the operation of the school should.be reviewed by the practicum
student. Reference and resource materials, audio-visual
equipment and supplies, and the library services and laboratory
facilities should be examined. Classroom observations and
conferences with auxiliary personnel (e.g., psychologists,
counselors, social workers) provide information about the to,tal
potential of the educational services in the school.

When practieum studelits assume their instructional
responsibilities, they can benefit from the constxuctive input of
the college faculty and school supervisors; Video tapes of the
student-teacher interactions, formal presentations, and classroom
activities provide an objective record of the trainee's skills.

Teaching is a profession that demands its members have a
wide range of knowledge and understanding of the human learning
processes in addition to mastery of specific subject areas.
Teacher educators are expected to prepare students to effectively
teach persons of diverse social, cultural, and economic
background. This is impossible if the faculty membens have
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limited knowledge and understanding of the cultural and ethnic

minority populations of this nation.

Teacher education institutions can employ part-time faculty

members with special coipetence not represented on the regular

staff And not requiring a full-time faculty position. Persons

with particular knowledge of the languages and dialects of Native/

American tribes, Asian, dnd Hispanic Americans could train

students to levels of proficiency in those languages. Public

school teachers who have successfully taught and worked with

minority students and communities could present information about

the diverse behavior patterns and learning characteristics of

minority populations. Curriculum specialists can instruct

teachers in the processes of developing units focusing on subject

areas with content related tocultural and ethnic minorities.

Artists and musicians who know the history, content; and form of°

traditional and contemporary expressions of the cultures can

provide the background needed to expand traditional school

curricula. With the combined efforts of regular And part-time

faculty and community resource persons, colleges of education can

enhance the training of their &tudents to serye diverse cultural

and ethnic communities.

It is obvious that the0se changes and additions to the

curricula and faculties of education will require additional

support services, facilities, and equipment1. Books, films, video

and audio tapes, slides, cassettes, photographs, and photographic

supplies would be helpful in presenting and preserving

information related to ethnic and cultural groups. Community

resource persons and others with specific knowledge could provide

advice about appropriate resources and materials,.

Tn summary, the education of teachers should be the shared

responsibility of the teacher education institution and the

communities tharwill employ the teachers in their schools. The

community offers an important resource for teacifer education. lt

is an essential part of the program oecause students will he

charged with the responsibility to meet the educational needs of

the community. The information and recommendations offered in

this paper provide a rationale and strategies for integrating the

community in the preparation of teachers.
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Chapter 5

INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS FOR MULTIETHNIC EDUCATION'

Ricardo L. Garcia

The identification of existing generic instructional models

and strategies for multicultural education is tip topic of this

chapter. In addition, the goals for the professional education
of teachers are articulated with these instructional'models.
However, the standard's primary assumption--that the education
profession is, ultimately responsible for providing all learners
equitably beneficial teaching and learning experiences--is not
addressed.

Multicultural education is defined for teacher educators by

the standards of the National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE). Standard 2.1.rstates that:

Multicultural education is preparation for die social,
political, and economic realities'that individuals
experience in culturally diverse and complex human

encounters. These realities have both national and

international dimensions. This preparation provides a
process by which an fildividual develops competencies for
perceiving, believing, evaluating, and behaving in
differential cultural settings. Thus, multicultural
education is viewed as an intervention and an on-going
assessment process to help institutions and individuals

become more responsive to the human condition, individual

cultural integrity, and cultural pluralism in society.

(NCATE, 1977)

At least two goals are implied by this standard for the

professional education of teachers:

1. To, prepare educators to function non-ethnocentrically
within pluralistic classrooms and schools,

Ricardo L. Garcia, Ed.D. is Associate Professor irCthe Graduate

School of Educatioli at Tile University of Utah in Salt Lake City,

Utah.
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2. To prepare educators to proiide cuxriculum and
instruction about the pluralism of U.S. society.

The first goal is predicated on cultural relativnm. It is
dedicated to the proposition that all Learners, irrespective of
gender, ethnic group membership, social class, or racial
affiliation emanate from cultures worth knowing and regpecting.
The focus is on programs and experiences that prepare educatons
to'work equitably with all learners. to address this goal, the
NCATE standard on multicultural education suggests that teacher
educatiqn students be provided experiences that:

o Prom6te analyticp1 'and evaluative abilities to confront
issues such as paTticipatbry democracy, racism, and
sexism,-and the parity of power,

o Develop skills for values clarificatiônt including the
, study of the manifest and latent transmission ,of values

(NCATE, 1977).

The second goal is also predicated'on cultural relativism
and thy respect for cultural differences. The focus is on
programs and experiences that will help educators to proOde
pluralistic curricular and instructional'1aXperiences to all
learners. To address this goal, the NCATE standard on
multicultural education suggests that teacher education students
be provided.experiences that:

o 'Examine the dynamics of diverse cultures and the
implications for developing teaching,strategies,

o Examine linguistic variations and diverse lear.ning styles
as a basis for the developmeqt of appropriate teaching
strategies (NCATE, 1977).

Instructional models that serve as delivery systems for
these two goals are the (1) Intergroup Relations, (2) Ethnic
Studies, and (3) Bilingual-Bicultural models. Figure 1 outlines
these goals, the experiences suggested by the NCATE standard, and
the instructional"models for delivery.

Each model has a discrete function. The intergroup
relations model operates on the assumption that favorable
attitudes can be formed through sustained interpersonal contact.
The assumption underlying the ethnic studies model is that
avorable attitudes can be formed through increased knowledge

about ethnic groups.. The bilingual-bicultural model accommodates
a linguistic scope to the teaching and learning process.
Although each model is discrete, it can be used simultaneously
with the others. In particular, the bilingual model would have

C.
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6.

Goals.

Goal I

Nun-
ethnocentric
teaching and
learning

Goal II

Pluralistic
curriculum
and
instruction

Training Activities*

Promote analytical and
evaluatiye abilities to
confront issues such as
participatory democracy,
racism and sexism, and
the parity of power.

Develop skills for values
clarification, including

..ipthe study of the manifest
and latent transmission
of values.

v-40

Examine the dynamics of
diverse cultures and the
implications fur develop
ing appropriate teaching
strategies.

Examine lingusitic varia-

.1

tions and diverse learn-
ing styles as a basis for
the development of appropi-
ate teaching strategies.

Models

.P4

Intergroup
Relations

Ethnic
Studies

iiiiingual/bicultura

Instruction

FIGURE 1

Multicultural Goals, Activities, and Models.
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'minimal impact a implemented without its bicultural component,
which is a variant of the ethnic studies model.

INTERGROUP RELATIONS MODEL

The intergroup relations model originated in 1945 with a
national project,c,6nducted by the American Council of Education
(ACE) (Taba, Brady, and Robinsoa. 19.52). Tn an Attempt to
alleviate the intense anti-Jewisfi and anti-racial minority
feelings that existed after World War II, the intergroup
relations model was proposed for teacher training programs and
secondary and elementary schools. Teacher training institutions
were selected to implement the model as 6 program for prospective
teachers (Cook, 1951). Classroom teachers and administrators
from public schools were trained to use these strategies.
Special curriculum materials were also developed (Cook, 1950).
The purpose of this project was to eliminate or at least reduce
the conflict between Christians and Jews, whites and racial
minorities. The emphasis was on the similarities among groups;1
religious and cultural differences were recognized as positive
factors.

The essence of the intergroup relations model is empathy
(Grambs, 1973). The model provides a means for learning about
the views, feelings, an' Perceptions of students who are
ethnically, racially, or culturally different from oneself.
Emphasis is on building positive relationships between students
who would otherwise know little about each other. tven'in
desegregated classrooms, white and minority students many times
are not encouraged to share their views, feelings, or percepOons
(Grambs, 1968). In fact, experience shows that many white and
minority students in desegregated classrooms rarely talk with
each other much less develop lasting personal relationships. The
adage that a person should walk in the mocassins of another for
many days before judging that person exemplifies the essence of
this model. A person must view the world from the perspective of
others if she/he is to genuinely understand the other's actions
and beliefs.

The goal of the intergroup relations model proposed here is
to foster positive behavior between ethnic minority and majority
groups. This is baed on the operational assumption that planned
and sustained contact between members of ethnic minority and
majority groups can foster positive behaviors between the groups.

f.
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In order to foster positive behavior between minority and
majority group learners, contact between.the two groups should
be:

1. Sustained over a reasonable period of time,

2. Planned to involve the two groups in achievement of
common tasks, -

3. Designed to insure equal status between the two groups.

Several factors are critical to using this model. First,
teachers should foster genuine retationships between minority and
white students by planning ongoing, interpersonal learning tasks
with them. Most critical is the teachers' leadership in this
process. Experiences should foster better understanding of and
empathy for students! feelings and beliefs. The contact between
students must not be haphazard, contrived, or arbitrary.
Students as equals should engage in meaningful, common learning
tasks that foster interdependence and cooperation. The contact
should be designed for positive long-range behavioral changes,
which are antecedents to cognitive and attitude changes. Once
students begin to understand each other and form friendships,
their attitudes toward each gther and towarli,their respective
groups should improve. Pe3itive attitudes between'minority and
white students can be formed through interpersonal experiences,
if;

1. minority and white students have equal status,

2. minority and white students have common tasks,

3. minority and white students' contact is.sustained and
ongoing, and

4. minority and white studerbts' contact is facilitated by
leadership that stresses equalitarian norms.

Operational Principles

The intergroup relations model can be taught thiough (1)

actual intergroup experience or (2) role playing and simulation
of intergroup relations. It is based on the following
operational principles:

1. Every person needs to belong or have a sense of
belonging to a group.
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2. Ethnic groups have both similarities and differences.

3. Separated or segregated people develop myths,
prejudices, and stereotypes about each other.

Group membership is a fact of life. Only recently has
ethnic identity been a proclaimable fact of life. Now people are
searching their pasts in an attempt to knoW.and understand their
group affiliations. 'A personl§ ethnic or cultural group pipvided
in early childhood a system of values, behaviors, and a language
or a dialect. To a large extent, a person's self concept is
formed by group membership. Group membership is viewed as a
source of strength and social.sustenance rather than a source of
shame or anxiety..

The principle that ethnic groups have both similarities and
differences addresses cross-ethnic understanding and
tommunications. Students are encouraged to examine the

. differences and similarities among ethnic groups. This principle
allows for an objective analysis of the myths of racial
superiority.

The third principle encourages students to analyze the
intergroup relations process. Students should examine the
interaction of minority and majority groups. What happens when
minority and majority groups come into contact? What happens
when they don't interact? Students should study sociocultural
processes such as ingroup/outgroup behavior, individual and
institutional ethnocentrism,-racism, elitism, and sexism. They
should also study the psychological processes that, lead to
stereotypic thinking and ethnic discrimination.

Teachirl.R. Strategies

Simulations, role playing, and gaming are effective
instructional strategies to use for this model. In addition, the
community is a vital resource. The intergroup relations within
any school are reflective of the relationships within the
community. A knowledge of the school's community, its power
structure, and interlocking economic and religious networks can
be of great value in determining curriculum needs and
implementatir L approaches. Mapping and ethnographic techniques,
including observation and participation, are useful in studying a
community (Roberts Akinsanya, 1976).

To develop an understanding of the intergroup relations
model, preservice and inservice educators might conduct the
following studies:
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1. A study of ethnic groups in the community. This woulle
include (a) similarities.and differences; (b)
interlocking relationships; and (c) conditions resulting
from current forces as well as the community's history.

2. A study of family life patterns to provide insights into
the backgrounds and experiences of minority and majority
groups. This would include an analysis of family roles,
livelihood,'problems and concerns, and recreation
patterns.

3. A study of-intergroup experiences including
stereotyping: ethnocentrism, prejudice, racism, or
discrimination. Students might study the attitudes,
values, and beliefs of their peers through surveys,
personal interviews, or panel discussions. Students
might also examine their own attitudes, values, and
beliefs through genealogies and historical life lines.

4. A study of raciSm. This V.opuld require a serious
exaMination of the characteristics of racist and
prejudicial thinking incLuding:

a. Emotional racism: This kind of racism ranges,.from
sTYPTTETIgtEto extreme hate of ethnically and
racially different outgroups.

b. dopitive racism: This kind of racism focuses on
pefalitions orilleanings and understandings of what
outgroup people are like. Whatever the facts may be
about the outgroup people, the racist person has
his/her stereotypes as "facts" about eutgroup
peoples.

c. Action racism: This kind of racism is observable;
avoi-aince, arscourtesy, exclusion, exploitation and
violence against outgroup peoples are evident
behaviors of this kind of racism, which is also
construed as racial and ethnic discrimination.

d. Value racism: This kind of racism focuses on the
vallies a racist person wishes to maintain or
preserve. Preservation of racist values insures
material gain; it becomes necessary to maintain
racist values to insure material gain and economic
security.

I.
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THE ETHNIC STUDIES MODEL

Teaching about ethnicity is not new. Classes existed in the
New England colonies, primarily to preserve German Lutheranismi
and the German language and culture (Fishman, 1968; Garcia,
1976). In the latter decades of the 18th Century, Japanese and
Chinese schools were established in Hawaii ,and in California
(Reinecke, 1969); in New York City,.Jewish schools were
established (Fishman, 1968). The Japanese, Chinese, and Jewish
schools were attempts to maintain the group's religion, language,
and culture. These programs supplemented those of the public
schools. Students attended ethnic schools in the evenings or on
weekends. The goal of these schools was to maintain the language'
and culture of the ethnic group (Fishman, 1968).

Early this century Julius Draschler and other scholars
proposed intercultural studies for the public schools (Draschlet,
1920; Vickery and Cole, 1943). Cultural pluralism served as the
philosophic base of intercultural education. However, it emerged
as a reaction to tht Americanization programs, which emphasized
American English and history. Foreign languages and cultures
were deemphasized and scorned. It was designed to teach all
students iabout the cultures of-the new immigrant groups in order
to foster better cultural understandings among students. Yet,
intercultural education was perceived as a buffer program for new
immigrants and was .phased out of public education as immigrants
vere Americanized.

ln the 1960's, minority groups pressured public schools,
colleges, and universities to include ethnic studies courses and
programs as a means .to desegregate educational institutions. At
first the purpose was to include the languAges and cultures of
an eanic group within the educational system. With, the
development of programs and courses, the goals expanded to
include cultural understanding and respect for the lantuages and
cultures of ethnic groups. To avoid the fate of intercultural
education, the ethnic studies programs and courses made an appeal
to all studpnts. Cultural and ethnic understanding became their
raison d'etre.ji Some programs focus on specific ethnic groups,
e.g., Italian American or'Black studies, while others include
several ethnic groups, using "ethnic studies" as an umbrella,
e.g., Chicano studies and Native Amevican studies.

The goal of the ethnic studies model proposed here is to

foster increased knowledge about ethnic groups. This is.based on
Ole operational assumption that increased knowledge about an
ethnic group can foster positive attitudes toward that ethnic
group. In the study of ethnicity, an ethnic group should be
approached as a group that is:
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l.. Organic and in the process of changing and growing,

2. Organized by a generic system of'values and beliefs,

3. Internally diverse,

4. Similar and different from other groups.

Several factors are critical to using the ethnic studies
model, First, there is a difference between teaching-an
experience and teaching about an experience. When Louis
Armstrong was asked,'"What is jazz?" he quipped, "If you don't
know, I can't tell you." When/ thirquestion is asked, "What's it
like to be a Japanese Ame:ican or Seminole American, (or any
other ethnic)?" the answer is perforce,'"If you don't know, I

can't tell you." The ansWer is.not flippant; an ethnic
. experience per se.cannot be taught.' Teachers can teach about

ethnic experiences, but they cannot teach what it feels like to
be a member of an ethnic group. Membership in an ethnic group
and participation in its social, cultural, political, or economic
activities is a human experience unique to each person within the
group.

However, teachers can teach about ethnic experiences using
data and generalizations that describe the nature of the group.
Students can be taught to nnderstand an ethnic group's
perspectives and evolvement. They can be made aware of thepast
experiences and present conditions of ethnic grouns. Perhaps
they can become sensitive to their hopes, aspirations, and
plights. Ethnic groups must be viewed both from the inside and
the outside. Students should study how members perceive group
members. How does the group define itself? What means does the
group use to define itself? The insider perceptions are provided
by the group's self-defined history, music, literature, language,
and art forms. Outsider perceptions are provided by other groups
who interact, or who have interacted, with the ethnic group under
study.

Generalizations based on the group's perceptions about
itself previde a frame of reference"for understanding the group
exgerience. These generalizations should not be construed as the
characteristics of individual group members, lest the
generalizations provide stereotypes about the group. Consider
the generalization that racial minority groups have been
oppressed by laws and social customs. There are sufficient data
to support this generalization, but ilot all racial minority
persons have personally experienced oppression, nor do all racial
minority individuals feel oppressed. The individual's reaction
depends upon his/her unique experiences, life situations, and
circumstances. The individual'.s reaction to the historical
oppression of his/her group does not invalidate the
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generalization; rather, the reaction indicates the many
dimensions of ethnic experiences.

Generalizations about ethnic groups should emphasize the
dynamic nature of ethnic group development. Arciniega (1971),
Banks (1975), Cortes (1974), and Sizemore (1972) have stressed
the organic nature of ethnic group development. Ethnic groups
tend to maintain degrees of on-going activism even though the
groups may not be Visible in the mass media. All too often,
ethnic groups are portrayed as sleeping dinosaurs who erupt into

. frenetic activism:for short periods of time and then recede into
antiquated sleep. 'The'implication is that ethnic groups, like
dinosaurs, are unchangeable and unadaptable. In fact, if ethnic
groups were like dinosaurs, thdy too would experience extinction.
The dynamics tl'at sustain the organic development of ethnic
groups can be dekribed as the human forces of change and
conservation. As an ethnic group grows and develops,.it must
contend with the impulse to change behaviors in order to adapt,t1(.
current pressures of the physical and human environment. A

, balance must be continually maintained between the two forces;
conservation of too much of the past leads to decadence or
cultural lag. Too much change or rapid change cause's
disorientation, a sense of rootlessness, or what Tofflet calls
"future shock." To survivd and to flourish, ethnic groups
confront two forces, conserving and adapting behaviors, beliefs,
and folkways in a continual process of growth and deVelopment--a
balancing act that requires stress and yet strives to minimize
it.

The study of ethnic groups can coudter the-ethnic bias6s,
stereotypes, and racist attitudes learned in and out of-the

',classroom. Antiquated approaches such as rote memorization 'of
dates or of popular ethnic heroes are inappropriate. Rather,
multimedia techniques and multi-instructional patterns (peer
tutorIng, field trips, simulations, etc.) are recommended.

2p2rational Princiialt

a

In a serious study of U.S. ethnic groups, a number of
operational principles must be accepted: These would'include,
but not 'be confined to, the following:

1. Ethnic groups have unique experiences within the broader
American society.

2. Ethnic groups-have definable demographic
characteristics,
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Ethnic groups have elements of group homogenity as well

as heterogentiy, i.e., intragroup differences and
similarities exist.'

4. Ethnic groups have world views that can be understood
through their literature, folklore, music, and other
humanistic art forms.

The first principle focuses on the unique experiences ethnic
groups have with the broader Ame'rican society. For example,
Native Americans, Black Americans, and Irish Americans joined the
broader American society under different circumstances. Irish
Americans imdigrated to the United States. Black AmerIcans were
forced to migrate to the United States, where they were enslaved
for almost 175 years, then segregated for 90 more years. Native
Americans migrated to the North American continent centuries
earlier and greeted the European colonizers. Irish Americans
encountered hostility toward theif religion, Roman Catholicism.
Blacks encountered slavery and, later, racial segregation and

discrimination. Native Americans encountered dislocation and

separate nation status. Each group, in their attempt to
participate in American life, encountered different experiences
that influenced and formed the unique relationship betvieen the
groups and broader U.S. society. Each group must be studied as
a unique group; they cannot be studied as though their early
experiences were the same or similar in nature.

The secbndirinciple is that ethnic groups have definable
demographic characteristics. Members of ethnic groups tend to
live in certain areas, speak certain languages or dialects, and
sustain their ancestral ties. Japanese Americans tend to reside
in the western United States and in Hawaii. Although the U.S.
government relocated them to various areas of the West and
Midwest during World War II, the Japanese Americans today reside
predominantly west of the MisSouri River. Cuban Americans
maintain their Spanish language and culture while participating
in the broader society. Greek Americans sustain their ancestral
ties with Greece and its traditions.

Third, intragroup differences and similarities exist within
the ethnic zroup. This principle's bess example is the Native
American group. Native Americansare a tribal group, and in
order of intimacy and interdependence, loyalty is first to the
family, then the clan, and then the tribe. Within tribal groups
there are,variations; e.g., among the Apaches (tribe) are at
least three distinctly different subtrihal groups, each having
different customs and traditions. Within each of the three
subtribal groups are many families and clans to which individuals
are primarily loyal. Thus, ethnic groups exhibit internal
diversity in terms of traditions, customs, and languages. Among
Native Americans at least forty-six distinguishable languages
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exist. Still, ethnic groups 'exhibit common values and beliefs.
Generally speaking, among Native Americans the belief exists that
peoplb are a part of nature and must learn to adapt their ways to
nature. An abiding respect for the ecology of the land; sea, and
rivers is a common value among Native Americans.

Finally, fhe world views of ethnic groups can be understood
through their literature, folklore, music, and other humanistic°
art forms. A group's world view can be understood by a study of
the group's humanistic expressions. For example, as one reads
the fiction and.poetry of Mack writers, and listens to the music
and folklore of Black musicians and folklorists, one may
recognize a deeply felt assertion and affirmation of life. At
first, the spirit of the Negro spirituals, the poetry of Langston
Hughes, or the.fiction of James BaldWin seem to be cries of
despair, but as one listens and reads more carefully, a profound
sense of hope and compassion for other humans emerges.

THE BILINGUAL' MODEL

'Because of the centrality of language to nationalism, the
dqcision as to which language or languages should be used in a
ndtion's school as the medium(s) of instruction i a critical
national decision. The language(s) taught to the nation's futur9
citizens become the embodiment of the national spirit and the
agent for national unification. Eighteenth century colonial
powers such as England, France, and Spain recognized the
importance of language to national unity and control, and they
subsequently always imposed their language on thó peoples they
desired to colonize. In the United States during the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, feelings about American English ran so
high that states enacted laws prohibiting the use of any language
other than English in the public,schools.

The United States has had a history of dual language
instruction in its public and private schools. The purposes for
bilingual instruction have varied during periods of history as
shown below:

1. 1550 - 1815: Bilingual instruction for religious
reasons.

2. 1910 - 1887: Bilingual instruction for maintenance of
native languages.

3. 1880 - 1960: Waning of bilingual instruction for

A

religious and language maintenance.

3 4
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4. 1960 - 1979: Resurgence of bilingual instruction'for
equalization and compensation jn public
schooling.

During the period from 1550 to 1815, bilingual instruction
was used in the southwestern part of the country. Jesuit and .

Franciscan missionaries used tribal dialects to teach
Christianity to Native Americans. Bilinguhl instruction was also
used by Protestant missionaries in New England to introduce
Native Americans to Christianity.

Between 1816 and 1887, eleven states enacted laws that
allowed bilingual instruction in schools: Pennsylvania (1834),
Ohio (1839), Wisconsin (1855), Illinois (1857), Iowa (1861),
Kentucky and Minnesota (1867), Indiana (1869), Oregon (1872),
Colorado (1887), and Nebraska (1913). City 6choo1 districts such
asXincinnati, Daytol, IndianapoliS, and Baltimore maintained
bilingual public schbols. In the Territory of New Mexico,
provisions were made fox bilingual (Spanish and English)

. instruction, but they were rarely implemented. However, by 1871,
the government had taken control of Native American schools,
imposing an English-only rule. Even the schools operated by
Native Americans--such as the Cherokee system of twenty-one
schools and two academies--were eliminated by government
takeover. The policy precipitated the decline of Native American
literacy.

During the peri6d from 1887 to 1960, both religious and
public bilingual instruction decreased. "English-on),y" statutes
and policies were enforced in most states. These statutes
prohibited the use of any language except English as a medium Of
instruction in the public schools. In some°states the statutes
provided for.revocatiom of a teacher's certification, if caught
in the "criminal act",of using a language other than English to
teach. Students who violated the English-only rules of their
schools were subjected,to punishment. The waning of bilingual
instruction can be attributed to the strong nacivistic sentiments
that pervaded the period.

The fourth period, 1960 - 1979, experienced a resurgence of
bilingual instruction. When Dade County schools experienced the
impact of more than 20,000 Cuban refugee students in 1966,
bilingual programs were established to accommodate the'Spanish
speaking students. The Dade County experiment was the first time
the federal government supported bilingual instruction. In 1968,
Public Law 90-247, The Bilingual Education Act, was enacted. The
Bilingual Education-AZTT-TEZ -§TiiaithdiiieHaiii-diff to the ElementaY7-
aa-Secb-haalY-Nucatra Act of 1965 (Title VII), declared that it
was "to be the policy of the United States to provide financial
assistance to local educational agencies to develop and carry out
new and imaginative elementary and secondary school programs
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designed to meet the special education needs...(o:f) children who
come from environments where the dominant language is other than
English." The act stipulated that it would be the policy of the
U.S. government to financially assist in thC development and
implementation of bilingual educationsprograms in the public
schools in the United States and its trust territories.

A major catalyst for bilingual instruction was the 1974
federal Supreme Court ruling of Lau vs. Nichols., Equal
educational opportunity had nbt Fan firiiViaat-o students whose
native language was Chinese by the San Francisco school district.
This lack of opportunity was the result of-::only one language
being used in a school district where u lafge number of students
usa a language other than English. While the ruling did not
mandate bilingual instruction, it did stipulate that special
language programs were necessary if schools we-re to provide equal
edifcational opportunity for non-English or limited English
speaking students.

Currently in the United States,,bilingual education is
implemented through transitional or maintenance programs. The
intent of the transitional format is cultural assimilation.
Non-English speakers are to be assimilated into the.dominant
linguistic and cultural goup of the nation. The'student's
language is used as the medium of instruction to compensate for
his/her limited English-speaking abilities. Use of the native
language is-transitional. As soon as the student learns English
well enough to receive instruction, English becomes the only
language of instruction.

The maintenance format for bilingual education is based on a
philosophy of pluralism. The.intent is to allow different
language/cultural groups to cb-exist within a nation as well as
to equalize schooling by using the student's home language and
culturefas the base of instruction. In this format, the
non-English language group is perceived as a linguistic minority
group that has a right to maintain its bilingual-bicultural
status.. Maintaining a group's language and culture is perceived
as necessary to perpetuate the multilingual pluralism of American
society. The language standard is egalitarian, i.e., each
language has its respective standard.

The goal of the bilingual model proposed here is to provide
linguistic minority learners equitable educational benefits.
This is based on the operational assumption that optimal teaching
and learning are possible when instruction is delivered in thee
learner's nativeAanguage and culture. In order to provide
optimal teaching and learning,
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1. Instruction should begin in the .learner's native
language,

'2. Instruction 'for basic literacy in the native language
should precede formal instructidh in the second,

3. Instruction for full literacy in two languages and two
cultures should be sustained until achieved.

Several factors are critical to using the bilingual model.
First, the greatest degree of bilingualism is full literacy in
two languages. This means that a person can speak, read, and
write in two languages with the same pfoficiency as native
speakers of both languages.

Studies have demonstrated that literacy in two languages has
a positive effect on school achievement (Lambert, Just,,,
Sagalowitz, 1970). The investigators reported that their
bilingual subjects had several advantages over, the monolingual
peers: 1) a language asset., 2) greater cognitive flexibillty,
and 3) a greater ability in concept formation. Bilinguals ,

appeared to have a more diversified set of mental abilities than
the monolinguals.

Teachiny, LEItsales

Bilingual instruction should be more than language
instruction. It should include a bicultural component that
focuses,on the students' particular ethnic group. There are two
major stra::egies for teaching English to linguistic minority
students: (1) the native language, and (2) English as a Second
Language (ESL). The native language approach (also called the
"dominant" method) uses the student's native language in all

subject areas. After the Istudent has mastered listening,
speaking, reading, and writing in the native language, she/he is
introduced to English. This approach requires a bilingual
teacher who is fluent and can teach the language arts and other
subject areas in two languages, It is used to teach literacy in
two languages. The reading of English is not taught before the
student masters listening and speaking skills in the native

language. Proponents of this approach feel that-the-native
language is the better medium of instruction for initial school
instruction.

ESL is a method for teaching the student English language
skills that enable him/her to communicate an&2receive instruction
in English. The student usually rpceives instruction in the
English language arts daily. The student returns to the
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classroom for instruction in other subjects. In this system, qie
student is trying to learn both a new language and new subject
material. The ESL intensive system immerses the student in the
English language arts for intense periods of time. Sentence
pattern drills, vocabulary, and idiom exercises are structured so
as to introduce the second language gradually. Whop tlie student
learns-to speak the language, then reading in the second language
is introduced. When the student can read in English, all
classroom instruction is given in English.

CONCLUSION

The three instructional models--Ethnic Studies, Intergroup
Relations, and Bilingual-Bicultural--afford teacher educators a
framework for program ana experiences that uphold individual
cultural integrity and cultural pluralism in society. The goal
of each instructional model is respect for.cultural differences
and cultural relativism. Each model currently exists and has
been viewed by educators as a viable path toward multicultural
education. The discreteness of each, along with their
complimentary qualities, contributes to the focus of the
pl,uralistic nature of American society.

The operational assumption is that increased knowledge about
an ethnic group (Ethnic Studies Model) is analogous to the
emphasis on building positive relationships between students w)io
are ethnically, racially, or culturally different from each other
(Intergroup Model). The essence of each model is understandings,
knowledge, and empathy. The philosophy of pluralism provides a
basis for bilingual education and the intent is to allow
different language/cultural groups to 0-exist within the nation.
Bilingual instruction (Bilingual-Bicultural Model) is based on
the operational assumption that optimal}teaching. and learning are
possible when instruction is delivered in the learner's native
languagelvnd culture. The bicultural component focuses on the
students' particular ethnic group.

Multicultural education is an ongoing pro"cess. Becoming
more responsible to the human condition, individual cultural
integrity, and cultural pluralism in society require
instructional models that will help educators to provide
pluralistic curricular and instructional experiences to all
learners.
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Chapter 6

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDINGS, RATIONALE, AND OITECTIVES
FOR TEACHING STANDARD ENGLISH C

I.

Norma L Spencer
Shirla R. McClain

Since the early 1960's, many educators and legislators have

focused considerable attention and funding on educational
programming for low-income and minority youth. .These-louth often

are viewed as culturally deprived, deficient, dis'advantaged,

socially maladjustexl, or intellectually inferior. Cultural

differences between students were misinterpreted as deficiences

rather than differences. Consequently, the bulk of federal,,

state, and local education funds for such programs was allocated

for compensAtory and sqpplemental education, e.g., Title I of the

Elementary kfid Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Accompanying
funds were provided by many state governments. The focus of

these programs varied from cultural enrichment to academic

improvement. Still educational equity continues to elude the

masses of poor and minority youth.

Bilingual education may be an exception. Funding sources

are scattered, e.g., ESEA Title VII and IX. But the focus has

remained constant--to help youth who speak little or no English

to acquire English language skills. Although bilingual education

does not insure educational equity, educational inequity is

assured without such skills.

Educational inequity also is assured when the language

patterns of youth deviate markedly from standard English (SE).

Many Black American and Appalachian youth suffer as a result of

this inequity. Much of the literature relative to educational

equity for Black youth has focused on nonstandard English (NSE)

in general and BlaCk English (BE) in particular. Educational
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equity for Appalachian youth has not enjoyed the volume of
literature devoted to Black youth. Neither group has had much
attention given to effective and appropriate curricular
programming or the teaching-learning process for standard usage
(SU).

For whatever reasons, funds have not boon'appropriated for
such programming for Blacks and Appalachians. Bilingual
education monies are allocated only for youth whose n'tive
language is other than English. Thus, many native
English-speaking youth graduate or drop out of school without
benefit of SU. The inability to speak and write SE becomes a
severe handicap,,whether in the world of work, higher education,
or socioeconomic mobility.

The reasons for la0 of programming in bidialectal 'education
are numerous, but the ubiquitous results are educationally
indefensible and appalling. Therefore, it is the purpose of this
paper to:

1. Defind and present the rational for bidialectal
education.

2. Explore the misconceptions and controversy surrounding
nonstandard usage (NSU).

3. Indicate the educational implications of NSU.

4. Delineate program objectives for educators and learners.

5. Offer recommendations for curricular programming to
teach SU.

DEFINITIONS AND RATIONALE FOR BIDIALECTAL EDUCATION

The paucity of programs designed to teach SU is largely due
to a misunderstanding of nonstandard usage (NSU). Educators,
parents, and other community members often Jack knowledge
regarding what NSU is, the ensuing educational ilaplications, and
the procedules for programming. This lack of knowledge and
understanding has fostered controversy over whether SU should be
taught and if so, how.

It is the authors' position that schools have a responsi-
bility to teach SU. Teaching SU to. nonstandar'd-speaking (NS)
clients should have a high priority status for curriculum design
'and redesign.
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Bidialectal education, as used in this paper, is the process

by which native English' speakers who have not internalized SU

acquire such skills. The purpose is to equip NS speakers with

the SE skills required for participation in'the mainstream of

society. At the same time, the first lunguage remains intact so

that students can continue to identify with and participate in

their own society. The concept of amopriateness is implicit in

bidialectal education. As such, SU is taught as an alternate

language to be used in situations such as academic settings, job

related environments, selected social se.ttings, etc.

Like bilingual education, no attempts are made to extinguish

the existing language structure. However, unlike bilingual
education, NSE is not taught; it is used to teach the second

language. Further, it is not necessary that teacheribe able to

speak.NSE. However, thdy must be.knowledgeable about the system

of NS language. This will help them understand the points of
interference between the two language systems--stahdard and
nonstandard--and how such interferences hinder the acquisition of

SU.

our philosophy is that bidialectal eduCation should
initially focus primarily on the grammatical and specified

phonologicql features of standard and, NSE. Lexica and

syntactical features receive added emphasis as students become

more proficient in the former. Oral language usage is

internalized through listenirkg and speaking nather than by

memorization of rules, paper-pencil exercises and written

definition methods. Thus, bidialectal education takes an

aural-oral approach.

Educators' attitudes toward NSE speakers are integral to the

success of bidialectal eduation. Acquiring knowledge of NSU and

developing skills to effectively and appropriately teach SU

should help remove the stigma long associated with NSE and its

users. This should also help to provide educational equity.
Toward these ends this chapter is written primarily for the

practitioner--the classroom teacher--and is appropriate for

preservice, inservice, and graduate education. Because

successful curriculum design and implementation require a
cooperative effort, it is also essential that persons involved in

decision and policy making (e.g., principajs, central office
administrators, and school board members) also become
knowledgeable about bidialectal education and its vital
importance to educational equity.
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Misconcegions about Nonstandard English

Because of the numerous misconceptions surrounding NSE, it
seems appropriate to begin with what it is not: First, linguists
agree that NSE is not an inferior or incorrect use of SE.
Unfortunately, many educators continue to regard it as such. The
literature is replete with documentation of the systematic
structure of Black and Appalachian NS speech. Both deviate in
specific areas from SE, and these deviations are consistent.'
Thus, NSE is not a careless or random misuse of SE, but rather a'
highly structured language system (Dillard, 1972; Johnson, 1970;
Labov, 1972; Wolfram and Christian, 1976).

Second, NSE- is not willful or voluntary. A common
misconception is that NS speakers could speak SE if only they
would. This assumes that NS speakenRave internalized SE but
Failie to use it or are simply careless. There are bidialectal
individuals who are able to speak both SE and NSF. Many such
individuals have learned both languages simultanLously through
the normal language-learning process; others halie gone through a
long and arduous process of internalizing SE rules and
incorporating them into their speech. However, for individuals
who have internalized mix NSE, SU is not willfully at their
command.

ya.0

Third, NSE is not immature or child speech. Many classroom
teachers confuse maturing speech with NS speech. The child who
says "me wan' wa-wa" (me want water) is exhibiting child4speech
rather than NS speech. However, the NS speaking child may '

exhibit NS child speech--"me wan's wa-wa". It is important that
teachers be able to distinguish between developing speech and NS
speech.

\Fourth, NSE is not a result of faulty auditory
discrimination as suggested in much of the early literature.
Barring physical causes for faculty discrimination, children
learn to speak the language they hear during early language
learning. Thus, NS speech patterns are acquired from family
members, peers, and members of their community during the normal
language-learning process.

Fifth, NSE is not the result of low IQ or vice vera. Many
teachers, as well as the general population, are firmly convinced
that NS speakers are unintelligent and that is why they "talk
that way." The fact that disproportionate numbers of NS speakers
score-low on IQ and achievement tests ends credence to this
misconception. Thus, the implications of cultural bias in
standardized tests becomes an important consideration. Dillard
(1977), Labov (1972), Ryan (1976), and others have spoken to this
issue. Psychologists must become knowledgeable about the
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cultuhl background and the language system of NS speaking test

takers.

Sixth, NSE is not uneducated speech. A misconception
closely related to IQ is that NS speaking adults are uneducated

or that their education "didn't taze," was of poor quality, etc.

It is more likely that their education was devoid of effective SE

language instruction. There are college-educated individuals,

for example, who are highly qualified and' eminently knowledgeable

in their field, yet they may exhibit NS patterns in their speech.

Finally, NSE is not slang. A midely held notion is that NSE

and slang are synonomous terms. (See the Glossary for
definitions.) sBoth NS and SE speakers, particularly adolescents
and young adults, may have large slang vocabularies. However,

senior adult NS speech may contain no slang. Many Black and
Appalachian preachers Are prime examples. Although their speech
may be liberally sprinkled with vocabulary indigenous to a
particular area, slang as we define it, is rarely a part of their

speech.

Many classreim teachers remark that they do not allow their

students to use NSE in school. When asked to explain or give

examples of NS spedch, however, they most often refer to slang
rather than NSE. It is important to emphasize thiit if teachers

do not allow NSE to be 4mooken in school, ahd NSE ts the Rnly
language a student.has, then that student will be.severely
restricted in oral communication. This situation .is likely to

result in the student being labeled nonverbal by the very teacher
who levied the restriction. Thus, it is important that teachers
and other educators be able to distinguish between NSE ancfrslang.

Black and Appalachian Nonstandard nakaiAh

NSE is a highly structured language system with rules of

grammar and phonology different from corresponding SE rules.

These differences occur in logical and consistent patterns. The

structure of some NS forms is more logical and consistent than

their standard counterparts (e.g., SU: his, hers, theirs, mine;

NSU: his, hers, theirs, mines). NSE also differs from SE in
vocabulary and syntax.

Spencer (1970) studied NS language patterns of elementary,
junior high, and senior high'students in a northeastern Ohio
urban school system. All respondents were Black, were born ia

that city, and had attended only the city's schools. Respondents
attended FSEA Title I schools at the time of the study. Neither

IQ nor achievement scores were examined. Students were asked
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individually and in private to "read" a picture, i.e., tell what
they thought was happening in the picture. All students regd the
same picture. Responses were taped and transcribed verbatim, and
then broken down by ,categories. A partial listing of features of
Black NSE are described in the following sections.

Less of-the literatureOlas been devoted to Appalachian
English (AE) than to Black English. Ong: of the more
comprehensive studies of Appalachian English was conducted by
Wolfram and Christian (1976). The partial listing of features of
Appalachian NSE that follows is based on that study.

Black Nonstandard Grammar

*Subject-Verb.Agreement. Subject-verb agreement constitutes
the single mosta4stlaTive feature in which NS grammar differs
from SE. Deviatl,ons vary in degree but occur in the first,
second, and third persons, singular and plural, e.g., "The clown
look sadP (I looks, he look, she,look); "The boys runs fast" (I
FUEg, we runs775U runsTthey runi77

"To Be" Toms. "To be" represents the verb form in which
most Zeiraffiins occur. In the present tense, the form is
omitted, e.g., "They runnin'." ,"Was" is used in the first,

ysecond, and third persons singglar and plural (e.g., I was, we
( was, you was, they was). "Be" is used to indicate actia: "They
funnin" d'EUtes immOlate action; they be runnin' denotes regular
or repeated action.

Irrsgular Plurals. An "s" is frequently added to irregular
plurafTormi7-6.g.7nThe Reales is runnin'," "The childrens was
scared," "The mons is there too."

Other NS Items. Other NS grammatical patterns revealed in
the st-iiilyTFEYUNT Omission of the preposition "of," e.g., "The
lion broke out the cage"; substitution to "they" for "their,"
e.g., "They took th.qx kids, home"; and use of double and and
multiple-negatives, e.g., "He don't have no more balloons."

Black Nonstandard Phonology

Th Sounds. Substitution of "d" for the voiced "th" in the
initialliosiTion constitutes the most frequent phonological
deviation. This was borne out in the study, e.g., "Dex (they)
lookin' at him." Substitution of "f", "t", or "d" fur "th" in
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the final position, e.g., "Bof (both) of them runnin'," wit-with,

wid-with, and "v" in the maril. position (e.g., mover-moll-Car)

Col-Istituto other deviations.

Final Consonants and Consonant Clusters. Though SE speakeis

may oifiTT-TgarTaiaiiiiii-iiiiiiias, piRiarilly for words ending in

"ing," dropping final consonants and clusters is characteristic
of Black NS speech, e.g., "He fell on the groun(d)"; "The clown's

mas(k) look funny."

Inflectional Endings. Dropping of "ed" is another
charactorisfinir-Wlack NS speech, e.g., "He look(ed) in the

cage." This pattern.causes considerable conci7W-for teachers who

lack knowledge about NSE. In reading, for example, they

frequently assume the child lacks the concept of past tense.

R-lessness. Omission of "r" in the final position is still

anothZT-BUrition from SE phonology, e.g., "The doe (door) flew

open." Omission in the medial position after voraless "th" is
heard in sentences such as "The clown th'ew (threw) the ball."

Other NS Items. Other NS features include aifferences in
pronuifairion of individual words, e.g. whyp for whip, thang for
thing, excme for escape, and childrun(s) or chirun(s) for

It should be noted that omissions, additions, and

substitutions--whether in grammar or phonology--do not represent .

errors (careless or otherwise) in SH. Rather, they represent
consistent and systematic deviations that constitute patterns of

usage, thus a different language system. Similar and more

complete listings, descriptions, and explanations of Black NSE

have been cited by Fasold and Wolfram (1970); Harrison (1975),

Johnson (1970), and Stewart (1969).

Appalachian Nonstandard Grammar

Subject-Verb. Agreement. Wolfram and Christian (1976) found

that Tour le.rie7Wi caferoTras of noun phrases influenced
agreement: conjoined, e.g., "Me and my sister tets in'a fight

sometimes"; collective, e.g., "Some people makes it"; other

.plural phrases, e.g., "...no matter what their parents has taught

'em"; expletive there, e.g., "There's different breeds of 'em."
Nonagreement was-Tound to be greater with a past tense "be" form

than with present tense be or non-be verbs, e.g., was is more

likely to occur for SE weVe than is for are.
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A-Verb-ing. The study revealed frequent use of a-prefixing
with ZZTTNIii verb constructs, e.g., "I knew he was a-Tellin' the
truth but still I was a-comin' home for 'em." u...yEawg pretty
weak by the time the teTTETay," a-11in' in there in bed."

Other NS Items. Other grammatical patterns revealed in the
studyincIaTe:--NS use of er and est: worser, more closer;
mostest, beautifulest; usedf rigErwith adjectives: "It was
right cool."; adverbs: "I hollera right loud for hel2"; and use
iff-Tight smart with nouns: "I've sonTight ,smart butter,"
verbi--r(TTiTe to draw right smart," andHVBYETT "...traveling
with him Eipt smart andhi was a-workin'."

Appalachian Nonstandard Phonology

Th Sounds. The study reveals evidence of "f" being
substiTUTEer "th" in the final position (e.g., wif for with,
birfday for birthday), and changing "th" to "t" (e7T, mont' for
ma-TN7aritmetic for arifhmetic). Deletion of voiced "Was
found iii--a7Tain items which produced sentences such as "He'll
stop 'em (them)," "I tflought he would pick 'at (that) uP," and
"...'afTs (that's) all I can say."

Consonant Clusters and Plurals. Formation of plurals of
items 5Tding in "sp7-11-11-7-617ffiRw was found to be was es, for
wasp, ghostes for ghost, and deskes for desk. -Addition o "t" to
a small- set of items was alsonilig, e.g., oncetsfor one, twicet
for twice, acrosst for across, and clifft for Triff.

R-lessness and L-lessness. Absence of "r" was found in such
items as--ITTET,FrErTETow and th'ou h for through." Deletion of
"1" was foUriain such items as woo ror wolf and hep for help.

Other NS Items. Other phonological features revealed in the
study incla-OTire of "er" for "ow" (e.g., winders for windows)
and substitution of the ee sound in the final position in certain
items (e.g., sodz for saa, 6xtry for extra, and kindly for
kinda--a derivation of "kind-7571'-J. Similar but 1-61'i complete
samples of AE are cited by Rentel and Kennedy (1972) and Fink
(1974).

Although BE and AE contain many of the same grammatical and
phonological features, significant differences between some
features determine focus and emphasis in bidialectal education.
Therefore, an assessment process is critical to Curricula
programming.
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The Continuation of Nonstandard En lish

A frequent question regarding NSE is why it continues to

exist despite constant exposure to SU through radio, television,

and school. That is not how language is acquired. Listening to

radio and television is a receptive process and requires no

reciprocity. A person would not expect a foreign language could

be acquired through merely listening, without reciprocal "talk

back."

It is widely believed that NSE is held tenaciously because

it symbolizes a link with the culture, users are trying to "get

back" at society, and/or speakers lack motivation to acquire SE.

All are partially true. .Generally, both Black and Appalachian NS

speakers find themselves in situations where NSE is more
appropriate than SE, e.g., within the family,iamong peers, and at

church ahd recreation'activities. For many of these youth,
school is virtually the only appropriate environment for SE.

The 1960s and early '70s saw a marked rise in ethnic pride,

especially Black, Hispanic, and.Native American. Blacks of all

ages elected to "stay Black" (or go back to being Black) rather

than to "wash white." It was during this period that Blacks

began to loudly advertise their language because it linked them

to their culture. Thus, the t)latant use of Black English "in

public" has been an attempt by many Blacks (and correctly
interpreted by many whites) as a way to get back at society. 'The

television program Hee Haw and the popularity of country music

and singers seem to represent a similar pride by Appalachian and

southern whites. Since the election of President Carter,

lexicons on "SoOthern talk" have become popular.

NSE also continues to exist partially because of lack of

motivation on the part of its users. The prejudice and

discrimination experienced by SE-speaking Blacks in the areas of

employment, housing, education, etc., and in social situations

have undoubtedly caused many NS-speaking Black youth to seriously

question the value of learning SE. Taylor (1975) suggests that

the speaker's perception of reality, is of primary significance in

one's motivation to acquire SE. Students must come to believe

that they have or will have an opportunity to use a particular
linguisitic form in order for them to seriously consider simple

language alterations or comprehensive language programs.

Other factors are'equally if not more influential in the

continuation of NSE. First, neighbolhoods and schools have

becdme increasingly more segregated over the years, particularly

outsidesthe South. Many American youth have virtually no contact

with other racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, or linguistic groups

until they reach secondary school, if then. Therefore, NS
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speakers have few occasions to interact with SE speakers durifig
the early stages'of language,learning 'or during the early school
years.

In addition, students do not,glow how or why their speech
differs from "proper" speech, though they may recopize that it
sounds different. Educators have little or no training in either
linguistics or sociolinguistics, lacking even basic knowledge
about language acquisition and development and their relationship
to culture and society. Thus, they are unable to enlighten their
students.

Finally, we maintain that the primary reason NS speakers
leave school without benefit of SE is because it is improperly
and inappropriately tatight Given a second language-learning
attitudinal environment and appropriate instructional strategies,
many NS speakers can and will become bidialectal.

The ContrRys_i!y aboilt Nonstandard Ellglish

Both misconceptions and controversy seem to surround the
origins of NSE, particularly Black English. A common belief is
that Black English originated in the United StaZes and was
derived from southern white speech. Vansertima (1971) disputes
both notions. He writes that ,BE resulted from pidgin language (a
process that occurs when a coMmon language is needed for contact
and trade). Black Portugeso, Black Dutch, and Black French, he
asserts, preceded Black English. Dillard (1972) also reports
that pidgin English was in use in the slave trade by the
beginning of the seventeenth century. Thus, Black English did
not originate in the New Wprld.

In addition to the geographic influences on the evolvement
of Black NSE, social factors were also influential. The slaves'
social statu, length of stay on the plantation, and a "system of
etiquette" affected the language. Some controversy also exists
here over language differences between house slaves and field
slaves. That the two groups existed is not controversial; that
the dichotomy was so clear-cut has been disputed.

\A common notion is that house slaves were favored and had
greater contact, both in proximity and frequency, with the slave
master gand his family; thus, these-slaves spoke more SE than did
field slaves. However, Dillard (1972) has found many literary
representations of house slavss whose Negro dialect was quite
evident.



Haskins and Butts (1973), among others, report that the

language models for field slaves were frequently lower-class

white over,seers whose language patterns were not the formal

patterns of the slave masters. Because of their isolation and,

limited contac,ts with the more educated whites, field Blacks were

less likely to assimilate the language and culture.

Dillard (1972) suggests that neither culture nor /language is

pgenetic; they vary according to cultural group membership. Field

slave membership did affect language and demeanor. At the same

time, field slaves were sometimes promoted to the house, and

house slaves were banished td the fields. While there is some

evidence of code-swAtching (bidialectism) among slaves, Dillard

(1972) suggests that the different codes of conduct, including
language, expected of the two groups was a deterrent to
bidialectism.. Thus, esen If field slaves could speak the
larluage spoken in the house, they would be deterred from doing

so. The system of etiquette specified when and to whom slaves

could speak, restricted the content of their speech, and ,

determined what form their addresses might take (McGinnis, 1975).

The dialect spoken by the people of,Appalachia can be traced

primarily to the large and influential Scotch-Irish settlement of

that region. The Scots who formerly lived in Ireland originally

came into New England, subsequently settled in Pennsylvania, and
eventually migrated south and west throughout the Appalachian
Mountains (Wolfram and Christian, 1975). Other ethnic groups who
populated the territory were oif English, German, Irish, and Welsh

descent (Dial, 1978). These settlers became geographically
isolated from the dominant society because of the hills and

mountains. Such isolation resulted in social isolation as well.

Thus, the old speech forms did not undergo the transformations

that occurred in the speech patterns of mainstream Americans

(Dial, 1978).

Although modern communication and transportation systems
have had an effect on Appalachians, many of the older forms of

language and communication continue. Since geographic patterns

are often accompanied by social factors--i.e., lifestyles--the

linguistic patterns reflecting those lifestyles have also been

maintained (Wolfram 4 Christian,.1975).

The paucity of literature on Appalachian English limits the

available information about the language and culture. However,

one source (Fink, 1974) suggests that much change took place in

mountain culture and speech between 1910 and 1965.

I 4 n
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Deficiencies vs. Differences

Perhaps the most prevalent controversy surrounding NSE is
whether it is '.%ficient.language or a different language.
Educators, as .11 as the general public, understand that a
foreign hang,. e is different from English but generally do not
accept NSE as a. different language systqm. Because NSE is a
variation of the English 3anguage it is'closVly alqn to SE.
However, SE speakers often consider the phonology,Igrammar, and
vocabulary of NSE as substandard or deficient rather than
nonstandard or simply different.'

Disproportionate numbers of children who sObak NSE come from
low income homes. Poverty poses limitations upon the kinds of
middle-class experiences in which these familiesocan engage.
Nevertheless, schools' curricula draw heavily upon these
middle-class experiences. Thus, students from poor familie,s may
not have the standard language to function effectively in the
middle-class environment of schools.

Erroneous conclusions about these studentN have led to
inappropriate, irreleliant,.and ineffective curricular
programming. One of these was the verbal deprivation theory
espoused in the 1960's. The economically deprived child was also
described as verbally deprived. "New" compenPUtory programs
designed to overcome erroneous language deficilnces neve often
been traditional approaches dressed up with net materials. These
programs generally met with failure. Proponent: of the deficit
model support the verbal deprivation theory. The low income
child's speech is described as inarticulate, monosyllabic, short

lutterantes, etc. Such notions have led educators and school
\psychologists to conclude erroneously that s ch children are
"language limited," "slow," or "non-verbal."

Linguists, in virtual agreement that children from pOor
families speak a different rather thanAeficient language, refute
the verbal deprivatien theory (Baratz 4 Shuy, 1969; Labov,.1972).
Olsen (1971) has suggested that conditions at school make poor
children appear to be nonverbal, silent, and unresponsive. Ryan
(1976) has explained how being comfortable in both surroundings
and/or word usage affects verbalization. Burling (1973) suggests
that no linguistic criteria (i.e., poor auditory discrimination,
careless articulation, vocabulary, etc.) can be found by which
one dialect of English can be judged more conducive to logical
thought or sound cognition than another.

Another controversy focuses on how the learner iS affected
by attempts to alter his/her.language system. Several points of
view are offered. One view suggests that due to the highly
personal nature of language, educators should not attempt to
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alter language patterns. Proponents of this view fear that

,teaching SU may embarrass or angef the student, or that it may

have a negative effect on'his/her &onception of self. Others

argue that it is best to leave it alone and accept it the same

way as one accepts differences in skin color--i.e., with

resignation.

Proponents of still another view assert that the student'

must speak "correctly." They propose expending much time and

energy attempting to correct NSU. Corrections of this sort are,
generally done on the spot, immediately following the spoken

"error." Again, educators who persist with these methods do not
understand language acquisition. Such procedures generally
succeed only in frustrating both teachers and students. Students
either continue to speak NSE or resist responding at all.

Additional Controversies

In addition to the controversies regarding origins of NSE,

'the deficient vs. Offerent theories, and the effects of teaching

SE to NSE speakers, the topic of nonstandard speech is highly

controversial. It is often a sensitive and emotional isue among
those who speak or once spoke NSE themselves. This is

particularly true in the Black community. Much of the
controversy stems from the fact that most Blacks, like most
whites, do not understand what NSE is. Being reared and educated

in a society that has denigrated Black skin and devalued Black

language, Blacks themselves have little knowledge of their
linguistic history.

Within the Black community, persons speak differing degrees

of standard and nonstqndard English. Those reared in
predominately white middle-class, communities may speak SE that

is indistinguishable from their white counterparts. Numerous

other Blacks whd speak SE English were reared in segregated

surroundings. They often have had to struggle to conceal the NS

signs and can become contemptuous of the NS patterns spoken by

Blacks who have not acquired SU (Burling, 1973). Blacks who have

grown up bidialectal may be comfortable using either SE or NSE.

Others have acquired SU and may choose to maintain or drop their

NS patterns. A final group of Blacks--and probably the
largest--are ,those whose speech patterns are predominantly NS.

With such diversity within the Black community, there are

also several conflicting views surrounding Black English. Some

argue that there is no Black English, they feel that Blacks who

"talk that way" are uneducated, dumb, "jive," or just don't care.
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1n-recent. years, several Black scholars have attempted to
establish and document the facts relevant to Black English.
Sharing a common view that there is in fact a Black language
behavior, they created the term ,"Ebonics" to describe it.
Deriving its form from' ebony (Black) and phonics (sound and the
study,of sound), Ebonies refers to the study of the language of
Black people in all its cultural uniqueness. Ebonies is defined
as "the linguistic and paralinguistic features which on a
concentrid continuum represent the communicative competence of
the West African, Caribbean, and United States slave descendant
of African origin." .Ebonics also include* the various idioms,
patois, argots, ideolects, and social dialects of Black people
(Williams, 1975).

Some of the scholarly research indicates that there are some
language patterns characterized as Black English that are also
found in'the language patterns of whites. Furthermore, the
manner of speaking often attributed'to Blacks as Black NSE is
really the regional English spoken by both Blacks and whites in
the South. (Williamson, 1975; Taylor, 1975). While it is
iinortant to note similarities as well as differences, the
differences must be specified. To attempt to hide or ignore
these means that children who speak NSE will remain
ihandicappedacademically, socially, vocationally, and
economically. Thus, NS differences must be identified and
articulated so that curricular programming can be designed and
implemented to teach SU.

Taylor's study (1975) of Black parents' perspectives on
Black English found that an overwhelming percentage of the
parents interviewed saw the teaching of SE as an *portant
responsibility of the school. They also considered SE as one of
the prerequisites for upward social and economic mobility. ,

Some persons counter.that NSE speakers should maintain only
their own language system as a matter of cultural pride.
Williams (1975) cogently argues against this view:

I have yet to meet an advocate of Black English for
instruction or cultural pride who did not have at his
command a speech that was standard enough for him to move
with ease within educational and professional circles.
(p. 58)
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EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF NONSTANDARD USAGU

Children reared in homes where NSE is spoken are generally
unaware that their speech is different until they enter school,

Although NSE is a functional language at home and'in their

community, it is dysfunctional at.school. When students enter
school, they encounter a cultural conflict. The new environment

no longer allows them to be themselves. Because NSE is

unacceptable in the classroom, the children often find themelves

and their language belittled; this contributes to a negative'

self-conctpt.

Such negative self-concepts are often accompanied by student

behaviors of indifferent or hostile communication, or reticerice.

These behaviors tend to reinforce the teachers' negative
attitudes toward such students and their so-called language
deficiences. A cycle is operationalized: Negative teacher
attitudes yield lower student performance, which yields
reinforced negative teacher expectations which yields repeated

student failure, etc.

The negative attitudes of teachers t6ward the language Of NS

speakers am frequently reinforced and confirmed in the

literature that views NSE as deficient. This literature equates

differences with inferiority. 'Frequently the printed page either

reinforces preconceived ideas or creates negat4.ve attitudes

because we tend to believe "authorities" (Covington, 1975).

Unless teachers are exposed to counter arguments, their

,
negative attitudes may have a negative impact upon students'

achievement. Teachers need to understand NSE, so that low

student performance does not become a pattern. Since language is

both the receptive and expressive mode of commenication, the
totality of what studen'ts learn must be filtered through their

language system. Therefore, a tool as vital for learning as

language should not be deprecated.

If negative attitudes toward NSE are not eradicated, the

cycle of failure will be repeated from grade to grade. This

pattern frequently results in the student being labeled as

langaage limited, verbally deprived, slow, etc. Consequently,
he/she is tracked into low ability groups--usually to remain

hopelessly trapped there.

The testing of NSE speakers generally substantiates the
teachers' claims. The test score, serving as documented proof,

is allowed to assume an omnipotent control over a student's life.

Educators should recognize that dialect diversity influences test

scores. Wolfram and Christian (1975) found that differential

scores may reflect bias in test materials rather than differences
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in capabilities between Efferent social and cultural groups in
America. For example, Williams.and Rivers (1975) investigated
the differential effects of test instruction written in familiar
vs. standard language on the performance of Black children.
Research findings suggested that language bias played a
siznificant role in reducing scores of Black children on the
Boehm standardized test. Yet educators hold tenaciously to the
acceptance of test scores and only infrequently interpret the
scores in light of cultural differences.

One 'further educational implication is relevant to NSU; it
centers around instruction in reading and writing. For reading.
instruction, 'educators need, to be aware of processes that often
occur as NS speakers read. Students.may impose their NS language
on the standard tanguage of the text, and/or translate SE reading
material into their own language. Being aware of these
occurences, the teacher'can distinguish between actual reading
errors and imposition of NSE on the SE of reading materials.

Because NSU differs from SU in.phonology, grammar, syntax,
and vocabulary, a variety of alternatives have been proposed to
assist NS speakers (Baratz Shuy, 1969;,Johnson, 1970; Labov,
1972; Wolfram Christian 1975). Some of the alternatives

,offered by Wolfram and Christian involve the following: teaching
SE before any reading instruction begins; allowing NSE speakers
to read in their own dialect; using "dialect-fair" or
"dialect-free" materials (only standard,forms that are a part of
the dialect are included); and using dialect readers for
beginning materials. There are advantages and disadvantages to
each method.

The problems that occur in reading also tend to be reflected
in the development of SU writing skills. Problems focus
primarily on grammar, syntax, and phonology. NS 'phonology
affects spelling% Teachers' red penciling of such seeming errors
is akin to the on-the-spot corrections made for oral language.
Neither takes into account the systematic interference of one
language system (NS) with acquisition of another (SE).

Based upon the foregoing portions of the paper, the
educational implications that derive from the inability to speak,
SE seem obvious. Summarily, NSE negatively affects academic
performance, which denies educational equity, hence limits
occupational mobility, and thus adversely affects economic
stability, which results in low social status. Such individuals
are powerless.

Perhaps Proefriedt (1974) in his observations on reasons for
teaching SE to Black and Spanish-speaking students, sums it up
best. He says:
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The reason...is simply that there are more people with more
power and money in our society who speak something close to

standard English than there are people Who speak Spanish or .

some nonstandard English dialect. What constitutes standard
English has nothing to do with morality or.aesthetics; it
has everything to do with power. Historically, the exercise
of that power has been less than gracious. (p. 70)

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHING STANDARD ENGLISH

Objectives for Educators and Learners_

.While,the language arts/English teacher may be responsible
for the formal teaching of SU, all teachers must be prepared to
provide both the vicarious and real experiences necessary to make
bidialectal education an integral part of the school curriculum,
To focus more clearly upon what educators and learners should
know and be able to do? the objectives outlined in Tables 1 and 2

are presented in behavioral terms.

Teachers and other educators of NS speaking youth should

acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes outlined in Table 1.

The objectives for educators can be obtained through preservice,

inservice, and/or graduate education. Knowledgeable individuals

and a variety of multimedia materials can provide valuable
assistance to educators in this area.

Accurate and sufficient knowledge are essential to the
acquisition of appropriate skills for teaching SU. Therefore,
adequate time must be devoted to the knowledge component before
attempts are made to design curriculm and to impl.ement

bidialectal education programs.

The process of developing and refining skills necessary for'

effective bidialectal education will require continuous
evaluation and re-evaluation. In addition, on-going inservice

and support services for classroom teachers are crucial to the

success of bidialectal programs. Collaborative efforts of

teacher training institutions, public school administrators, and

classroom teachers are essential in this,process.

Developing and/or changing attitudes are likely the most

difficult of the program objectives to attain. Some educators

have asserted that skills development and changes in teaching
behaviors are prerequiste to attitudinal changes. It is

'difficult to assess in what order development and/or changes may

occur relative to bidialectal education. However, without
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KNOWLEDGE

.

.

SKILLS
---- -

.
.

ATTITUDES

, )
1. Define the concept of educational

equity.
.,

.

2. Examine individually and in a group
their own perceptions and feelings
about cultural diversity.

.

3. Determine how those perceptions and
feelings were formed.

1

4. Explore the literature on cultural
pluralism and multicultural
education.

.

5. Become knowledgeable about the/cul-
tural background or the youth/whom
thoy teach.

6. Survey the literature on language-
learning.

7. Become knowledgeable about NSE and
the concept of bidialectal education.

.

0. Determine the educational implications
that derive £rom cultural and lang-
uage diversity'relative to the youth
whom they teach. .

'

9. Redefine the concept of educational
equity relative to the youth whom
they teach, in light of the know-,
ledge from #1-8.

,

O. Reexamine and list their perceptions
and feelings about cultural and
language diversity in light of the
knowledge gained.through #1-0.

1. Explore methods to assess students'
SU needs.

2. Acquire knowledge of appropriate
methods and materials to teach SU.

3. Explore criteria for evaluation of
methods and materials and outcomes
relative to bidialectal education.

,

.

1. Discuss and list the educational impli-
cations that derive from cultural
differences,

.

2. Discuss ard list the misconceptions and
controversial issues surrounding NSE.

3. Discuss and list the educational im-
plications that derive from NSE.

4. Discuss and list the relationship of
bidialectal education to educational
equity.,

5. Produce a written philosophy on the
concept of educational equity in light
'of #I-4. .

6. Design and/or redesign curriculum for
bidialectal education.

7. Discuss and list effective and ap-
propriate methods and materials for
bidialectal education. ,

0. Devise appropriate methods and materials
fox diagnosis of NS patterns.

9. Devise appropriate evaluative methods
and materials.

10. Demonstrate effective and appropriate
skills for teaching SU.

11. Demonstrate the ability to evaluate
instruction based on evaluative methods
and materials.

.

,

.

.

1.. Demonstrate cOmmitment to the con-
cepts of cultural 'pluralism and
educational equity.

2. Demonstrate attitudes conducive to
second language-learning relative .

'to teaching SU to NS speakers. .

3. Demonstrate respect for all stUdents
regardless of cultural and/or linguis-
tic background. /

4. Recognize that their culture, lang-
liege: and lives are enriched through
theft contact with culturally
and/or ringuistically diverse .

students.

'5. Demonstrate appreciation to their
students for such enrichment. .

.
.

.

.

.

,

-

kik)
TABLE 1

Objectives for Educators



accurate knowledge', attitudinal changes are unlikely; and without

appropriate skills to produce thd desii-ed results for learners,
such changes are even more unlikely. Therefore, meticulous
attention must be given to knowledge and skill building in order
to facilitate a second language-learning attitudinal environment.

The success of bidialectal programs is dependent upon such an

environment.

Many educational programs that are otherwise carefully
planned exclude one of the most important factors,jn
programming--the learner. Because of the complexity of the NSE

teaching-learning process, careful'attention must be given to

learner objectivel. Because of the differences in age and
maturity levels, it may be.necessary to adapt portOns of the

objectives listed in Table 2 to suit learner levels. Through
teacher-directed discussion, a variety of' oral and wr3tten
activities, and multimedia materials, teacher, ..:an help students

reach these objectives.

Curricular 1312Eramming

Linguists and English teachers may view all linguistic
elements (i.e.,grammar, phonology, syntax, and vocabulary) of NSE

as important in terms of compyehension and necessary for

instruction in SE. Howaver, we sugges,t that the initial focus be

narrowed to grammar and specified elements of,phonology
"th" in the initial position and "th" in the medial

and final positions). This narrowing of focus is based on

pragmatic considerations. Because of the multiplicity of ,

linguistic elements involved in teaching SU, programmers and
teachers do not know where to begin, what should rece,ive
emphasis, how fast or slowly to proceed, etc.

Initial focus on grammar and specified phonology is
suggested, because NS grammar and the4specified phonology are
more "offensive" to the SE speaking powers that be than NS
vocabulary, syntax, and other phonology. For example, in NSE,

"We were eating po'k chops" is generally more acceotable than "We

wyl_pitijag pork chops." In the former statement, ihe phonology

is NS or perhaps regional (po'k) while in the latter, the grammar
is NS (was eating). Similarly, "They were toting the box" (NS or
regional vocabulary) tends to be less offensive than "Dey was
carrying da box" (NS grammar and specified phonology).
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KNOWLEDGE SKILLS ATTITUDES

1. Determinelndividually and then as
a group one's feelings about
education and learning.

2. betermine how/why they have those
feelings.

, 3. Becbme aiiare of how language is
learned.

4.,Become'knowledgeable about foreign
language learning.

5. Become aware of regional, domestic,
and foreign dialects of the same
language.

6. Become aware of the concept of
interference in learning a foreign
language and in learning another
dialect of the same' language.

7. Become knowledgeable about the
concept of bidialectal education,
including the concept of appropriate-
Ross.

L. Become knowledgeable,about the
structure of stahdards and NSE.

1. Express their feelings about sjtool
and learning, including langVage.

2. Distinguish between the sounds of
specified.foreign. langaages.

3. Distinguish between dialects of the
same language.

4. Distinguish between standard and
NS phonology. ,

S. Indicate differences in standara and
NS grammdr.

6. Reproduce standaid grammar/phonology/
vocabulary/syntax.

7. Give examples related to the concept
of appropriateness for standard and
NSE.

8. Use) SE in vicarious and/or real
situations.

a

1. Demonstrate
culture and

2. Demonstrate
culture and

3. Demonstrate
.become bidia

pride in their own
language.

respect for the
language of others.

a willingness to
lectal.

4. Demonstrate willingnessto use
SE and NSE in appropriate
situations.

TABLE 2

Objectives for Nonstandard
English Speaking Studunts
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We are not suggesting that other SE elements should not be

taught. Indeed, they must be taught. We are suggesting that
initial emphasis be placed on grammar gnd specified phonological
elements. Other elements should receive added emphasis as
students become more proficient in the former.

AdaTtation of Methodology

Some adaptation in foreign language methodology is necessary
when teaching SE to native English speakers. Adaptation is
required because native English speakers encounter some problems
which foreign language speakers do not.

First, NSE speakers are learning anothef system of the same
language, i.e., the same words but with different rules of

grammar. Interference between the two dialects is much greater
than between two different languages. Consequently, students
often are unable to hear the difference between the standard item
being presented and the corresponding NS item in their speech.
Contrast drills provide such practice im both phonology and
grammar. Therefore, these drills become more crucial, at least
in early practice, than repetition drills. Initial emphasis on
contrast drills rather than repetition drills represents an
adaptation of foreign language methodology.

A second problem faced by NSE speakers centers around an
integral part of bidialectal education--the concept of
appropriateness. This concept presents few problems for foreign
speaking students. For example, though Spanish-speaking children
may experience difficulty in SE (and standard and NS Spanish)
because of interference, they know when they are speaking Spanish
and when they are speaking English. However, NS speaking
students are often unaware of when they are using SE and when
they are using NSE, even though they may know when each is
appropriate. Again, more attention must be given to contrast
practice than to simply repeating standard sounds and sentences.

Motivation presents a third problem. An individual who is
learning another language has some built-in motivation: he/she
will be able to speak another language. For those learning a
different way to say the same words, such motivation may be
absent. Therefore, teachers must make an extraordinary effort to
develop a variety of interesting, relevant, and flowing (as
opposed to stagnant) activities.
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Finally, application of SU generally presents more problems
for NSE speakers than for foteign students learning English.
These students learn English for use in the many situations where
English is spdken. NS speakers may rarely have an opportunity to
use SE outside of school. It is imperative, then, that many real
as well as vicarious experiences be provided within the school
,setting for the.use of SE. Such experiences include puppetry,
choral speaking, picture reading; and other relevant vocabulary
building activities at the primary level. At the intermediate
and secondary levels, activities can include listening and
discrimination exercises, oral practice drills, role playing
dramatizations, debate, orations, and participatory
ceremonies--e.g., toasting and roasting ceremonies.

BIDIALECTAL EDUCATION IN TEACHER EDUCATION

The authors submit that instruction in bidialectal education
must become an integral part of teacher education at all levels
if educational equtty is to b.ecome a reality. The following are
suggestions for various levels and programs often offered by
teacher education institutions.

Undergraduate Fro_grams

Existing courses in elementary education such as
communication arts, language arts, and reading should logically
encompass appropriate content fo-r bidialectal education.
Similarly, courses for secondary education such as English,
speech, and ethnic studies should include such content. Courses
in methodology can also contain a segment on bidialectal
education. Corresponding courses in special education are
appropriate for instruction in teaching SE.

In addition, there is a ne:d for the creation of new and
separate required courses.

Post-Baccalaureate Programs

The authors submit that instruction in bidialectal education
should be required of all graduate education students. Not only
classroom teachers ben-erft from instruction, but also
administrators, counselors, supervisors, curriculum specialists,
and school psychologists. All are crucial in the educational
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'process and must be knowledgeable about NSE and the ensuing
educational implications.

Content on bidialectal education should be a part of core
courses or constitute a separate core course. Other curricular
offerings in which such instruction can be integrated include
seminars or courses with emphasis on language or communication

- arts, reading, English, and speech.

Universitx Staff DevRiument Ealmal

We submit that, as in all areas of education, "teachers of
teachers must first be taught." Th-e NCATE standards speak to the
need for university staff development programs. We assert that

, sUch programs must assuredly include knowledge, skills, and
,attitud'es e'ssential to bidialectal education.

Inservice Education

lnservice should be provided for total staff in local
schools, including both the,professional and nonprofessional
personnel. Since all staff members communicate with and
influence students in various ways, all should become
knowledgeable about NSE as well as models of stdndard speech.
Workshops conducted by knowledgeable higher education faculty
could have a positive effect on the school staff and, ultimately,
on students. School board members as well as central office
personnel find building administrators should participate in staff
development programs.

Human Services..0110....lifa
0.

Finally, since societal ch.anges have indicated the need fur
human service professionals in nonschool settings, teacher
education programs have begun to acknowledge the need to prepare
educators for positions in other thap, school environments. Human
service personnel must become knowlageable about the concept of
bidialectal education. Lillitations that derive from NSE extend
beyond the schools and pervade all human encounters.
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C6ACLUSION

The misconceptions and controversy surrounding NSE will no
doubt continue for years to come. Meanwhile, millions of NSE'
speaking youth will continue to be undereducated or miseducated.
For educators .who wish to help complete the process of
educational equity for these millions of youth, a place to begin

yf has been suggested.

Becoming'bidialectal offers students a best of both worlds
existence. Bidialectal students Would be able to retain the
functional language, whieh allows full participation in their own.
culture. At the same time, they will be gaining a language
necessary to participate more fully in the culture of the
mainstream. Without suchymainstream participation, financial
gains are less available, which often negatively affects the
richness of the subculture%

Thus, it is incumbent upon teacl,ers, administrators, teacher
organizations, parents, and the Community to exert their efforts ,
towards bidialectal education. Bidialectal education must become'"\7,
as much a part of the schools' curricula as r,eadkng, writing,band'
arithmetic.

GLOSSARY

The following definitions are those of tho authors. Linguistic
and/or other definitions of the same terms may differ from those
listed below. However, the terms as defined, best convey the
intended meanings of the authors.

APPALACHIAN ENGLISH (AE) refers to the gramm'atical, phonological,'
and syntactical Leatures and the vocabulary found to characterize
the speech of disproportionate numbers of individuals in or from
the geographic area of the Appalachian Mountains.

BLACK ENGLISH (BE) refers to the grammatical, phonological, and
syntactical featured and the vocabulary found to characterize the
speech of disproportionate numbers of Black Americans.

GRAMMATICAL is the adjectival form of GRAMMAR and refers to the
various parts of speech and their relationship and use in spoke
.and written language. (SE: He has ten cents; NSE: He have ten
cent.).

NONSTANDARD ENGLISH (NSE) and NONSTANDARD USAGE (NSU) refer to
systematic deviations from standard English/usage as
characterized by the spoken and/or written language of
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disproportionate numbers of native English-speaking cultural

groups. NSE and NSU are used synonomously throughout the paper.

PHONOLOGICAL is the adjectival form of PHONOLOGY and refers to

the sound system of a language, including how individual words

ave pronounced. (SE: these, them, that; NSE: dese, dem, dat,

or 'ese, 'em, 'at.)

SLANG refers to devised vocabulary (words and/or phrases).

substituted for standard/mainstream vocabulary. Such vocabulary

is used and undeystood by a particular group of individuals.

(Slang: bad threads; Mainstream vocabulary: beautiful clothes.)

Slang is subject to continual change, although some words/phrases

that signify concepts important to the group may remain constant.

Some observations regarding slang, particularly Black slang, aA
in order. First, as slang words/phrases are picked up and used

by the dominant society, they tend to be dropped of used less by

the group that originated them. Further, society tends to misuse

and/or overuse such terms. MisuSe distorts their oritginal
meaning and overuse tends to lessen their impact or effectiveness

of use. For example, a cigarette company recently advertised its

product as "having it all together." An object cannot have it

all together. Individuals can cause it to beTogether, or it

could be described as a "together cigarette." However, the

object itself cannot be described as having it together.

Second, slang, while it may be an integral part of individuals'

speech (e.g., teens and young adults), must not be confused with

colloquial speech or with the regional vocabulary of a particular

racial/ethnic/cultural group.

Finally, slang (as well as NSE) is often referred to as "street

talk" by the dominant society. To many Black adults slang is

merely "jive," "hip," foolish," or "silly" talk. To them, street

talk is "nasty talk" (profanity).

STANDARD ENGLISH and STANDARD USAGE refer to the English/usage

taught in schools with respect to grammar, phonology, syntax, and

vocabulary. The terms are used synonomously throughout the

paper.

SYNTACTICALQis the adjectival torm of SYNTAX and refers to word

order or arrangement of words in phrases/sentences. (SE: I

asked if I could go with them; NSE: I asked could I go wi h

them.)

VOCABULARY refers to words (either individual or collective)

commonly used and understood by a considerable community. (SE:

carry; NSE: tote, bring. SE: very ill; NSE: low sick.)
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Chapter 7

PERSONAL CULTURAL ORIENTATIONS AND EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES

Edna Mitchell
Marilyn Watson

Although pluralism has been a 'continuouso strong theme in
this nation, differences have caused us to feel uncomfortable and
threatened. We have tried to be "color-blind" and "dialect deaf"
because we have not known how to welcome, respect, and appreciate
the variations among people. Therefore, it is essential that
.educational policies and practices become multicultural. This
will accomplish two things: Ensure that each child has an equal
opportunity to succeed and foster among us a respect for the
diversity that exists in this country.

CAUSES OF SCHOOL FAILURE: A THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

Traditionally, the American educational system has required
culturally different students to rapidly assimilate the dominant
culture and language. Through this process, students began to
see their people, language, culture, and even themselves as
undesirable. Education as we have known it has not operated as
the great equalizer (Katz, 1975). Many aspects of academic aQd
social failure of youth have been studied, and the blame has been
placed at several sources. Three major deficit models focus on
weaknesses rather than strengths: the genetic deficit model, the
cultural deficit model, and the ecological deficit model. At
flrst, major explanatilps of the differential school achievement
of the poor and some minorities placed the blame on the child.
Later explanations blamed the parents and sometimes the teachers.
Finally the total environment created by society was blamed.
None of these models examined possible interactions of these
variables with educational programs.

Edna Mitchell, Ph.D., is Professor and Head of the Department of
Education at Mills College in Oakland, California; and Marilyn
Watson, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Educat\ion and Acting
Director of the Children's School at Mills College.
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Supporters of the genetic deficit model argue that special
educational programs are needed to train the genetically
different for separate roles in society (Jensen, 1972).
Supporters of the cultural deficit model argue that special .

educational programs are needed to offset the negative effects of
a student's family and culture. Early programs to expose
minority children to middle-class culture and to teach minority
parents more effective interaction skills have been proposed to
offset cultural deficit.

On the other hand, supporters of the ecological deficit
model argue that the school Performance of minority children can
he significantly alterad only by changing the unfair and
oppriessive nature of society. Ecological factors such as
inferior housing, poverty, and reduced educational opportunities
are identified as the most important factors determining poor
educational performance (Ogbu, 1978). In this model it is
believed that most minorities experience a clash between family
and school socialization patterns. However, some minorities
succeed academically (e.g., "autonomous minorities" such as Jews
and Mormons, and "immigrant minorities" such as Chinese and
Japanese). Ogbu concluded from this that culture clash is not.

the cause of school failure for minorities. Rather, he believes
the cause is in ecological factors which differentiate the
"caste-like" minorities (Blacks and Mexican Americans) from the
autonomous and immigrant minorities.

Ogbu's study of schooling in a low income, ethnically
heterogenous neighborhood identified ecological factors as
important in determining school achievement. But his dismissal
of culture clash as an important cause of school failure,seems
premature, even though some minority students succeed

academically. School success or failure may depend on the
4nature, the subtlety, and the complexity of the culture clash.
An examination of two groups identified as academically
successful by Ogbu will!help clarify this issue.

Although Japanese Americans have experienced a cultural
variance between home and school, a congruence of values and
behaviors have facilitated stfccess in school. DeVos (1975)
explained that success as follows;

Immigrant Japanese parents and the Japanese-American
community emphasized values of conformity, respect for
authority, and the impOrtance of academic education that
converged with the values and expectations of United States
school personnel. This facilitated the academic success of

Japanese-American students and influenced teachers to
attribute positive social identities to them. (DeVos, 1975,

p. 36)
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Jewish children, particularly thirty to fifty years ago, .

also experiqnced severe disjuncture between home and school
values and procedures. However, in Jewish culture srthe respect
for learning, independent and analytical reasoning, and the
importance of scholarship and personal achievement promoted
success in the'American educational system. These two cases
suggest that one needs to know the nature of the cultured.
confrontation between school and home to determine whether
culture clash may affect a student's educational performance.

Although numerous ecological factors affect a student's
successful performance in school, many factors are beyopd the
direct control of educators. Poverty, substandard housing, and
limited occupational opportunities are underlying social problems
that the schools cannot solve. Educators must concentrate on ths
factors they can control. This chapter elaborates on one of
these factors: the socialization patterns of school's that are
dysfunctional with those of some families and minority cultures.
It is our thesis that school programs can be devised for students
who have been socialized in ways that often clash with the
practices of schools. In the past, educational programs for
culturally different students attempted to achieve equal
opportunity by making all students alike. We propose a model of
unequal or different educgtional programs designed to fit rather
.than clash with unequal of different family socialization.
patterns. In order to.design such programs we need to know the
family and cultural socialization patterns of cultutal groups.

THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY IN ESTABLISHING LEARNING MODES

Aspects of learning culturally transmitted through
acculturation and socialization take shape during the first few
days of a newborn's life. The parpnts' handling of the infant,
responses to the child, and expectations for behavior in early
childhood shape the individual's style of learning. Learning is
transgenerational and must be viewea as an aspect of the cultural
milieu. Unfortunately, the content%and method of education
within the family and primary group are often substantially
different from that of formal schooling. This difference may
create serious conflicts in values resulting in alienation of the
child from the school and from the child's own culture (Mitchell,
1976; Leichter, 1977).

, Children learn to interpret and evaluate their own
experiences through the frames of reference used by those around
them. When they are confronted with disparate frames of
reference in their homes and in school, severe disjunction
between the

(
two may hamper their suessful adaptation to the
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school context. In the United States this is a problem for many

children of non-knglo and non-midqe-class backgrounds.

Until recently approaches to this dilemma have .ocused on
deficiences within the family or the home envitonmen Some

psychologists have suggested that "deprived" homes provide
!'inadequate sensory stimulation" (Hunt, 1972). However, other
researchers have found that there is stimulation in the
lower-class home, but it is not clear or distinctive to the child
(Kagan, 1968). Another group of researchers has found that there
is too much stimulation in the lower-class family. The
bombardment of undifferentiated stimuli creates'an environment in
which the young child learns inattention rather than attention
(Deutsch, Katz, and Jensen, 1968).

Thi,s area of study is complicated by ethnic prOup
stereotypes, which result in the establishment of firmly
entrenched myths about families. Moynihan (1965) has perpetuated
one of these myths--the notion of the instability and
disorganization of the poor, Black family. This particular myth
is generally accepted by educators as an explanation for failure
in school, but it has not been substantiated.by research. 0

Evidence from many studies refutes this widely accepted view of
non-Anglo, non-middle-class families. (Valentine)and Valentine,
1975; Billingsley, 1973, 1968; Hill, 1971; Kunkel and Kennard,
1971; Murray, 1970; McAdoo, 1978; and Young,1970).

Our "educated" perspective of child rearing iS ethnocentric.
We are often not aware that mabst children, now as in the past,
have lived in cultures far different from that of middle-class

America. Teachers are not equipped with an adequate
cross-cultural perspective to help them understand that certain
characteristics valued by middle-class standards are not
universally valued. These include our focus on cognitive rather

than affective or social delwlopment; and the emphasis on
self-reliante, self-confidence', and independelice at the expense
of interdependence, cooperation, and concern for the common good
of the group.

Every culture has a formula for parental behavior that is
relatively stable over time. If we are to educate children in
our culturally pluralistic society without disrupting their ties
to their families and cultures, we must understand how the family
educates. As educators, we need to know more about the styles of
learning valued within the family setting. We need to design
modes of teaching and learning within schools:A:hat will not
violate the learning principles that permeate family life.

The major dimensions to be examined in "learning within the
family" are those in which misunderstanding in the school most
frequently arises: (1) the role of the individual versus the
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grow, or compet,ftlen versus cooperation; (2) modes of verbal
interaction andthe culturally specific rules for talking to
others; (3) physical communication, its uses and characteristics;
(4) written versus aural communication; and (5) orientation
toward time.

Cooperation and Competition

7.

In the American public schbol, children are motivated
through a competitive structure. They ake encouraged to "do
their own work,".and to compete in situatPns modeled after
television shows or competitive sports. Often girls compete
against boys, one group of students is pitted against another, or
the individual--with a sense of personal isolation, competes
against the total group. While competition does permeate much of
our Society, it contradicts the behavior approved by many
families in American subcultures. NoncompetitiVe behavior is
emphasized in these families. Many studies have shown that
children from rural or low socioeconomic levels tend to be .more
cooperative than those from middle-class families. A reversal of
the Anglo view of competition is frequently found in Black
families where competition and individual excellence are
encouraged in play situations, but cooperation is encouraged in
work (Bennett, 1979).

Verbal Interaction

Adult-child verbal interaction also varies according to the
subculture. Middle class children learn to expect adult
questioning. Young Jewish children growing up in New York City
are,continually encouraged to ask questions about what is being
taught while it is being taught. They learn to question and
discuss, and even to show proper a,ttention by interrupting an
explanation with a question (Lpngstreet, 1978). On the other
hand, many Black children interpret the question-answer
elicitation as hostile because it occurs most frequently at home
when the adult is angry with the child (BenntAt, 1979). Student
verbal behavior in the classroom cannot be understood apart from
the culture of the home.

The myth that low income families--particularly Blacks--have
limited language competence has been debunked (Labov, 1973).
Black children from lower -socioeconomic levels are continually
immersed in verbal stimulation. However, questioning is not used
as a mode of friendli inte.raction within the family as in the
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Jewish family. In fact, adult-child verbal interaction is found

to be less than peer verbal interaction in Black communities..
For instance, Ward (1971) found that children and adults in a
rural Black community near New Orleans did not converse.
Although adults gave,directives to children, the bulk of the
children's verbal activity was with the community of peers .

caretakers, and charges. In classrooms these children also

tended to be verbally unresponsive to teachers.

Boggs (1972) found a similar pattern in another culture.
Haweiian chirdren would not respond individually to direct
questions from an adult, nor would they ask questions of an adult
when interacting in a one-to-one situation. They were quite
verbal, however, in exchanges with peers, in collective
interaction with adults, and in spontaneous (self-initiated)
remarks directed to the teaclier. In a school situltion Anglo
teachers were unsuccessful in imposing their own s-cructures of
participation on students. Hawaiian and Hawaiian-oriented
teachers, though, were able to coordinate their instructional
strategies with student patterns of verbal interaction. This was

accomplished largely by avoiding direct questioning of
individuals and allowing the childen to relate to adults as a

group. This is consistent with the reports of Young (1970) on
Black verbal interaction, and of Dumont (1972) on Native American

classroom responses.

Physical Communication

Two nonverbal systems of communic tion have been studied

systematically: body movement (kinesics), and use of space

(proxemics). In kinesic communication, messages are conveyed

visually through facial expressions, gestures, and postures.
Although some elements of kinesic behavior appear to be grounded
in the autonomic nervous system and to be common to all humans,
there are also cross-cultural variatiàns in kinesic reactions and

patterns. Facial characteristics, head movements, and gestures

carry culturally defined messages. For example, a Japanese will
typically smile when conveying tragic news, while Anglo-Americans
will avoid smiling under the same circunstance (Birdwhistell,
1970).

Tduching, eye contact, loudness of voices, the orientation
in space of people's bodies to one anothqr and at distances
appropriate to maintain are all culturally determined forms of
proxemic communication. Edward Hall (1966), the pioneer in this

field, has shown that proxemic patterns pervade cultural systems

so thoroughly that arIchitecture, design and placement of
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furnishings, attitudes toward nature, and even styles of art also
are affected by them.

Each of us defines our personal space--the distance we
prefer to maintain from nonintimates during interaction. When
these territbrial zones are invaded, we are likely to respond
with anxiety, anger, or withdrawal. In large measure, personal
space is culturally patterned, although personality also seems to
dcAermine the arrangement of interpersonal space. Interpersonal
touching, such as handshakes, holding any part of the arm, or
slapping/patting on the back may be interpreted in different ways
by different cultural groups. Thus, student behavior in the
classroom, verbal and nonverbal, cannot bc understood apart from
the family training system that established the early
communication patterns.

Written Versus Aural Communicaion

Although mainstream culture and schooling emphasizes
learning through the written word, many cultures have an oral
'tradition. In oral language, words have tremendous power and are
often used as devices to establish dominance. The style of
delivery may be as-important as the words used. Within an oral
tradition, words are used for their power and performance
qualities rather than always for their literal meanings.

Orientation Toward Time

One of the values of the middle-class Anglo school is the
special orientation toward time--using it, saving it, and
focusing on the future. Spanish-speakers and Native Americans
are described as having a "present time orientation" rather than

sa "future time orientation." Time is seen as a continuum; each
day is lived as it comes with no strong concern about tomorrow;
patience rather than action is stressed. A lack of concern for
time schedules is one behavorial outcome of this cultural
orientation.

Although this is often labeled as a present time
orientation, Liebow (1967) suggests that it may just be a
different way of viewing the future:

What appears as a present-time orientation to the outide
observer is, to the man experiencing it, as much as future
orientation as that of his middle-class counterpart. The
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difference between the two lies not so much in their
different orientations to time as in their different
orientation to future time or more specifically, to their
different futures. As for the future, the young
street-corner man has a fairly good picture of it...It is a
future in which everything is uncertain except the ultimate
destruction of his hopes and the eventual realization of his

fears. The most he can reasonably look forward to is that
these things do not come too soon. (Liebow, 1967,
pp. 64-68)

Liebow was describing men on the street corner of an inner city

slum. However, time orientation for Native Americans and
Hispanic Americans does not derive from desperation and futility
or from frustration with the dominant culture; it has roots in

traditional ways of life. LeShan (1952) found that time
orientation varies systemically with social class, but no one has
demonstrated that cultural differences in the concept of time
actually affect or impede intellectual growth. It may be'shown
that a preoccupation with doing things on time and our rush
toward the future are values hazardous to human health.
Nevertheless, these values are conveyed through the schools.

INDIVIDUAL LEARNING STYLES

There is some ambiguity and confusion surrounding the term
"learning style"-- a term sometimes used synonymously with
cognitive style. We will be using the definitions and categories
developed under the "cognitive style" research of Kagan, Moss,
and Sigel (1963), Witkin and his associates (1967), Ramirez and
Castaneda (1974), and especially the work of Cohen (1971). Other
work in this area is as yet, embryonic and imprecise, therefore
not useful to this discussion.

It is often difficult to distinguish between individual and

cultural characteristics in learning. Cross-cultural research
indicates that certain logical operations are universal, but that

usage of these basic operations differs cross-culturally. There

is considerable evidence that early cognitive training within the

family plays a critical part in establishing an individual's
orientation in later learning. The differences found in
cognitive styles seem to be shaped by the social and cultural
contexts of learning rather than by genetic differences. Based

on research among the Kpelle of Liberia and the subsequent
comparative study of school children in the United States, Cole
and his associates concluded that:
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Cultural differences in cognition reside more in the
situations to which particular cognitive processes are

. applied than in the existence of a process in one cultural,
group and its absence ip another. (Cole, et al., 1971,
p. 233)

This may be equally true of cognitive style.

Evidence about schooling in this country indicates that,an
analytic approach to learning is promoted and valued. Students .

are trained to use this approach for a wide range of
circumstances. At the same time, children who do not utilize the
analytic style are less likely to succeed in school tasks.

Cross-cultural studies of the use of systems of logic
indicate that westerners are prone to look for lineal relations.
Sequennces through time or space, such as one thing becoming
another in a linear transition (growth from seed to plant, for
example), tracing cause to effect, and relating means to ends
seem natural in western perception. Persons from other cultures,
however, are able to see the pattern and wholeness of each event.
No connection is made with time, no direct line is drawn between
cause and effect. Situations are seen as patterned wholes, as a
unity, rather than as discrete parts connected in a direct line
in time (Cole et al., 1971; Cole and Gay, 1972; Cole and
Scribner, 1974; and Luria, 1977).

Three relatively distinct learning styles have been
identified by pschologists Kagan, Moss, and Sigel (1963):
analytic-descriptive, inferential-categorical, and relational.
In the analytic style, learners isolate parts from the whole.
They also abstract salient information from the stimulus field
and sepatate the relevant from irrelevant parts. The relational
cognitive style, in contrast, involves strategies that emphasize
the holistic, pattern-s.ensitive processing mode. In this style,
stimuli are treated only in terms of the contextual field in
which they are embedded. Users of the analytic style are able to
resist the distracting influence of immediate perceptual
experience, while users of the relational style are less
resistant to the influence of the contextual experience.

The psychological literature suggests that cognitive styles
are either predetermined by the natureSof the organism or the
result of idiosyncratic early experLences that have developed
into learning pathways (Cohen, 1971). Analytic and relational
style learners have quite different characteristics with lespect
to attention span, preference in reading material, friendship
styles, and even language style (Bernstein, 1964).
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Kagan, Moss, and Sigel found each conceptual style to be

,
associated with either of two orientations: egocentric or

.stimulus-centered. Egocentric orieniation involves the tendency

to classify concepts in terms of personal,,affective

considerations. Stimulus-centered orientation involves the

tendency to classify concepts in terms of aspects of the stimulus

itself. Kagan and his asseciates have implied in their reSarch

that the analytic style, or field independence, is superior

developmentally to field sensitive, or relational cognitive

style. They also have implied that the two processes appear to

be interdependent, although one may be dominant in a given

individual's cognitive repertoire.

Cohen and her associates (1971) argue that these polar

styles are mutually incompatible, rather than merely

preferentially used, in the learning of the school-age child.

The evcentric orientation is specifically associated with

relational style, and stimulus-centered with analytic style.

They have isolated four general types of cognitive style: the

two polar opposites of analytic and relational and two

combination types of flexible and conflict-concrete. The

combination types display some elements of both relational and

analytical styles. Unlike other authors mentioned, Cohen

emphasizes that all four cognitive styles allow for the

acquisition of large bodies of information and the development of

high levels of abstraction. The stylesdiffer primarily in (1)

the mode of abstraction used to)process salient information from

an el/WI, and (2) the way in which this information is organized

with respect to the individual and to the context as a whole.

Cognitive style is not considered to be an accurate

predictor of learning capacity or intelligence, and can be

altered through school experience. Since learning tasks in

schools favor the analytic mode, children with that cognitive

style have a higher rate of success on tasks requiring analytic

skills. For example, Ramirez and Castaneda (1974) found that

Chicano children were typically field sensitive and relational in

dognitive style. Because teaching.usually favors the analytical

mode, many Chicano students face cultural disjunction in school.

This contributes to learning difficulties in school and to the

development of negative personal identities. In order to succeed

in this learning situation, Chicano children must renounce many

of the values taught in their homes and ethnic community,

In a study of learning styles among Native American

children, Cazden and John (1971) found that learning in these

cultures is more visual than verbal, learning is accomplished

more by independent observationjthan by verbal communication.

Within many Indian communities visual acuity and discrimination

traditionally have been emphasized, interpersonal communication

has involved the use of very subtle cues. In most schools
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Indian children encounter inevitable cultural disjunction.
Rohner (1965) describes this conflict for the Kwakiutl: " They
typically learn by observation, manipulation and experimentation
in their native setting, but...must learn by verbal instruction,
redding and writing in the classroom." (Rohner, 1965,
pp. 334-335)

Dayto-day participation in any social group shapes the
method of thinking about self, things, and ideas, which are
necessary components of group participation. Cohen has
identified family interAction patterns that are related to
cognitive style. She found polarities in family interaction and
in friendship group organization, which she calls
"shared-functionP and 'formal styles" of group organization. The
relational style was found to be associated with shared-function
socialization settings. The analytic style was more often
associated with formal primary group participation. In shared
function groups, critical functions such as leadership are
periodically performed or widely shared by all members of the
group.

Cohen also found that some people function in both analytic
and relational modes. She hypothesized that some students had
either selected or structured their friendship groups td conform
to their conceptual styles. Students with mixed analytic. and
relational responses had had experience in both types of primary
groups. The direction of movement was important in predicting
future performance, considering that family impact had occurred
earlier in time than that of the friendship group. A conflict
pattern wa s. c.reated by the mixed styles group, and was found most
often among girls. The interactive effects of the factors that
shape cognitive style with those that shape socialization in the
subgroup can produce different outcomes, which can be traced
within a family or subgroup.

Teachers can learti to identify preferred Modes of
communication (both verbal and nonverbal), Par ticipation, and the
dominant learning style of students. However, it is not enough
for teachers just to recognize ancf plan for differences in
learning styles. They must also understand the way in which a
child has learned to relate to other children--the way in which a
child functions within a group. Traditionally, schooling has
occurred in an environment that primarily values the analytic
mode of learning. Competition and individual achievement are
promoted. This is often done at the expense of family and
friends, destroying the foundations of a child's cognitive and
affective life. Researchers and educators have assumed the
relative superiority of analytic modes, while the features of
other learning styles have remained largely unexamined.
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EDUCATORS CAN BE THE LINK BETWEEN HOME AND SCHOOL

Cmltures differ in their assumptions about human nature,
motivation, and the function of education. Cultures that

emphasize the malleability of children are likely to emphasize

careful, deliberate instruction of the young, so that they will

grow up to be respectable group members. Other cultures view
children as dIstinct personalities at llirth; children can be

taught skills and knowledge but the personality cannot be shaped

through education. Teaching procedures in these cultures will

differ radically from each other. Children also learn to
interpret and evaluate their own.experiences through frames of

reference used by those around them; they quickly acquire,the
prevailing attitudes toward learning, other learners, and

teachers. When students are confronted with disparate frames of

reference in their homes and in school, the discontinuity.between

the two may hamper their attempts to adapt successfully in the

school context.

In the remainder of this paper we will describe some of the

specific difficulties children from diverse cultural backgrounds

experience in school. We will also examine the barriers teachers

may have to overcome and the'strategies they can use to foster

cultural pluralism in the classroom.

Family Values and the School

Many minority families strongly believe in the value of

education. Rosalie Wax (1967) found strong hopes about educatioT"-

among Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Sioux, and the urban poor. In a

comparison of Sioux dropouts with'dropouts from other cultural

groups, she found that attitudes toward education were

surprisingly similar. They all hoped that education would

provide a better life for their children.

However, ethnic identity is being eroded. Conflict between
generations within each cultural group is rapidly increasing as a

result of social change, economic stress, and socialization

through school And other agencies. For example, tbe increase of

youth gangs in urban Chinatown (Huang, 1976; Rice', 1977) since

1965 is not so much a result of discontinuity between the

cultures of home and school as it is a result of the immigration

of new Chinese from Hong Kong. These newer Chinese represent a

different dulture. The newly arrived youth come quickly into

conflict with both the youth and the older generation of Chinese

Americans in the older ethnic communities.

X"p

,
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Even in Chinese families who have been American for many
generationS there is a new uncertainty about coping with cultural
changes. Parents are often ambivalent about how strongly to
insist upon retention of traditional practices when their
children seem determined to assimilate the customs of mainstream.
America.

New immigrant-i from Asia, especially the Vietnamese, provide
another facet to an already complex picture of diversity in.
culture and language in the classroom. A common remark xade by
teache1 1 about these children is "They are so sweet and so well
behaved:" . Unfortunately, these teachers may not find it
necessary to make adaptions to the classroom instruction in ordey
to minimize the quiet clash of cultures they are unable to
observe.

High fertility rates and lack of employment opportunities
for Lhe male heads of many Spanish-speaking households have
placed these families under great stress. Furthermore, economic
necessity, generational conflict, and a desire to prove their
masculinity have led a disproportionate number of Mexican-
American men to drop out of school and to enlist in the armed
forces. This has increased the lumber of female heads of
households causing a contradiction of valums for the
MexicaneAmerican child. Students often experience generational
and role conflict withia the fami3y. In the school they
experience a lack of respect for their culture (e,g., Anglefcized
names, instruction rarely in Spanish, etc.). The development of
a posinve identi.ty occurs within the peer group where xhe values
of manliness and personal honor accepted in Chicano culture can
be pursued.

In tTaditional Asian and Chicano cultures, women
(particularly mother figures) are not strong centers of authority
or models of identification for male students. When he
authority :igure in school is female, her behavior in managing a
boisterous classroom seems inappropriate. The teacher's use of
authority, use of the voice, application of strategies for
classroom management, methods of conducting class discussion, and
use of physical gestures and simple questioning techniques may be
interpreted differently'by children from various cultures.

The Teacher in the'Culturally Diverse Classroom

The cultural identities of teachers, and thc.,, classroom roles
they assume, are also important determiners of the style of
clas,room interaction. One role with which teachers frequently
identify iS that of semi-parent--usually no mother. Attitudes
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eximessed toward students and sanctioPs applied to their behavior

center on love, approval, acceptance, and the threat of their

loss. Teachers with a middle-class orientation frequently use

terms of endearment, tactile displays, and other parent-like

expressions (Henry, 1959, 1963; leacock, 1969). However, the

discussion of the school'as a conveyor of middle-class values/

does not negate the findings of Lortie (1976) regardiWg the /

lower-class origins of teachers. Talbert (1970) suggests that

the style of some Black teachers--a harsh, nearly authoritarian

stance that seems to express a lack of respect for students--may

reflect the child-rearing practices of their mothers. Thus; for

some children this teacher belavior is consistent with the role

of the mother in the home.

Teachers from various ethnic or racial backgrounds have been

reared in different social contexts and hold different

-expectations for students. Gottlieb (1964) found that white

teachers tended tc blame the children and their parents for

educational proble... while Black teachers blamed the physical,

environment. Persell .1977) reported four studies that found

Black teachers to be semewhat more favorable than white teachers

in their expectation toward all children.

In a study of teacher transfer and teacher attitude, Becker

(1960) reported that some Chicago teachers chose to remain in a

lower-class school until they could transfer to a more desirable

middle-class school. When they had the opportunity to transfer,

they no longer wished to move. These teachers had adjusted their

style for teaching lower-class children and could not contemplate

the radical changes necessary to teach middle-class children:

For instance, they had learned to discipline childrefi in ways

objectionable to middle-class parents; they had also become

accustomed to teaching standards too low for a middle-class

school. These teachers had been so shaped by their responses to

the school culture that they feared their teaching skills were

not transferable and that.new ones would be too difficult to

learn. They felt they had no choice but to remain.

This decision is not unrealistic. The cultures of

middle-class schools are usually quite different from those of

the inner city; the styles.of teaching may seem foreign to each

other. Schools in upper middle-class suburbs are more likely to

adopt open classrooms permitting greater student participation

and direction of activities, less direct supervision and

behavioral control, more electives, fewer rules, and more

negotiation over those that do exist. In general, greater stress

is placed on individual development and internalized st.ndards of

control. All those freedoms of choice lre functional in

preparing upper middle-cIass students far the relative freedom

they will have in setting their work schedules in contrast with

,wage and hour arrangements or fixed schedules of lower-level,
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salaried workers. These youngsters are being socialized to be
the "bosses," while those in the inner city schools are being
prepared to be the woileers'or the intermittently employed. The
former will learn to give the or4ers, the latter to follow them
(Behn, 1974).

Many teachers type low income minority parents as
uneducated, uncommitted to the value of schooling, and
unconcerned with their children's academic success. However,
Ogbu (1978) shows that this identification is based on inaccurate
assumptions. Nevertheless, teachers and other school personnel
label students and interpret their behavior based on these
assumptions. Ogbu indicates that visible "involvement," such as \
working in the PTA and contacting the teacher s interpreted as
an indication of interest and the "right" attitude. This, in
turn, affects the teacher's,perception of the child. Teachers
who lack training in cultural differences often evaluate the
manner and behavior of parents as well as students by
middle-class Anglo standards. This xesults in teachers having
limited and largely negative expectations for minority students.

Or educators may attempt to ignore cultural differences in
an effort to avoid prejudice. fist (1978) describes one school
administration's policy of "color blindness" which actually
denied the reality and validity of the differences in experience
and perception of Black children being bused. These children
became figuratively invisible as a result.

Perhaps the most obvious and blatant misunderstandings and
labelings occur as a result of speech differences. There is
evidence that speech cues are an important source used by
teachers to predetemine a student's success in school. Williams
(1970) and Shamo (Note 1) found that Michigan teachers rated
Black speakers as less likely to succeed academically than white
speakers. The teachers' lowered expe .ations and rejection or
lack tf awareness of students' values contribute to academic
failure. A situation is created where the victim is blamed for
the crime to which he was subjected (Ryan, 1971).

"Cooling-out" mechanisms are shown by Clark (1960) to be
self-fulfilling prophesies that educators have not examined
critically. These include soft persuasion such as pre-entrance
testing, which often leads to required enrollment in remedial
classes; a counseling interview before registration each semester
in which a student is told the chances for success in particular
courses; a special course called "orientation to college"
designed to help students evaluate their own interests,
abilities, and aptitudes for occupations; and probation.
Although similar cooling-out practices occur in elementary or
secondary schools, these have been analyzed only by Rosenbaum
(1976). Both Clark and Rosenbaum have f,ound that one's image of
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him/h6rself is molded by the images assigned by institutional
authorities and peers. Fate control, efficacx, and the knowledge
and skills to back' up these feelings are factors that schools,can

enhance or depress.

WhatSchools Can Do

Can teachers' perceptions of students be changed? George

Spindler (1974) advocated "cultural therapy" with anthropological
perspectives and skills for both inservice and preservice teacher

education. Bruce Fraser, at the Language Reearch Foundation in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, is attempting to develop a curriculum

for teachers that focuses on both the teacher-.' and sfudents'

language. However, there may be a limit to changes that can be

produced through merely understanding language. In her report of

a teacher education project in California, Landes (1965) said:
"When educators talk more about pupils than with them and their

families, separateness froirTEZ objects of atiEUssion forfeits
the experienccs words should mirror." (Landes, 1965, p. 64)

Inservice meetings, seminars, and courses to acquaint and

sensitize educators to the needs, characteristics, and the

strengths and weaknesses.of students are useful. However, in the

past these have mere often focused on the weaknesses and problems

than onthe strengths of culturally different chil4ren and

families.

Robert Slavin (197r reports that a 1974 analysis by the

Educational Testing Service indicated that teacher workshbps,
minority history, multiethnic texts, biracial student advisory
committees, and similar school programs made no difference in the
racial attitudes or interracial friendships of high school

students. Talking to teachers and students about cultural
differences did not seem to make much difference in racial

attitudes. However, one variable measured made a strong and
consistent difference; this was the assigning of interracial

,partners on school work. The outcome of such assignments was not

only improved interwirsonal relations, but also increased
academic performance tarough more time-on-task behavior. This

type of learning situation is harmonious with the relational

learning style of students socialized in a shared fu-eion social

group. At the same time, i seems academically produktive for

students from other backgrounds and with other cognitive styles.

if inservice training is to help teachers understand and

int(!ract with students and to facilitate interaction among
students, it must be more than course work, lectures, and talk.

Therp must be a combination of self-monitoring by the teacher and
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assimilation of npw understandings of self and others. There
must be opporttAities to interact, to listen, to observe
systematically, and to obtain feedback on one's own behaior as
the teacher-authority figure. Three phases of inservice
education need to be planned:

1. An awareness and recognition phase where appropriate
malerials and interaction with others will enable the
teacher to understand the nature and impact of prejudice.
and discrimination.

2. A .phase of appreciation and acceptance whe0 educators
will develop knowledge and.personal experience to
appreciate racial, cultural, and individual variations
as differences rather than as deficiencies.

1

3. An affirmative phase that leads to the development,
implementation, and evaluation of multicultural
experiences in the total schoql setting; this will
include an evaluation .of "cooling vut" mechanisms toed
on students,,of "closing out" attitudes and practices in
parent communication, and of "burn-out" teaching
behaviors that demoralize an entire school staff.

Teachers need substantive information about cultural groups.
Necessary ,information dncludes the history of groups; psychology
.and sociology, includinvfamily interaction patterns and
individual learning styles; physiology; economics and political
science; and linguistics. This information can be used to
evaluate curricula and classroom practices.

Wilma Longstreet,(1978) suggests sensitizing teachers to
their own cultural straight jackets by having them develop ethnic
profiles. These 'profiles would be based on segments of
information and ob'servation informally collected. James Spradley
and David McCurdy (1972) have developed a relatively simple
technique for an ethnographic studye This enables a teacher to
focus on the culture of a single class of children. They view
this as-a first step in determining and in some way.cataloging
the cultural behavior of children in order to more fully
understand them. More importancly, teachers should be trained to
create a classroom atmosphere where students of different
cultures can retain and develop their strengths and where they
can appreciate and share their cultural heritage and that of
others. We need te train teachers to be agents of change in
their respective institutions. Teachers should be stimufated to
innovate educational methods, techniques, and curricula. We
need, especially, te train teachers to move toward a fuller
sharing of the perspectives and goals of the families of their
students.
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Learning activities,should not only acknowledge the

existence of similarities and differences among people, but also

promote an examination of them. For example, every culture has

an oral tradition through which favored stories, songs, poems,

and proverbs have been passed down from one generation to the

next. Such tales reflect to fantasies, facts, superstitions,

ethical beliefs, and customs of a given culture.' At the same

time, thete tales present hopes, needs, experiences--an idea

. common to people in general.

Learning must capitalize on the student's language, family

structure, dietary and dressing patterns, religion, and beliefs.

It must be an exchange of ideas between the teacher and student

as well as among students. This should be a symmetrical

relationship where the student's wishes, rights, and intellectual

inputs are respeCted by the teacher, and the flow of messages is

balanced and meaningful. The symmetrical relationship would

diflepurage the rigidity, dishonesty, and incoherence of

411struction that inhibits the student's intellectual growth.

If equal opportunity for developing one's maximum potential

is to occbr for all children, we must vigorously protect and

respect the diversity of their families and cultures. We must

create different learning paOs appropriate to the learning

styles of individuals. Teachers should learn and use available

strategies to provide for these 41ifferences. While mud) more

research on the learning functions of the family is needed,

enough information exists for teachers to begin designing

appropriate curricula and instructional activities.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER pREPARATION
PROGRAMS IN. COLLEGES'AND UNIVERSITIES

The introduction of multicultural information, specifically

that related to the factors affecting learning, should come early

in the general program of study for,the prospective teacher. The

general education, or liberal studies, background of a teacher

should include courses from anthropology, sociology, psychology,

and ethnic studies, all of which provide a broad foundation of

information respecting multicultural issues.

A specific,course in the familysometimes titled "Child,

Family and Community," with a cross-cultural componentshould be

required in every teacher education program. The focus of this

course should be understanding parenting from many different

cultural,perspectives. The anthropological focus should he

streOed. This course woul,d not address the failures of the

-fami/y nor how to manipulate parents. It would instead
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concentrate on different patterns of behavior, aspirations,
interactions, child-rearing beliefs and practices,
problem-solving characteristics, and basic values within
families. It should highlight strengths and examine social
prejudice.

An interdisciplinary team-approach, drawing upon the
knowledge and expertise of persons from various disciplines, may
counteract the stereotyped thinking that sometimes emerges in
single-discipline courses. Team members should focus on the body
of knowledge available and its applications to education, but not
on applications alone as is often the case when prospective
teachers demand answers in the form of "What do I do when..?"

Throughout the total college education of the preservice
teacher, opportunities should be provided for cross-cultural
experiencesland learning. The teacher education program should
incorporate specific objectives about multicultural education and
about knowlecige of families specifically, in the overall
objectives of its program. This emphasis should then be
reflected through deliberate planning in the objectives of nearly
every course.

Films, other visual materials, readings, and discussion
groups should encourage clarification of knowledge,
identification of misconpeptions, and increasing awareness of
'personal bias. These eiperiences should be provided in the early
experiences of the preservice program. Following.an appropriate
orientation and introduction to the field, preservice teachers
should observe and interact with chitdren and families early in
their program. These observations shOuld be guided by an
instructor able t6 stress tke cultural strengths and differences
of children and families. Siich obkpetition experiences should
continue through student teaching. Student teachers should be

' afforded the opportunity for contact with families in which they
can explore communication beyond the parent conference.

While much time in teacher education programs is spent
developing skills in classroom teaching techniques, teachers also
aced to be trained to work with parents. The skills needPJ are
not how to "deal with" or manipulate parents, but how to near
what they say. Teachers need a knowledge base for listening and
understanding. They need to master techniques for open
communication, with cooperation as the goal. Strategies must be
developed to ensure that family-focused objectives are included
in preservice education. One necessary step is to involve
constituent groups from the community in program plannring and
evaluation. This can be done most successfully through advisory
committees with broad community representation... Another aspect
of community liaison is to systematically develop liaison and
communication with varioms community fgoups. This can be
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achieved through students' activities in course assignments as

well as through direct efforts of faculty and administration.

A final suggestion for implementation of the objectives of a

teacher preparation program which requires social science

knowledge from several fields is to develop a liaison system

within the college or university itself between relevant schools

and departments. In a time of limited resources and faculty

retrenchment, a new opportunity may be presented in which faculty

resources from many areas outside the College, School, or
Department of Education may be utilized to provide the kinds of

materials and experiences necessary without requiring additional

faculty.

CONCLUSION

In endeavoring to provide educational success for all

children, giving special attention to the uniqueness of childrm

from each culture, schools need to keep two goals as priorities.

Every conceivable effort must be made to enable each child to

learn the basic knowledge and skills necessary for participation

ia the society. However, children of different cultures need not

be forced into ill-fitting molds in order to acquire those

skills. Educational practices can and should be made flexible

enough to maintain respect for the individual chilAl, the family,

and the culture.
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Chapter 8

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS TRAINING
IN MULTICULTURAL TEACHER EDUCATION

4Niv ti
George P. Banks

Patricia L. Benavidez
e

Equal educational opportunity for all students has received

increased focus since the precedent Brown vs. Topeka Supreme
Court decision in 1954. The civil rights and women's movements

of the sixties and seventies have brought increasing pressure on
the schools to respond to the inequities that have occured as a

result of differential treatment of students. Many laws and
regulations have been implemented to ameliorate the deleterious

effects of past discrimination. Legislation such as Title IV,

Title VI, TItle IX, Bilingual Education Act, and, most recently,

Public Law 94-142 and the Vocational Educational Amendments have

far reaching implications for teacher education at both the

preservice and inservice level. One implication is that programs

must be developed to prepare teachers for delivering equitable

instruction to students of culturally diverse backgrounds.

An impertant ani effective program for preparing teachers at

all levels is ont be inning with interpersonal skills training.

This training improv s a teachbr's effectiveness in relating to

students by increasing the quantity and quality of interpersonal
responses (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a). It increases the
teacher's ability to learn about and work with culturally diverse

students. This training process includes the development,
practice, acquisition, and application of a sequence of
interpersonal behhviors leading to a specific goal (Carkhuff,

Pierce, Cannon, Berenson, Banks, and Zigon, 1977). In the

training process, the teacher also acOires judgement on the

appropriate use of these skills. \ .

These skills are also a cornerstone for other teaching

functions, such as content development, lesson plans, and

George P. Banks, Ph.D., is Project Directtir of the Multicultural

Inservice Training Project, Field Office of the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory in Federal Wan Washington;
Patricia L. Benavidez, M.A., is Field Represefftative of the

MulticuItural Inservice Training Project, Washington Educition
Association in Federal Way, Washington.
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instructional dbliveries (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a).
Interpersonal skills enable the teacher to teach with the student
in mind. Content, goals, and methods of teaching can be adjusted
to help all students achieve learning goals. Although
interpersonal skills training is not the only tool a teacher
needs in order to wOrk with all students, it is a basic one.
Therefore, an educational program that is multicultural must
consider the functioning interpersonal skills of the educators
involved. It cannot be assumed that the classroom teacher has ,

acquired a level of interpersonal functioning that establishes a
facilitative relationship with students of.diverse backgrounds.
Carkhuff and Berenson (1976b) found that teachers generally
function at less that minimally effective levels of interpersonal .

skills. Consequently, interpersonal skills training becomes an
important variable in working effectively with students of
diverse backgrounds. .

The..intent of this chapter is to examine,the preparation of
teachers in interpersonal skills for multicultural education.
This examination will include a review of relevant literature, a
consideration of goals for interpersonal skills training, the
presentation of a model for reaching these goals in multicultural_
education, and recommendations for incorporating these skills at
the preservice and inservice levels. The major demonstration
presented is the Multicultural Inservice Training Project (MITP)
in Washington State.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Many definitions of educational terms exist. Fur the
purpose of clarity and direction, several definitions and
discussion of terms used throughout the pap'er are presented.

1. Skill: a sequence of achievable behavior that can be
observed, measured, repeated, and taught, and that is
directed toward a specific, observable, measurable
objective (Carkhuff et al., 1977).

1. The Multicultural Inservice Training Project is funded by the
National Institute of Education under contract #
OB-NIE-G-78-0206. The project is a collaborative effort
involving the Northwest Regional gpucational Laboratory, the
Washington Education Association, local school districts and
education associations in rural, suburpan, and urban settings.
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2. Inter ersonal Skill: a sequence of achievable
interpersonal e avior that can be observedp measured,
repeated, and taught, and that incorporates responsive
and initiative factors. This behavior has established
validity for effective interpprional interaction as
determined along observable and measurable indices
(Carkhuff, et al., 1977).

3. IEliniu: a systematic process.for developing,
acquiring, practicing, and applying specific sttps
toward 4 precise goal over an t..xtended period of time
(Carkhurif, et al., 1977),

4. EmairicA_13!!: data, aquired through systematic
inquirythatmay validate a particular model or
training program for delivering tangible benefits.-

5. Multiculttiral Education:, preparation of teachers so
they may be responsive while delivering knowledge and
skills to students from differept cultural backgrounds.
As an educational process, it provides teachers with
'essential skills and knowledge so that their students
can learn and'grow physically, emotionally, and
intellectually.

6. Racism/Sexism:. Racism and sexism involve inferences
judgments, and resulting behaviors that detract from
implicit or explicit constructive goalaf
relationships. Racism and sexism occur when the
individuals engaged in a relationship do not build on
their race and sex differences and similarities to
explore where they are, understand where they want or
need to be,.and how to act to get there. Interpersonal
skills help with exploring, understanding, and acting
(Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a). To the degree,that a
teacher lacks interpersonal skills, the biases of
racism, sexism, or others can interfere with the goals
of constructive teaching/learning relationships.

Sel.eral assumptions underlie the use of interpersonal skills
to minimize racism, sexism, and other biases. One is that
effective interpersonal relationships have, a specific goal with
steps leading to it. The individuals in the ielationship are
fully involved and contributing to movement toward the goal.
When the teacher and student are fully involved, racism and
sexism are minimized in the classroom. When the goals of the
relationship are nonexistent, a vacuum is created within which
the growth of racism, sexism, or other biases take place.
Interpersonal skills give individuals the means of entering one
another's frame of reference, defining goals, and developing

//' stel5s to achieve the goals (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a).
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'Another assumption is that the differences and similarities
between individuals,can be used for better or worse in a
relationship. Interpersonal skills enable individuals in a
relationship to use these diffeFences and similarities for the
better, working toward meaningful goals (Carkhuff,.1972; Carkhuff
and .BerensOn, 1976a). :Interpersonal skills are a first step in
minimizing racism and sexism in teaching.

One of the goals of multicultural education programs is the
elimination of racism and sexism in the teaching/learning
process. 'However, the failure to translate these concepts into
ppetific, validated behaviors may limit the ability to reduce
sexism artd racism. The approach often undertaken in
multicultural education focuses on attitude change--increased
awarehess, analysis, and criticism of self and others. Often
such an apProach provides no specific procedures for action.
Participants may begin to doubt the value of the nonsexist,
nonracist behavior they posses'sed pLior to thek involvement in
the process. The situation may move from bad to worse in efforts

. to reduce racism and sexism.

These definitions seem to be based on the.false assumption
that racism, sexism, and other biases can be eliminated from the
educatjonal.process., The complexity of human nature negates such
a goal. The challenge remains to define racism and sexism in
behavioral terms which facilitate the utilizion of'individual
resources to bridge the gap between people of different or
similar experiences.

THE INTERACYION OF TEACHER BIAS AND
STUDENT ACHIEVHMENT AND BEHAVIOR

Several studies spbstantiate the imPortance of tAcher
skills and behavior in determining educational quality for
students.' The U.S. Civil Rights Commission'(1973) identified the
interaction between teacher and student as the key to the
educational process. The Commission stated, "The way the teacher
interacts with the student is a major determinant of the quality
of education the child receiv,es." Interpersonal problems arise
in teaching whensthere are race and sex differences between the
teacher and the learner. Teachers may have biases or
pre.conceived judgments about culturally different students.
These,hiases may lead to specific teacher behavio:rs, whith create
intel(Personal barriers for the involvement of.these students in
learning.
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The influence of teacher bias and expectancy on student
performance has received significant attention, due to the
pioneering work of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968): ,In spite of
the controversy about the methodology and interpretation of

/Rosenthal and Jacobson's finding (Elashoff and Snow, 1971), other
significant research has resulted with four major conclusions:

1. At this time the effects of teacher expectancy on .

student intelligence has not been proven. It may be
that over an extended period of time teacher *

expectancies could be shown to influence student
intellectual growth.

2. Under.the condition of a sttong teacher\expectancy,
student academic achievement likely to be.affected in
the drea of teacher-controlled achievement rather than
as a result of standardized achievement measures.

3. With a strong teacher expectancy there is likely to be
an influence on teacher behavior such as: (A) eliciting
and reinforcing a student's responses, (b) the kind'of
attention given to pupils, (c)the amount of teaching
actually attempted, (d), subjective scoring or grading of
student wrk, .(e) judgement di ratings of pupil ability
and probable success.

4. With a s-trong teacher expectancy there s rikely to be

an influence on student behaviortin terms of (a) the
kind of response given to the teacher, (b) the s,tudent',s,

initiation of activity, (c) appropric,e class behavior,.
.(d) feelings about school, self, and teacher.
(Summarized from Baker.and Crist, 19.71)

This research has profound implications for students with
cultural experiences different from those of the Majority group.
The observable aspects of a student's cultural experiences may
createnegative student expectancies on the part of the teacher.
This expectancy may influence student achievement, teacher
behavior toward the student, student behavior toward the teacher,
and student feeling toward sell. Barriers may then arise between
teacher And students, limiting student learning and involvement.

Several studies have shown that when teachers have a
negative bias toward culturally different students, ftarmful

expectancies for student achievement can be created. Brophy ahd
Good (1974) found that,undergraduate studentteachers
demonstrated their preference of behavior styles for learners in

the following order:

^
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1. rigid, conforming, and orderly

, 2. dependent, passive, and acquiescent.

3. flexi4e, gonconforming, and untidy.

4. independent, active, and assertive.

- Culturally different learners are often seen as independent,
active, and asgértive. Other demonstracions of teacher bias have
pointed to,the language and behavior of minority students (Brophy
and Gopd, 1974).- On hearing passages read-aloud, education
majors were mbre favorable to the language dialect and accent of
a white student than ot a Black student. The student teacherg
tende'd to ascribe moreapositive personality attributes to the
reading style of whites than of Bracks. Another study found that
white teachers associated'negative behavior charactristics to
Black students (Clark, 1964).

Teacher bias seems to extend to teacher behavior, creating
barriers to their involvement with culturally different students.
This bias can be indepen.ent orthe teacher's.race (RiSt, 1970).
jn a study oftMexican Ai-, rican education,,six categories of
teacher behavior were found to have statistically.§ignificant
differences in the bebavior of teachers, regardles's of race,
toward Anglo and Mexican American students (U.S.'Commission on
Civil. Rights, 1973). Teachers provided more praise and
encouragement, acceptance or use'of student ideas, questioning,
positive teacher resporiseg, and noncritizing teacher talk to
Anglo students than to Mexican American students. These barriers
to student interaction had a negative impact on student
involvement.

Similar findings were identified 4 teaching Black and white
students. Gay (1974) also found that teachers, regardless of
race, were more positive, encouraging, and iaiQforeing to white
students than to Black students. White students were given more
opportunities to participate in substantial academic interaction
with teachers. However, for Black students, the interaction with
teachers was primarily nonacademic, procedural, critical, and,
nonencouraging. Gay's findings suggest that teacher biased
behavior puts limits on meaningful student teacher interaction
and teacher inv.olvement with students of different races.

Statistics cited by the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (1975) reveal the impact of teachers' differential
treatment cif males and females. This research measured the
educational achievement of males and females in eight academic
areas:
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In the area of mathematics, science, social studies, and

citizenship, the invetigators found major disparities--with
males outranking females. Females consistently outperformed
males only in writing; maintained a slight advantage in one
area, music; and in, the remaining.two; reading and
literature, ranked above male achievement levels at age
nine, then dropped behind males at the agesof 26-35. The

puzzling result of the National Assessment is that in the
male-dominated areas, males and females at age nine showed
fairly equal scholastic achievement. By age 13, however,
females began a decline in achievement that continues'
downward through age 17 and into adulthood.

Based on these findings, McCune and Matthews (1978) concluded:

These results would sugs$:st that the differences may not be

,
the result of basic ability differences, but rather the
impact of the soci'alization experience on students; and that

as educators, it is our responsibility to identify those ,

forms of differential treatment in the classroom that may
contribute to .the different outcomes for males and females.

McCune and Matthews (1978) idefftified six kinds of bias to
classify the various forms of difIferential treatment of males and

females in classrooms: excluslon, stereotyping, fragmentation,
linguistic bias, imbalance, and unreality. Bach variable c'an be
described in operational terms of specific teacher behaviors that
adversely affect the potential success of male and female
stRdents. For example, in stereotyping a teachermay provide or
suggest different career options to two students of opposite'sex

but.with simtlar skills and capabilities, i.e., encourage the
male to become a doctor and the female a nurse. The same
variables can be transferred easily to delineate differential
treatment along other cultural dimensions--race, age, handicap,

etc.

Preferential teache behavior has also been identified for

different levels of student achievers and the handicapped.
Brophy and Good (1974) found that students perceived as high
achievers receive more response opportunities and more positive
feedback than classmates perceived as loW achievers. Because

many culturally different students are perceived'as low .

.'achievers, they may be vulnerable to teacher-biased behavior.
Gillespie and Frank (1974) found that differential treatment of
handicapped children on the basis of sex was observallle in both

teacher behavior and curriculum offerings.
I

The teacher's interpersonal'responses may exclude minority

students (Brophy and Good, 1974). In one study, researchers
observed two white and two Black female students being taught.by
a white teacher. .0ne white student made fourteen attempts to
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establi'A eye contact with the teacher and was successful eight
times. One of the Black students attempted forty-five,attempts
to make eye 'contact, but was Successful only four times. Further
analysis found that the white.student attempted to establish eye
contact as the teacher looked9around the room, .while the Black
studentattempted to establish eye contact when the teacher was
focused on 'a task. The white_student was successful with
affective reSponses with the teacher at times when the teacher
was receptive. However, the Black student responded at timeS
that were inappropriate and was unsuccessful. The latck of
teacher awareness and inappropriate student judgment created
barriers for minority student involvement in this classroom.

The llterature on multicultural education makes frequent
general reference to the importance of the interpersonal
dimension in working with students from diverse backgrounds
(Gollnick, Klassen, & Yff, 1976; Paris, Romero, Antillon,
Cavazos,.Najera, Santos, an*d Campos, 1978; Paris, RomeTo,
Antillon, Cavazos, Najera, & Santos, 1978; Paris, Romero,.
Cavazos, & Najera, 1978). .0ther writers refer to the
interp'ersonal dimension in terms of competencies and skills (Gay,
1977; Grant, 1977;" Holmes, 1977; Johnson, 1977; Sue. & Sue, 1977).
Also, 'a general reference is included in state guidelines for
multicultural, nonsexist education in.California, Iowa, and
Washington. hespite the recogn,ifion for better interpersonal
relations between teachers and students from different cultural
backgounds, little has beeddone to equip teachers with the
netessary skills.

However, promising directions do exist for addressing the
.interpersonal skills training of teachers for multicultural
education. Work by Judith Kleinfeld (1975) is worthy of note.
She cited cwo teacher factors related to success in the education
of Indian and Eskimo students. These were: (1).The teacher's
establishing an atmosphere of emotional warmth which offers a

persona)4zed relationship to the student; and (2) the teacher,'s
demand for high quality academic work. Interpersonal skills
training provides the teacher with the means for integrating
these responsive and initiative dimensions for affirmative

. teaching and student learning (Carkhuff and berenson, 1976;
McCune, 1978). Research dealing with interpersonal skills for
the minority experience illustrates this potential for
multicultural education.



'INTERPERSONAL' SKILLS TRAIN* AND THE
MINORITY EXPERIENCE

The interpbrsonal skills model of Carkhuff and Berenson
provide skills for teachers to use When relating to students Erom

'culturally diverse backgrounds and involving themAn learning.
The application of these skills in the classroom should,

significantly reduce racism; sexisM, and other detracting
jutIgments'amd, behaviors.

Social science literature has referred for some time to the
negative effect of racial differences on teaching and helping.
Banks (1971) warned educators against being preoccupied with the
negative attitude, or set, that a minority learnermight bring to
an educational situation. Instead, theolearning and preparation
of educators need to be addressed more carefully.

- In one stddy, eight Black male and female students worked
with fuur counselors: (a) an inexperienced counselor who had

received introductory traiining'in interpersonal skills; (I)) a

counselor with graduate.school background.who had cohsiderable'
interpersonal skills training; (c) a counselor with graduate
school background who had introdpctory interpersonal. skills
training and traditional counselor training; and (d)
traditionally trained, experienced counselor with a Ph.D. degree
in counseling (Banks, BerenSon, and Carkhuff, 1967). The
traditionally trained, experienced counselor had difficulty in
establishing a relationship with the students. The counselors
with varying degkees of interpersonal skills training were able
to bridge the raLial gap. This and related research suggests
that interpersonal skills training may be a preferred mode of
action for bridging the racial gap (Carkhuff, 1972).

In another project, Black parents and white teachers were .

trained to improve communication,betweeft races and between adults
and children (Carkhuff & Banks, 1971). 4raining was conducted
alternately by a white and a Black trainer. Communication
improved significantly within races, across races, across
generations within races, and across generations between races.
Trainees exhibited significant grarth in communication skills
independOnt of the trainer's race. As the teacher's skill level
increases, the negative impact of racial differences- on goals is

l'educed.

.Interpersonal.skills training-can also be used to integrate
minority community deeds and.the educational pfocess (Carkhuff
and Griffin, 1971a). Unemployed Black females and males were
trained to serve as human relations specialists in racially
integrated junior high schools. 1971). They were to facilitate
academic and social4adjustments of Black students in
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predominantly White schools. ,After extensive interpersonal
skills training, the specialists demonstrated significant gains
in both interpersonal skills and in positive impacts, on the
adjustment,of Black and White students.

Extending their work, th!a human relations.specialists
conducted.interpersonal akills,ltraining for white classroom

.

as part of inservice education courses (Griffin & Banks,
1969). In addition, the specialists taught about Black
experiences culture,* and hrst,ory. Participating teachers
visited coffilanity service agencies and taught Black children from
the community as part of the cpurs4. Through this inservice
experience, teachers became more aware of the Black exnerience;
and they sharpened the interpe'rsonal skil4s that helpedYthem to
relate more meaningfully to Black students.

In another projeCt, the human relations specialists trained
cla'ssroom teachers and school counselors in interpersonal skills.
Serving as team leaders with the teachers and counselors, the
specialists helped Black students adjust academically.and
socially to predominantly white classrooms (Carkhuff,'1970).

The significance,of the work of these human relations
specialists is that their potential had been developed through
interpersonal ski).1s training. Even though the specialists were
products of a negligent educational process, they were later able
to contribute to the adjustment of students to school and to
serve as reso6ces for professional educators of traditional
traihing. Thus, the educational-process and community can be
integrated for the teaching of minority students.

Interpersonal\ skills trainins has been conducted as
inservice courses, for teachers, teacher aides, social workers,
family assistants; and Head Start workers who teach minority

.

preschool chifdren (Bierman, Carkhuff & Santili, 1972; Carkhuff &
Griffin, 197'la). Participants reported that the trainilig was
positive compared to traditional preparation they had
experiehced. They also reported that the training contributed to
their overall work effectiveness and conceptual development.

At the preservice level, interpersonal skills training has
been conducted for Black educators (Holder & Hicks, 1976; Banks,
Hol.der & Hicks, Note 1). These training activities were parts of
courses being conceptualized as a potential undagraduate
education program based on the Human Resource Development Model

Carkhuff and Berenson (Hicks, 1975).

McCune (1975) used interpersonal skills to help teachers
identify and solve problems. She also used this training to help
teachers gain skills to comply with race and sex equity laws,
analyze textbooks fdT bias, and change curriculum.
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Tentatively,.the iiterature reviewed shows that teachers,
regardless'of race, do not have the interpersonal skills to
interactkmeaningul with all students; Teachers have not been
trained to tentatively suspend their individual frames of
reference or personal judgments and enter the worlds of theif .

students to involve them in meaningful learning. Consequently,'
teachers tend to react tp their own internal feelings rather than

respond to the student whose frame.of reference is different. '

This inability accounts for much of the differential-lreatment of

'students,wha are different from the,te cher because of race, S'ex,

handicap, language, ot geographical loc tion.

A first step in 'ameliorating this si.,uation is to give
teachers systematic training in interpersonal skills. Such
trAining will enhance their ability to involve all students and

improve interpersonal communication Within, between:and among
groups (Carkhuff, 1972). The research has shown that trainees
under the Human Resource Development Model of Carkhuff and
Berenson do increase their level of communigation effectiveness.
Although the,'e have.been innovations in multicultural education
over the past few years, the achievement scorss'of minority

.
students have fallen further behind those of nonminority
students. Because programs often have not been operationalized,
teachers are often not taught specific transferable skills.

There are a number.of approaches to preparing educators with

interpersonal ski14. Many writers (Gollnick et al., 1976; Paris

and Romero, 1978; Paris et al., 1978, 1978a, 1978b) refer to the

need for an interpersonal dimension in multicultural education,
but seldom has this need been translated into meaningful skills.
At best, literature in this area increases awareness and

stimulates exploration of the affective dimension within
multicultural education.

The interaction analyTis instruments of.Flanders (1971)

provide a means for assessing teacher-student interactions.
Based on extensive research, the Flanders' instrument may be

helpful in improving classroom interaction. Teachers can acquire

the skill to pse the tool, tut it does not provide the teacher

training or direction for improving interpersonal skills.

Human relations programs are also sometimes linked to
interpersonal skills development of teachers. Basically, the

human relations ruovement ha's focused on experiences that increase
awareness, perception'of self, and attitude change. The
assumption is that such changes translate directly.to .

interpersonal behavior with adults and students of different
cultural experiences. However, previous reviews of these

,processes (Carkhuff, 1971; Banks and Carkhuff, 1971) have raised
serious questions about the goals, research and development,
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taWgible outcomes, and implications for minority groups. The
human relations approach remains a process with conceptual goals,
vague concepts about training processes, and no clear benefits
for behavior change. Its preoccupation with attitude change has
been crippling for those involved.

THE INTERPERSONAL SKILLS MODEL OF CARKHUFF AND.BERENSON

The.Interpersonal Skills Model of Carkhuff and Berenson
(l976aT provides an effective means for training teachers in
interpersonal skills for multicultural education. Specific
skills programs derived from the model have been used with
teachers and students from a wiety of backgrounds iR many
different settings. The interpersonal skills model is integrated
with models that address the full repertoire of the skills.of
teaching. There is a well-established emp.irical base for this
training model.

INTERPERSON,AL SKILLS MODEL

Teacher: Interpersonal I.

Skills

Learner
Activities:

r

Pre-Learnin9-4Responding-4Persona1izing-41nitiatiqg .

Attending

xploririg -,Understanding -4Acting

Figure

Model from Carkhuff Institute of Human Technology, 1976

Carkhuff 4nd Berenson have developed a model that
identifies, defines, and relates essential ingredients foy
effective interpersonal relationships, such as teaching. These
basic ingredients have been established at both the teacher and
learner levels. As outlined in Figure 1, the skills for teachers
IncIuae attending, responding, personalizing, and initiating.
Attending is a preteaching skill where the teacher is involved in
the teaching experience and communicates a readiness to the

. learner. Responding is an accurate verbal communication of where
the learner is in his or her experience, in terms of feeling and
reason for feeling. Personalizing is an accurate verbal
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communication of feeling and reason for fieling'in rega-d to
where the learnef is, compared to ,where the learner.wants or
needs to be; Initiating involves verbal communications as well

as planning goals and steps to take the learner where he or she

wants or needs to.be
/1

The learner's level'includes the Phases of exploring,
understanding, and acting. They enable a learner to see where he

or she is, where he or she.wants or needs to be;,and to take the

steps necessary tenet to that goal. The arrdws in Figure 1 .

rApresent the relationships between the teacher behavior and

learner phases. For both the teacher and'learner the lirocess

builds in a cumuldtive fashfon, which can be recycled in

implemOtation. Fór the teacher relating to-students, the model

qnable§ the teacher to integrate both responsive and initiative
behaviors. As the teacher responds, he or she is able to enter
the frame of reference of the learner. Through the telationshipv
tlie teacher utilizes his or her responsive and initiative skills
to facilitate achievement ot the learner's,goals.

This model was developed thrOugh 20 years of research,
and practice ch the helping professions. Documentation

of the use and successoof the model is extensive (Carkhuff
Berenson, 1976a). Aspr and Roebuck (1977). have demonstrated its

usefulness in facilktating learning for stUdents. Teachers frar
various settings around the country were trained in interpersonal
skills through the National Consortium for Humanizing Educators.
As teachers applied these skills, their students demonstrated
high levels of academic achievement, as contrasted with the ------

students of teachers not trained in interpers-onal skills. A

significant decrease was noted in student behavior problems, such
as absenteeism, tardiness, and vandalism. As teachers are able
to involve students in the learning process, achievement
increased and discipline problems decrease4.

6

The model has also been implementa with a wide range. of
minority cultural groups in the United States and around the
world. Aspy and Roebuck (1977) found tlfat interpert;onal skills

were acquired by teachers regardless of racial baaground. In.

addition, the skills used by teachers were meaningfuil. for both

minority and majority students. The model has been.ased
successfully with Black, Asian, Puento Rican, Chicano, and Native
American populations (Banks, Note 2).

The model of Carkhuff and Berenson (1976a) is grounded in
the followcng three principles oi teaching with implications for
multicultural education:

1. All learning begins with the learnerus-fTame of

reference. The teacher who is 'equipped with skins to

(lock
4.$ I 7

4o6P
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enter a learner's uhique, cultural experience will be
able toInvolve such students more meaningfully.

2. All learning culminates in skills Objectives.. The
teacher equipped with skills for relating ta,culturally
diverse students and for setting personalized learning
goals can help give such students direction for
learning.

3. All leafning is transferable to the learner's real life
experiences. The teacher skilled in relating to the

. culturally diverse learner, %elping that learner set
personalized goals and establishing stepg to those
goals, gives those learners the iileans to act
significantly upon their-world. The interpersonal
skills of the teacher enable him or her to work with the
culturally diverse learner to motivate, direct, and
providethe means or skills for learning.

The Carkhuff and Berenson model provides specif,ic Aills for
improving teachers' relationships with'all students. In
.additioi it provides a direction for delivery. The following
three rit cal ingredients compvise an effective delivery of
skill to lecipients:--

1. E fective people who possess the quantity and quality iciA, ,.
,

ir\terpersonal and trarling responses,in his or hen ;,

repertoe'to.help-and-train others.'.
. . ,

,
, sl

Eflective Pro mSgea that ineIuda specific goals and 4eps
,

i

far the plan 441 deliliering skills to other .

,_ 7i.
.

, / r

3. The effealve organization that brings together
effective people and effective programs to make a
delivery to people. (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a) .

To deliver interpersonal skills to teachers for multicultural
education, effective people and programs need to be organi.zed and

.

supported.

Training Procedures

For successful implementation of'the Carkhuff and Berenson
model for interpersonal skills training, several factors are
critical:
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1.- For training to be effective, the trainer needs an

eitensive reliertoire of skilyesponses (Carkhu" and.

Berewn; 1976a).

2. Because the quantity and quality of skill responses
reflected in the training program are important factors

in training, it is critical to select a training program

with an extensive repertoire of skill responses
(Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a).

\,

3. The organizat4 of the training activity fs'important
for training; thereforg, the trainers and trainees must

be provided the opportunity and ample time to work with

' the training program (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1976a).

4. The participatts' initial level of functioning in terms

of repertoire of responses must be assessed to provide a

baseline for determining growth (Carkhuff and Berenson,

1976a).

S. The training process must facilitate a process.of

exploring, understanding, and acting for trainees; the

involvement of trainees in these processes facilitates

accoTplishment of braining goals (Carkhuff et al.,

1977).

a. Exploring can be accomplished by collecting input

from trainees and identifying their needs.

b. Understanding can be accomplished by setting goals

and providing overviews.of Xrain;ng for trainees.

Acting can,be achieved through the presentation of

skills that"build upon three sources of learning:

the didactic phase (telling the skill steps and

background facts, concepts, and principles);
modeling phase (showing the skill steps);-- and

experiential phase (providing the experience of

trying or doing the skill steps).- `

6. To sustain skills gained during training and to

facilitate skills application, follow-rn is essential.

Several training activities are derived from these critical

factors. Basically, training involves an acquisition and a

follow-up application phase. In the acquisition phase the

trainee acquires the skill and supporting knowledge. In the

application phase the trainee uses the skill in his or her

workincg setting. Both the acrsition and application phases are

essential.
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The specific training goals and programs are beyond the
scope of this paper." Attending, responding, personalizing, and
initiating each have detail?d skill steps and acquisition and
pratice exercises. Each training day begins with a review of
the trainees' learning experiences from the previous day of
training or other situations. This exploration is integrated
with ar overview of where.trainees are going. The steps of the
skill are presented by explaining the step, showing the step, and
providing the opportunity to practice the step. Additional time
is spent practicing the step and developing applications that
approximate the work setting to which the trainee will return.
In addition, the activity is reviewed and assignments are made
for work at home.

The process is syst6atic and delivers skills. However, the
dimensions involved and the end product are sometimes
misinterpreted. The training process is neither all cognitive or
all affective. It is a learning process that integrates the
cognitive-intellectual, the affective-emotional, and the
physical-doing dimensions. In the intellectual area the trainees
acquire facts, concepts, and principles related to the skill
behaviors as well as 'discriminations and judgements about the use
of the behaviors. The process for physical dimensions involves
physical actions and doing for concrete feeaback. In the
emotional area, trainees are involved in people's experience to
understand where they are, where they are in relation to where
they mant to be, and how to get there. The process allows i)eople
to act on self expression, cultural diversit,y, and creativity.

If learning is tobccur, the teacher must hat4'the means to
carry out the expressed intent. Jo understand the cultural
experiences of students, teachergmmst have the skills to explore
meaningfully who they are in relation to the learners. A teacher
with limited experiences with culturally diverse students cannot
gain a greater appreciation for those students unless he/she can
suspend judgement in ordeil to enter the frame of reference of the
student.° With the skills ofphysically attending, observing, and
listening, the teacher can be-come involved with the learners in
order to explore who those learners really are.

MODELS FOR DELIVERY

Higher Education

Interpersonal skills training for educatoTs is part of an
internationally recognized program in Human Resource Development
offered-by the Center for Human Relations and Community Affairs
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within the School of Education at'American International College.

These programs are based on the human technology of Carkhuff ahd

Berenson. The.Centek provides human service,professionals,
including educators, with knowledge anA skills in human, -

educational, and career achieV6ment: Aspects of,these programs

have been used 'at both the preservice and graduate levels. .A

commqnity emphasis is a sIgnificant(part of these programs.
Graduates are effectivetteachers and 4dminis.ratorS who have

established signilicant outcomes with their itudents.
interpersonal skills training has served as the building block

for, their achievements.

The following ire recommendations fOr preparing preservice

and graduate educators with interpersonal'-skills for

multicultural education:,,

1. interpersonal skills training for multiolltural
education needs to be a courSe offered'at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.of teacher preparation
programs as well as othen inservice progfams.

The program focus should be on an empirically-based
teaching skills model, and the Interpersonal Skills

Models of Carkhuff and Aerenson meets this criterion.

3. The.training should be conducted by persons mho.,

demonstrate an epande&-qUantity and quality o
interpersonal and training responses, as measured on

observable criteria.

4. Courses should be arranged to provide time for

intensive, extensive training as well asinitial and

follow-up phases.

5. The courses should include work'dealing with the

research and education related to interpersonal skilli.

6. The outcomes of interpersenal'skills.training should be

assessed on observable and measurable criteria.

7. The interpersonal skills.course should be part of a

program that delivers essential skill& of teaching for

multicultural education.
o

Inservice Training

In providing staff training for multicultural equity, one

cannot assume that trainees will easily change their behaviors.

Training must be provided over an extended period of time.
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Because Trost teachers, have not had substantial experiences with
students from diverse backgrounds, it is imperative that they
receive systematic training to facilitate effective communication

,and interaction between teachers and students. Interpersonal
skills training can enhance student learning and improve teaching
effectiveness.

The MulticurTural Inservkce Training Project in the State of
Washington is based on the Caiiirkhuff and Berenson model for
interpersonal sk11s trainint. The project is funded by the
National In'titute of Education for the development of a national
model in multicultural education. The purpose of the project is
two-fold:

1. To increase the inservice training capability of local
school districts in the area of multkicultural equity by
training local teachers who will, in turn, serve as
trainers of the educators.

2. To organize and field-test a model and skills programs
for training teachers in multicultural education.0

Project actrvity focuses on the five areas of module development,
staff inservice training, field training, evaluation, and
dissemination.

The impetus for the Multicutural Inservice Training Project
was the successful f-ield training in interpersonal skills
conducted by a cadre of educators in'the state of Washington.
These educators initially received this training from the
National Education Association for the purpose of promotinE race
and sex-equity in classrooms and the professional teachers'
associations In follow-up sessions, they learned skills for
training other educators.

During 1975-76, over 600 teachers, paraprofessionals,
college interns, parents, and other community persons were
trained by this cadre (Benavidez, Banks, and Griffin, Note 3).
The response by participants was enthusiastic. They.agreed that
the skills were pertinent and relevant to multicultural issues in
the classroom and association, and they desired additional
training in,this area. In response to this interest, the
Washington Education Association sought and received funding for
the project.

ln ongoing assessments of the project, teachers indicated
that they wanted to learn more about the cultural backgrounds of
students. But more importantly, they wanted generic teaching
skills to accompany this information. Through training in the
project, skills were provided to put the concepts into operation.
This was critical, because so much of what the participants knew
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about multicultural education was conceptual. For the.first

time, they were also learning-skills to implementx multicultural

education.

The capability of the trainer is a significant factor in the

level of skills gained by participants. Trainers with a high

level of interpersonal skills dan effect significant gains in

trainees of other races, as well as,in traineeS of the same race

(Carkhuff, 1972; Carkhuff, Banks, 1971a). They are able to help

trainees in exploring, understanding, and acting in culturally

diverse situations. As the trainer models his/her ability to

enter the frames of reference of the trainees, they see that it

is possible to relate to persons from different backgrounds in

both an intellectual and experiential framework (Carkhuff and

Berenson, 1976a).

An Pnitial step in the training design was the training of

the staff who would be responsible to deliver the training.'

Intensive training was provided to all project staff in the

interpersonal skills to be delivered in the field. In addition,

periodic seminars are being conducted. Sequentially, staff will

undergo intensive training in each of the additionalmodules,

prior to delivery in the field. In this way, the training staff

has an expanded repertoirp of quantity and quality responses for

conducting the training or educators in the field.

The field training for the project is designed to bridget

gaps based on race, ethnicity, and/or sex. In order to

accomplish this, the systematic training must:

1. Contribute to the success of learning through
progressive reinforcement.

2. Be goal-directed and action-oriented toward the

implementation of operational goals.

3. Emphasize practice in the behavior to be effected.

4. Leave the trainee with tangible and usable skills.

5. Promote the longer retenti9n of learned skills through

periodic follow-up contacts.

6. Offer a built-in means for assessing its own

effectiveness. (Carkhuff, 1972; Carkhurf and Banks,

1971)

Such systematic training is necessary for programs dealing

with multicultural equity. If the goal is to have teachers gain

greater respect for students from diverse cultures, they must be

able to practice the specific behaviors to increase their
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proficiency in the skill. For example, as the teacher physically
positions him/herself with the student, the behavior of closing
the'distance with the student begins to bridge the gap between
involvement and noninvolvement. As the teacher moves about the
classroom, he/she is in a position to observe the learners and
their readiness for involvement (Carkhuff, Berenson V-Pierce,
1174).

The project's field training consists of initial and
follow-up phases. In the initial phase, trainees acqiiire

.

tangible and usable behaviors.. Over an intensive period of time,
trainees increase their response repertoire thereby
consolidating their strengths rather than just emphasizing
deficits. Theateacher explores how his/her behavior impacts on
learAing in the classroom. Utilizing the skills learned in
training, teachers develop a program for inclusion cf alit
students.

In order for teachers to.sustain and continue development of
their skills, periodic contact after initial training is
essential. The Washington Multicultural Inservice Training
Project includes frequent follow-up sessigns with each
participant. These sessions include classroom observations and
individual conferences with each teacher, review and refinement
of previous skills learned, and acquisition of additional skills.

CONCLUSIONS

The interaction between the teacher and the student or
groups of students either facilitates or retards the personal and
educational growth that 4occurs in the learning situation.
However, if communication patterns are culturally determined, how
might these patterns conflict with the interpersonal skill
behavior of the teacher? With the variabiritr of human
experience, the communication patterns of some individuals may be
Fulturally determined. For other individuals, .this may not be
the case. The critical point is that knowledge of cultural
patterns of communication provide, at best, tentative hypotheses
for understanding a student's experience in learning. At worst,
they generate new stereotypes about culturally different
students.

The essence of interpersonal skills is that they are
organized behaviors that comprise a learning process. A conflict
between these behaviors and cultuTally determined patterns of
/behavior, whatever they may be, is only apparent in that the
teacher who uses these interpersonal b.Aaviors mith students
learns about their immediate impact on students. For the sake of

2fir)
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example, a teacher may be using eye contact as a part of

attending to a Chicano student. That student may have been

raised in his/her culture to not look directly at adults. It is

not the teacher's mission ro demand eye contact in return, thus

creating a cultural conflict. A teacher with interpersonal 4.

skills is trained to use the information about student eye

contact to better understand the student's experience. Any

cultural knowledge about communication patterns of Chicano

students will be held in suspension in order to.understand the

immediate student's ctiltural experience. The major conclusion is

that the trained teacher can respond to the student's mnique

needs and individualized learning. Over a period of time of

contact with students, the teacher's behavior serves not as a

model to replace the students culturally determined belfavior and

accompanying value system. But rather the teacher's
behavior--and'whatever strategies the teacher used to teach

his/her interpersonal behavior to students--presents additional
interpersonal responses that the multicultural student may draw

upon. The student is free to combine these responses with his

own to meet his/her own needs, goals, and cultural values. With

these behaviors, the student is free to make his/her own choice.

Facilitating this experience between teacher and
multicultural student is a creative interaction of interpersonal

responses, which it has been possible to demonstrate only briefly

here. Difficult to illustrate is the importance of the observing

skill within attending behavior. Nonverbal behavior is a

significant source of learning in the interpersonal area,
especially cross-culturally. The observing skill gives the

teacher some freedom from verbal skills to use nonverbal behavior

as a source of learning about students' experience.

Several levels of the observing skill are helpful. The

first involves the ability to identify facts about a person's

.
experience and bellavior, completely separate from influences such

as stereotypes, bias,cor even positive judgments. The observing

person just identifies the nonverbal information at hand. The

training task for observing, in order to relate to someone
effectively, is to translate factu'al information into tentative

hypotheses about the persons immediate experience. At this

stage a teacher's possession of cultural interpretation of the

students' behavior may or may not Ve helpful. The test of this

is to what degree it nelps the teacher understand and better

communicate the understanding to the student. In this way the

observing skilj, along with paying attention and listening,
-provides the input channels through which the teacher gets
immediate information about the multicultural student. In the

end, the observing may be the most signiftcant interpersonal

behavior check that the teacher has against stereotyping a
multicultural student on the basis of past experience, cultural

knowledge, or other information.
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Interpersonal skills help teachers to involve students in
the learning process as well as enhajpcing student achievement and
teaching delivery. When students become involved in the learning '

process, student attention increases, student listening and
intake of information increases, and anxiety about learning is
reduced. Such involvement moves students toward the achievement
of learning objectives. The use of intetpersonal skills by the
teacher takes the involvement and learning of all students into
account rather chan leaving them to chance, as so often happens,
especially for the students who are identifiably different from
their teacher. Teachers who develop skills to improve their
interaction with'students do make a difference in the lives of
their students.

In the pplication of interpersonal skills to classrooms,
the following are important:

1. Interpersonal skills are applied by the teacher in a

climulative fashion. Together these skills build a
relationship with students.

2. These skills are tied to all teaching functions in
helping students to learn.

3. These skills.are applicable with individuals and groups
of students.

At the heart of any program advocating multicultural equity
must be the improved interaction between and among persons of
similar and'different backgrounds. This interaction can be
improved by expanding the quantity and quality of interpersonal
responses in the teacher's repertoire.t If teachers are to.
involve students from diverse backgxounds in the learning
process, they must hive the necessary skills to involve them. If
teachers are to acknowledge and respect each learner, they must
have the skills to enter a student's frame of reference and to
respond to his or her experience. If teachers are to help
students understand their responsibility in learning, they must
have the skills to personalize the learning experience. If
teachers are to develop programs for learning, they must have the
skills to hOp all students reach those goals. antdrpersonal
skills traihg proyides these skills within a multicultural
framework.

Preservice and inservice education programs bear tremendous
responsibility for the failure to provide teachers the necessary
tools to teach all students. With a focus on what is needed for
culturally diverse students, programs can be designed to meet
rigorous criteria and contribute to the learning of all students.
Interpersonal skills training is a start.
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Chapter g

DISPRO1)ORTIONATE MI.NORITY, DISCIPLINE

A. L. Parita
Marion Pruitt-Malone

This chapter addresses the problem of behavioral inequity in
school. It is perhaps the least visible aspect of,the
educational disparity imposed upon recognizable groups of
studen's. Only recently, by distyibution of educational
resotirces, s6rvices, and.programs, have educators sought to 4eal
with the problem bf behasioral inequity.

While the academic component of schooling and the behavioral
aSpects of schooling are inevitably linked, this chapter is
limited to a discussion of the behavioral inequities. In
particular, the bdhavioral inequities resulting from the
discipline systeM to minority students is examined. Throughout
this paper the existence extent of the behavioral inequities
directed to minority is referred to as p_i_LLiorlqtenioritdisroo,
di!Lijalin2, or DMD.

Long overdue are recommendations for preparing educators to
more effectively address DMD at both preservice and inservice
levels. The development of the problem of DMD is more than the
"career of a concept" that has been statistically recorded,
legally challenged, and'responded to programmatically. It is
also the story of various ineffective attempts to remedy the
problem of behavioral inequities.

This dimension of ineffectiveness, reflected by educators'
general reluctance to deal with the problem, lends t the.urgency
of makiAg alterations in teacher-education programming.
Teacher-education institutions must acknowledge that the problem
of DMD exists. They must systematicallytdevelp methods for its
study aad how skills and competericies call be delivered to

A. L. Fanta, J.D., Ph.D., is Adjunct Professor of Education at
the Uffiversity of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan; and Marian
Pruitt-Malone, Ed.S., is a candidate for the Ph.D. in Educational
Administration at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
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preservice and inservice teachers. Teachers must be informed,

taught about the problem, and tested on the skills necessary to

reduce it.. Only then will the behavioral inequity in the

. treatment of minority stuAents be i.educed. Only then will

educational equity for thu culturally and racially different

students be achieved.

THE PRObLEM OE DISPROPORTIONATE MINORITY DISCTPLINE

.While.it is often,difficult to date accurately the

recognition of DMD, concern was highlighted in two publthations

from the Children's Defense Fund--Childreit Out of School in

America, 1974; and School Sus ensions: ik7a7T1Th Hiiin
C1iITUF-in?,:1975. Ait oug ,t ese report-iTail not e examined in

TaliTTThey provide a broad review of the school suspension

problem. In fact, these two documents significantly contributed

to the social Construction of the reality of DMD.

Constitutional Dimensions and Significant Court Cases

Yudof (1975) recognized the potential cultural basis of

institutional yules presented by the process of disproportionate

minority discipline:-! He discussed the problem in terms of the

underlying social policy implications and the importance of

schcoor discipline in the socializatton of children:

If the failure to adhere to institutional rules relating to

respect for aufhority and timeliness is the primary cause of

Black exclusions, then we can gain a number of additional

insights into the process. At the heart of the problem 'lies

the controversy, which has plagued thinkers since Plato, of

the appropriate role of the state in socializing children to

values, endofsed by those who control education. The

problem is inherently cultural.,..Socialization in the

public schools is accomplished as much or more through

patterns of institutional governance as it is by what is

directly taught in the classroom. (pp. 387-388)

Thus, DMD represents in a real sense a failure in socialization.

Since the standards of behavior--upon which the effectiveness and

success of the socialization are to be evaluated-:-are culturally

based, the legai analysis of the problem may revehl an equal

protection question within the framework of constitutional law.

Therefore, the question becomes: Are the rules such that they,
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either by appearance or direct applicationo'impact in a
disproportionate manner upon minority students?

Yudof (19739 carefully reviewed the racial approaches to the
problem of DMD within the legal structuve an concluded that
efforts in thi: direction might not be as successful as a
nonracial legal ailproach. Viewing the problem of DM). solely in
racial terms only increases the probability that the problem of
DMD will be poorly understood by the courts and-the sch4ols, that
policy'.suggestion will be resented, and that hostility and
suspicion will increase'on the part of the instructional staff,
parents, students, and school administrators. These observations .

have been and are verified by the authors in their consultationi,
with authoritie,s from seileral school districts.

In a nonracial perspective one must construct the equal
protection argument within a different classifkcation
perspective. Instead of classifying students as white and Black,
one could classify students as those remaining in school and
those excluded from school. However,

The courts must be persuaded that the designation of,these
students for exclusion who have comukitted relatively minor
violations of the hidden curriculum or who, having committed
more serious offenses, have been denied out-of-school.pliblic

'educational services, is not a reasonable clas*sification.
(Yudof, 1975, p. 406)

Yudof (1975) reviewed the limitations placed on the
const.itutional right to an education by the United States Supreme
Court in the San Antonio Inde,endent SChool District k
vs. Rodri uez-TTUTST-ZiEliion an infliteTto-fthe Mills
Vs. oar o Education (1972)ivase. *He concluded that
strongest case can. e made in the situation where the exclusion
of children from school is of a permanent or complete nature.

Complete exclusion from school maybe read as a denial of
equal protection of the laws and can be so read notwithstanding
the constitutional guarantees of due-process hearing (Goss
!!2_1..i.cisez). However, rarely is the problem of DMD of Wal-a
clean-cut nature. More often than not suspensions from school
are for short periods of time and are frequently cumulative in
nature. This raises,the question of how to measure the
disproportionate effects of suspensions. Should length or
frequency be the criteria? Ultimately what standards should be
applied in ascertaining a denial of equal protection of the laws
in the case of DMD? Yudof (1975) proposes a functional approach:

Where the excl4sion is of such a duration as.to make the
child fall sigAificantly behind in his work or so as to
otherwiSe jeo ardize his continued attendance at public
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school, he has been denied equal protection of the laws

°unless there is no feasible alternative to removal from the

school and other placements have been explored. (p. 409)

If these cittestions can be answered effectively (meeting the

burden of\proof), a potential constitutional violation can occur

in the suspension of minority students from school. To insure

that neither district policies nor school practices create this

possibility, school authorities and teachers should carefully

monitor their discipli.ne practices in general and their

suspensions of minority students in particular.-; Revelant data of

student academic performance and other social and cul.tural

factors should also be incorporated into the monitoring process.

The recent case of Girard School District vs. Pitten er
(1978) is instructive on tiis point. T e Pennsylvania State
Board of Education adopted several regulations concerning student

disciOline and the conduct of students in thepublic schools of

the Commonwealth. Several local school districts filed suite

against the state board, challenging the authority of the board

'to act in the matter. The suit sought to establish that matters

of stUdent discipline were exclusively reserved for the local

boards of education, and that student conducit and discipline were

not part of education.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that.even thoUgh the

local school districts had substantial power to deal with student

discipline, the delegation of the )(Aver was not exclusive.

Therefore, the state board was well within its general powers.

The reluctance or inability of school authorities and teachers to

monitor effectively the discipline system at the local level and .

the refusal of state agencies to exercise monitoring powers are

still very real issues for educators concerned about student

discipline in general and DMD in particular.

The probability of a violation of constitutional rights can'

spur the monitoring and evaluation process undertalsen by school

officials. This approach may protect the school from litigation

alleging the abridgment of constitutional guarantees by,a

particular group of students. However, the reason for
undertaking the monitoring and evaluating process should be 'to

achieve equity in the treatment of students in the school.

The problem of disproportionate minority discipline wa's

directly attacked in a court case from Dallas, Texas. In Hawkins

vs. Coleman (1974), the plaintiffs argued that the student

TriEITYTITeand suspension procedures were enforced in a racially

discriminatory manner. The court agreed. The plaintiffs used

the expert testimony of an educational psychologist, documented

empirical evidence of the suspensions for students of each race,

and obtained a school official's admission that "white
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institutional racism" existed in 4the district. This case is
significant for several reasons:,/ It represents a judicial review
of the disciplinary practices within a local school district; DMD
was found to exist within the district; the court dandated a
review of the discipline program in the district; mid the court

,

directed that affirmative actions be undertaken to lessen white
institutional facism in the district.

The Structure of the Disci line Ad'udication Process77
Since the decision in G221,ml_i2221 (1975), most districts

have developed reasonable due-process procedures for student
discipline. These procedures vary, usually becoming more complex
with the severity of the student's offense. Most administrators
and teachers have learned to live with these procedural
requirements and have developed local district policies to make
these constitutional guarantees operational. Due-process
procedures may have been beneficial in assuring each student a
modicum of fair treatment im the handling, hearing, and
processing of their cases. Neverthelegs, such procedures have
not had a appreciable impact on DMD. There may be clear
limitations regarding the use of the legal process for problems
of behavioral inequity within our school systems. Handler (1967)
has observed:

The development of sound social policy and the proper
implementation of that policy are beyond the competence of
most lawyers....The crucial battle grounds of social
direction and control of the urban scene will not be
individual suits against bureaucrats or other court cases.
(p. 12)

The authors of Children Out of School in America (1974)
noted:

The Office of Civil Rights has argued that effective
enforcement of Title VI, and particularly the holding of
compliance hearings prior to termination of federal funds,
is stymied by extradordinarily high judicial demands in
relation to the burden of proof the Office of Civil Rights
must maintain. (p. 149)

The prOblem of DMD can also be examined in a sociological
manner. Is there a relationship between the resources available
for dispute processing, the consequences of dispute processing,
and the form of social organization (Felstiner, 1974)? Educators
can gain effective insights to DMD by focusing on the problem of
minority student discipline as a means of dispute processing.
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Felstiner (1974) found that the adjudicative process
frequently alienates the loser, placing the individual in a'

psycholdgically unstable condition. 'The individual is reqUiied

to change attitudes toward either his/her past behavior or the

adjudicative process. While some individuals may change their

past behaviors, more are likely to change their attitudes toward

the process.

One would, therefore, expect th t loser compliance with

adjudicative decision is produced ot by their merits, but

by the coercive power which they command. Unconvinced of

their original error, losers respond to an adverse decision

only because the consequences of not responding would be

worse. (Felstiner, 1974)

In the processing and management of minority student
behaviors in school, educators may not be teaching the desired
behavioral lesson to the students by using the adjudicative

%proces§. Minority students may accept both the adjudicative
process and the resmlt of that process only because it would be

worse not to respond. However, students in general and minority

students in particular may not change their attitudes toward

either;their past or present behaviors. As an instructive
medium, adjudication may be ineffective Ln accomplishing the

desired conduct in students.

It is usually assumed that a student code of conduct and

quasi-judicial procedures are not meant to exclude, students but

to inform them.of the behaviors and behavioral limits of the

school, i.e., to socialize them. Therefore, educatons should
think of alternative ways to process disputes concerning minority

students. Felstiner (1974) suggepts an alternative:

Where dispute processing i to be provided.fora different
kind of social unit, it would be well to recognize'at the

outset that only mediation may be effective, and to maximize

/ the use of third parties who dre likely to share the social

and cultural experience of the disputants and whd have some

preprocessing information about them as personalifies--a
neighborhood notable is pyeferable%to a trained social

worker or lawyer who is an 'oUtsider.' (p. 77)

flxperimenting with alternate ways of processing disputes

involving minority student behaviors may be limited by school

resources. Usually it is not economic barriers (lack of funds or

inability to reallocate resources) but a failure of educational

imagination that limits the development of alternatives.
Felstiner (1974) observed:

01))1
.
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Adjudication requires expertise in the social rules
governing behavior and, frequently, in the secondary rules
governing the conduct of disputes. This expertise is
relatively easy to create on a mass basiS. (p. 73)

This observation seems unfortunately appropriate for school .

systems in the handling of student'discipline cases. There are
social and cultural experiences that Can and should be worked
into the fabric of any system selected to handle disputes of a
behavioral nature in school.

The personal investment felt by Cducators in the system is
high, and it is hard to overcome j,nverted logic that "the
procedures are working, because the violators are out of school."
But uncomfortable question remains: Does the structure and the
process of handling minority student discipline contribute to the
problem of DMD? Clearly, educators must have the necessary tools
sand methods to conduct a meaningful inquiry.

While the investigation of in-school alternative education
programs is beyond the scope of this article, it is important to
point out that alternative programs frequently contain
sulistantial weaknesses. Most often minority students are placed
in those programs solely because of their in-school behaviors.
Focusing exclusively on the student's behavior does net provide a
substantive basis for educational programming.

School officials must be willing to come to grips with the
fact that the root problem of a student's behavior may also
be found,spi whole or in part (1) in howa teacher manages
his/her classroom or relates to students; (2) in the hasty
judgments of school personnel whose reactions are based on
partial information or on cultural/racial stereotypes or on
his/her personal values; and (3) in a range of other
school-related, peer-related, home-related, or
community-related factors. (Mizell, 1978, pp. 216-217)

1n-school alternative programs may reduce the suspensions of
students, particularly minority students. However, the effect
may not be so much to reduce DMD as to shift the problem of
disproportionality from discipline to educational programming.
Except for moving the problem to a new level of abstraction,
little may be actually accomplished.

The truth is that many school systems have not learned to
deal with behavior problems, and their only response is the
age-old one; banishment from the institution....School
systems must learn to deal more flexibly with student
behavior problems: They must be more institutionally
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adaptive, and thus more considerate of the educational 4

interest of their changes. (Yudof, 1975, p..380)

Institutionalization and Cultural Difference

The form of social organization,can delimit, control,.and s

impact upon the form of dispute prodessing within'an institution.

By neglect, oversight,'or design, relevant cultural
considerations often are not considered in the handling of'

disputes. However, ulture plays an important role in another
dimension of the symbolic interaction in the social process of

schooling. Ail examination of the relationship between
institutionalization and culture within the organizational
framework of schooling is necessary in understanding DMD.

The greater the generational uniformity of cultural
understandings, the greater.flie maintenance' without direct
social control,-the greater the resistance to change:through
personal influence....The degree og institutionalization,
depending on personal.influence, organizational context or
office directly affected three major aspects of persistence:
generational informity, maintenance and resistance to

change. (Zucker, 1977, p. 741)

These findings suggest that a highly institutionalized and

increasingly stable professional staff could 'unconsciously
display a uniformity of countervailkAg cultural messages frem

.minority youngsters. Additionally, 1V4 increased resistance to

change might reflect an insensitivity to.the demands placed on
teachers, the school or the district resources by a minority
'student or group of mority students. Bearing directly on this

point is an observation by Bprger and Luckman (1966):

Legitimat.ion justifies the institutional order by giving
normative dignity to its practical imperatives. It is

important to understand the Legitimation has a cognitive as

well as a normative element. ln other words, legitimation
is not just a matter of values. It always implies knowledge

as well. (p. 93)'

Thus, the often overlooked dimension of the normative nature

of legitimation becomes apparent. in our schools,-the rules and

regulations governing and controlling student conduct are only
one aspect of the normative structure of the institution--of

legitimation. These policies and practices are the formal "rules

of the game." The use of the legal structure can result in

modestly successful reviews of this formal aspect of the

normative structure. This increases the probability that the
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rules of the game are fair, that due-process procedures arc
involved in the playing of the game, and that the "effect, of the
game on players can be--albeit with less success--statistically
and judicially monitored.

Here our concern is with the cognitive element, i.e., how
the staff thinks about schooling. More particularly, how the
staff thinks about student behaviors and specifically about
minority student behaviors. If institutionalization creates a
resistance to cultural change, then the behaviors problem of
minority students becomes one of conceptualization--an issue of
staff attitudes toward a culturally different student clientele.

Union contracts and teacher association agreements sometimes
include references to the problem of student discipline. These
references serve as, general examples of ,a cognitive agmement
regarding general student .discipline and specific in-school
student behaviors. While the language of these contracts and
negotiated agreements varies between school districts, it
reflects a uniform conceptual framework regarding in-school
student behaviors. For example, the contract between the
Pontiac, Michigan School District and the Pontiac Teacher's
Education Association (Note 2, 1977) states:

A teacher shall have the right to appeal a disciplinary
action taken by an adwinistrator to that administrator's
immediate supervisor. In tho event that a teacher perceives
that a classroom assignment contains an inequitable number
of disruptive students, that teacher shall have the right to
request a review of student placement in that classroom.
This review shall be conducted by a committee consisting of
a Board representative, the teacher concerned, and an
Association representative. The recommendation of the
three-member committee shall be implemented if there is
unanimous agreement. (p. 36)

Such contractual agreements reflect patterns of agreement on
the part of the instructiqnal staff. These patterns are
reinforced by both institutionalization patterns and
socialization practices in the classroom. As behavioral
responses and management techniques, these conceptions and their
legitimation in contract language may not be culturally relevant.
Drucker (1973) observed that "management is not culture-free,
that is, part of the world of nature. It is a social function.
Tt is, therefore, both socially accountable and culturally
embedded." (p: 18) .

The cognitive assumptions that underpin-professionalism as
well as the process of socialization dictate "ways of thinking"
about the process of schooling. These assumptions may be open to
interpretation and argument in terms of their cognitive

2?:? c.,
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presuppositions. If left unexamined, they may lead to
misunderstandings, mutual disrespect, conflict, and sometimes
open hostility between staff an0 students.

The management of any organization, especially one whose
purpose is to transmit knowledge and cultural values, is not
culturally free. Thus, DMD must be scrutinized in light of the
cognitive assumptions that underpin the normative framework of
.the institution. The model of the student as well as the idea of

the educational ritual must bear some relationship to-the
culture(s) the school serves.

__a.

Efforts to examine andrreduoie the latent cultural bias
inherent in the cognitive processes of school governance must e

undertaken. Just as the educational comtunity has reviewed for
cultural bias its measurement procedures and techniques of
student evaluation for academic classification and testing, so
too must responses to student behaviors be reviewed.

The Pattern of Antidemocratic Practice

Isolated contemplation about cognitive patterns and commonly
held assumptions concerning in-school behaviors will accomplish
little substantive change. The relationship of these cognitive
patterns to the behavioral practices within the school must be
examined. Autocratic practices and the climate of behavioral
inequity in contemporary schooling must be investigzted along
with their relationship to social policies.

Waller (1932) noted the crucial importance of discipline and
its relationship to democratic practices in the school. He
observed a peculiar circularity in that relationship:

The school is continually threatened because it is

autocratic, and it has to be autocratic because it is

threatened. The antagonistic,forces are balanced in that
ev'er7fickle equilibrium which is discipline. (p. 11)

Recently Morgan (1977) observed that antidemocratic
practices of modern schooling generally demacaliniform activity
of'all students. Whell students are not interest\ed in sharing
that activity, they are defined as problematic by the staff.
Morgan found that "fuhctional pressures weigh on the side of
employing behavioral discipline rather than taking the time to
engage those students in meaningful learning" (p. 56).
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External restraints on teachers often prevent the
development of an individualized ipproach to the education of
students. The social *policy considerations that provide the
foundation for these restraints also bear examination. If the
school is to act as a mechanism of social selection for the
society at large, the process of selection- will be broken down
into at least two components--academic and behavioral.

As a result, teachers.find themselves in the middle of a
policy dilemma. Teachers recognize that children learn in
different wayse, at different times, and at different speeds, ,

i.e., they have different needs. Nevertheless, they are fi

confronted with external restraints on the teaching sitnation
State competencies, grading, tets, and tracking of.students
serve as restraints for the academic component. Discipline codes
and school governance policies confront them in the'behavioral
component of the sorting process. Teachers may actually have i),/
little choice of the options available. For example, one teachbr,
stated: "If we enforced all the rules, we'd have a.riot here.
We really would. We're the ones who deal with the kids every
day, and some of the rules are absurd." (Morgan, 1977, p. 68)

Structurally,, the democratie-nature of schooling is rplated
to the student's position in the curriculum. The higher the gum

track/tile more likely the schooling experience will.be
democratic; the lower the track the less democratic the classroom
experience is likely to be. This fact is directly related to the
potential for student misbehaviors. Moreover, the measures of
classroom control exercised with lower-Zevel students achieves at
least two negative results, according to 'Morgan (1977):

On the one hand, by emphasizing order and tight constraints,
it reinforces authoritarian patterns of dealing with
i.nstitutional control. On the other, since the learhing
process is not intrinsically interesting, and there is less
hope for success and more awareness of failure, low41evel
students learn a negative lesson of personal efficacy. The .

most likely way to influence the school environment is by
the kind of disruptive, uninvolved behavior that reduces
chances for academic school success. (p. 11)

Furthermore, the antidemocratic practices of modern
schooling and their differential effects upon students
perpetuates a vicious cycle. The failure of the schools to
respond to the educational needs of students, especially
culturally or racially distinct students, is viewed as both
generalized and problematic. By viewing the disinterested, the
slackard, the troubled, the troublesome, and unprepared students
as problems,
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Schools shape the learning experience to appeal to the need
for immediate gratification; factual learning becomes the

norm. Yet these children come to see that learning Ls
fundamentally directionless and, accordingly, meaningless;

-,

they become alientated from the institution of schooling and
they have to be more overtly controlled; being more overtly
controlled for, no meaningfulreason, they become'more
alienated--and so the vicious cycle goes. (Morgan, 1977,
p. 126)

Instead of respondindhumanly to the educational needs of
individual students, the school produces a social system that
gentrates a differential form of overt behavior control. At the
same time the system produces Student alienation among groups of

students. The more alienated the student the more likely he/she
will engage in disruptive and prohibited behaviors in school.
The greater liklihood of such behavioral outcomes, the tighter
the behavioral control of the school staff is likely to be, and
the-higher the DMD ratio for minority students.

What is at stake here is not some generalized notion of
student freedom, the abscence of restraints or superviiion, or
laxity in discipline. The issue is structural, and is anchored
in the social policies or demands concerning the function of
schools. One cannot assume that the structure of modern
schooling in its academic and behavioral aspects responds to the

, needs of alr students. By.following the policies and the rules,
even without making that assumption, a situation of behavioral
inequity has been created that impacts disproportionately upon
minority youngsters.

The alienation and estrangement felt by minority youngsters
,-- in school, is perhaps di,splayed behaviorally. As such it is

reflected by their high suspension rates. If this is so, DMD can
be read as both an index of the cultural sensitivity for any
given sthool and as a measure of demqcratic school practices

illr

within that institution. In the en ;behavioral inequity in the
school is perhaps only a statistic éflection of deeper
curricular problems and issues of soclil policy that lie at the
heart of t4 educational process.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

The authors of one of the early studies on DMD stated: If

research is needed to improve teaching these children, it
should be undertaken at universities cooperating with public
schools. Courses, workshops summer sessions, and
literature should be offered through universities and
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professional organizations to help children in trouble.
(Children Out of School, 1974, p. 148)

At the preservice level, students should develop specific
'competencies for recognizing and dealing with general student
discipline,particularly the discipline of minority students.
Th iis might nclude the following competencies:

1. Demonstrated skills in the linkage of behavior standards
with learning skills, so as to differentiate the
cultural preference of student behavior held by the
instructor (as opposed to the plurality of student
behaviors that may be amenable to learning mastery).

2. Skills in the instruction and teaching of behaviors to
studen including:

a. The rationale for the in class behavioral standards
relevant to culturally distinct students, and the
skills for communicating these standards to minority

/ students in a culturally meaningful fashion.

b. The developmental strategies neces4ary to formulate
the behavioral lessons necessary for the students.

c. The expertise necessary for the articulate use of
the curriculum to achieve and assist in the
behavorial lessons necessary to be taught.

d. The insight necessary for the recognition and use c);
the curriculum to respond to the behavioral needs of
the students in class, with particular emphasis upon
the needs of minority students.

e. An awareness of--and an ability to
establish--reasonable behavioral goals for all

, students in the class.

3. Demonstrated skills in the accurate and relevant
reeordkeeping practices concerning classroom
misbehaviors.

4. Skills in mating, matching, peer pairing, and
structuring in-c]ass studnt interaction, so as to
reduce the potential for in-class student misbehaviors.

5. The ability and skills for self-assessment in the
clawoom interaction with students; and the
competencies to effectively change, alter, and modify
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teacher interaction with students that may contiibute to
student misbehaviors or prove to be problematic with
minority and culturally different *tudents. This would

include: interactive skills and thb ability to
establish classroom operating procepres (rules) that .

will govern and control the interaction and behaviors in

the classroom. Skills in the in-class discussion and

management of student misbehaviors exercised in a
positive, effective democratic manner with the Class.
Skills in the in-class involvement of misbehAving
students to reduce the alienation, isolation, and
peer-group sanction of these students.

,6. Skills in the use and maintenance of a positive in-clgss
reward system for both individual student and classwide

behaviors. The competencies in the development and
employment of any reward system should'reflect ability
and skill in recognizing the cultural basis of the
rewards and should incorporate those concepts, items,
and events important to minority students.

7. Skills in different teaching styles and methods of
instruction and the ability to accuractely gage their
impact upon minority students and their behaviors in the

class,

8. Skills in and an awareness of information processing
structures of minority students, especially those*
minority students who converse rn class in black or
other culturally signifiCant dialects.

9. Abilities and skills in accurate diagnosis of students

who need supplementary coaching in both academic and

behavioral skills.

10. Skills and the demonstrated ability in the development,
operation, and monitoring of alternatives necessary for
those students who continue to have behavioral
difficulties in the class. These alternatives should
include curricular alternatives--individual educational
plans (1)31')--and behavioral options--behavioral
educatiop plans (DEP).

. 11. Demonstrated abilities in interpersonal relations with

parents of minority and culturally different students
including skills and the ability to extract from the
parent clues, insights, and ideas that may increase the

effective management of the student in the classroom,
and which will lead to increased academic performance .

and a reduction of misbehaviors. Such items may range
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from effective'sanctions and rewards to Tatterns of
adult-child interaction that increase the likelihood of
a positive student response. %

12. Skills and a demonstrated ability of the teacher to
: clearly establish the limits of hi's or her involvement

with the misbehaviors of the students and the ability to
specify school policies and practics concerning student
behaviors in a non-threatening manner.

At the preservice level at least one component of the
curriculum might specifically address .student discipline. This
component should help students develop the compptencies above and
to systematically examine the following:

1. The teacher,s role in the student discipline process.

2. The complexity of the problem of behavioral inequities
experienced by minority and culturally distact
students. ,

3. The behavorial implications of cultural differences
between teachers and students in terms of in-school
student and staff behaviors.

4. The law and policy implications of student discipline in
general and disproportinate minority discipline in
particular.

5. School discipline codes, their development, and teacher
, and staff practices under these codes.

6. Classroom operating procedures for staff in the
fmulticultural classroom.

7. Record keeping practices concerning student discipline
. for the classroom reacher.

8. Counseling techniques and coaching methods for students
in the multicultural classroom, with particular emphasis
on those techniques that work effectively with minority
and culturally distinct students.

9. 1n-school curricular and behavioral alternatives for
misbehaving studentS.

10. Conference and guidare techniques fel° parents of
students in the multicultural classroom, with particular

'emphasis on those techniques and strategies that work
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for minority, culturally distinct, and lower
socioeconomic-status parents.

11. The sociological, psychological, and economic impacts of
school discipline in general, minority discipline in
particular, and the,effeicts of student exclusion from
school.

12. The multicultural. practicum wherein exposure to these
iFsues, problems, and concerns can be demonstrated by
the teacher as skills and competencies.

These recommendations make no judgment concerning the
institutional policies in teacher-training institutions.
Nevertheless; we specifically caution against developing
educational programming that exclusively focuses on student
behavior as the problem. Such a focus would miss the, interactive
dynamics of the problem, simplify the true complexities of
behavioral inequity, and ignore many signfficant legal issues.

It seems clear that disproportionate minority discipline
imposes a barrier for culturally different students. It is also

evident that this impediment to educational equity will be

overcome only if teachers systematically develop appropriate

skills.and competenctes. To this we hope that the
recommendations we have made will enable educators to overcome
the barriers that behavioral inequity generates in our schools.
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